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Ms.	Vandana	Bharti

EDITOR
Annual Commodity Outlook

AVP - Commodities

To	conclude,	we	believe	that	in	the	first	half	of	2023,	some	downside	is	expected	

in	commodities.	However,	as	we	move	towards	the	second	half	of	the	year,	and	

once	the	worst	of	the	demand	worries	are	behind	us,	supply	concerns	are	likely	

to	take	centre	stage	once	again,	which	should	push	prices	higher.	 	So	overall,	

bounce	is	expected	from	the	low.	

“

“

Dear	Readers

Cheers! It’s 15th anniversary of “Annual Commodity Outlook.” On 

behalf of the editorial team, I thank the readers for their continued 

support for the Annual Commodity Outlook. Over the years, with 

your support, the magazine has forged an impressive path, 

attaining widespread recognition and becoming a favorite among 

readers. Undoubtedly, your support and trust have always inspired 

us to come with fresh ideas. Going ahead, the Commodity team 

assures to hold the hand firmly in the same way round the clock and 

lead the way through this 24 hours ticking turbulent commodity 

market. In the journey of a decade and half, it covered all turbulent 

time and evidence of many ups and downs from Subprime crisis to 

the slowdown, US and China Trade tussle to Pandemic to Russia 

and Ukraine wars. Besides, we succeed in publishing the reaction of 

major central banks monetary actions to keep the economy 

healthy. 

We have just wrapped up 2022 and entered into 2023. The year 

gone by witnessed some unpleasant memorable historical events 

which kept the entire world and financial market tizzy. Commodity 

markets too felt the pressure. With the onset of war between Russia 

and Ukraine, the whole world was in shock as these two countries 

famously known as bread basket of world. They satisfy the world 

need in many crucial commodities; including food, metals, 

fertilizers, oil etc., came together on battle ground. With many 

sanctions amid high demand in addition to record shipment 

charges, many commodities saw historic highs and inflation 

engulfing the entire world. To tame the inflation, major Central 

Banks buckled up for interest rate hike…and here comes the end of 

“low interest rate Era”. Fed jacked up its benchmark interest rate, 

from near zero in March to nearly 4.25%-4.50%to combat inflation 

back toward its 2% annual target. Inflation cooled off to 7%. It didn’t serve the purpose well for the entire world as this time 

inflation was not only because of easy money but supply concern and weather were the major reasons among others. Aggressive interest rate hike brought back the 

recession fear and commodities reacted accordingly, saw massive decline in 2nd and 3rd quarter after making a multiyear high. Amid all the odds, CRB overall jumped to 

17% in 2022. Fourth quarter brought back some smile as fall in dollar index from 115 levels to 103 levels made commodities attractive whereas economic data remained 

negative. Reopening of China was also a positive trigger. Food prices declined in 2022Q3 from their all-time highs in April. The decline has been caused by larger-than-

expected edible and oilseed global supplies during the ongoing season. 

Going forward in 2023, there is an expectation that a number of key economies will enter into recession, the million dollar question is how severe……. How fed will react and 

make policies accommodative is very crucial. Demand risks are in the forefront, supply risks have certainly not disappeared. Energy markets are still a source of a risk. With 

production cut and lower strategic reserve in US, supply will be unable to catch up the pace with demand once its start to improve; remember 2021. Bullions may see 

sudden surge just like 2022; scored good in less time. Agri commodities will remain the concern as production of corn; wheat, etc are expected to decline. Metal balances are 

looking more comfortable for 2023.

In general, commodity prices are likely to ease in the first half, as fundamentals pull toward recalibration. However, individual commodities have seen divergent trends 

amid differences in supply conditions and their response to softening demand. With some expectation of pause in interest rate hike demand should return. Furthermore, 

reopening of the second largest economy china is giving a hope that the expected demand destruction from slowdown and recession fear in west will be covered by 

emergence of demand from China. Inflation is coming down in US and other countries but in EU, it will cool down gradually as it is more on supply side risk; remember the 

natural gas prices in Euro area. As regards the growth, we have seen quick downward revision with the pace of increasing interest rate cycle which led to recession. Global 

growth is expected to be 2.7% whereas India certainly is doing relatively well, expecting a growth of 6%. Export data, global trade data were impressive. Even Indian 

Commodity Derivative market has seen a jump in 2022; option gained the attraction in extremely volatile trading environment and it has now become hot favorite of 

traders.

FROM THE DESK OF  EDITOR

Happy	Investing!!!
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DIRECTOR'S CORNER

After	 a	 volatile	2022,	what	 is	 your	outlook	on	 commodity	market	 in	

2023?

The year gone by was an extraordinary year for commodity markets. Supply 

side risk led to increased volatility and Russia and Ukraine war saga 

altogether pushed the commodity prices lower. We know that decade’s high 

inflation across the globe put Central Banks as well as consumers on toes. 

Here comes the historic rate hike by major Central Banks. Besides, record 

interest rate hike and slowdown in China pushed the commodity prices 

higher-lower after making high’s in early 2022. Commodity prices are 

expected to ease in the first half of 2023, as fundamentals pull toward 

recalibration. However, 2023 is set to be yet another year of uncertainty, with 

plenty of volatility. I believe that after a brief slowdown, demand will return in 

2023. Further, we may see pause in interest rate hike amid reopening of 

Chinese economy thus pushing the demand for commodities higher later on. 

What’s	your	take	on	inflation	and	interest	rate	scenario?

During the year 2022, we saw a paradigm shift by major Central Banks. 

Combating Inflation was their top priority. Global central banks adapted to a 

new reality as they continue to raise interest rates to fight inflation and bring 

it under control, bidding goodbye to low interest rates era. Fed has been very 

hawkish and even other major central banks were not behind.  Actually at this 

juncture, inflation is stubborn-driven by supply side amid some weather 

issues. For some time, inflation will continue to be on limelight. It is believed 

that in the US, inflation is likely to cool off but in Europe, it will take time to 

tame down as Europe is more on the supply side risk and war is still going on. 

An expected downfall in inflation may lead to lower interest rate hike and it is 

expected that if inflation reaches the target set by many central banks then we 

may see some pause in the monetary actions. 

How	option	is	playing	a	game	changer	in	Commodity	Market?

We have seen incredible response in option trade in 2022. High volatility 

clinched record volumes in the market and we know that option is very 

popular tool for traders and investors when the volatility is very high. Natural 

gas, crude oil and gold options saw record volumes and the turnover of option 

and entire commodity market increased significantly. The number is itself 

showing the rising participation in commodities. Unfortunately few 

important commodities such as chana, soyabean, crude palm oil and mustard 

oil are still banned. If these commodities would have been available for 

participants then the participation could have been much better. We need 

more option contracts in more commodities. Markets also seem to take 

interest in Mini contracts (Options) as it reduces the total premium paid and 

makes the commodity trade viable. 

Your	take	on	Indian	Economy	as	it	is	taking	the	center	stage?

We are enjoying one of the strongest eras where the world is looking towards 

India. India is expected to grow by 6%. This number looks impressive when 

most of the major economies are reeling under the pressure of recession or 

slow down. Thankfully, there is no such prospect of recession in India; the 

growth of Indian economy is intact. Undoubtedly, Monetary tightening 

weighed on demand but there is an expectation that we may see fall in 

inflation in another few months. This has raised hope that central banks may 

pause its interest rate Policy actions, thus giving much needed support to the 

economy. So far, the relative performance of Indian economy and markets as 

compared to other markets has been commendable. It is firmly believed that 

trading activities will increase and new trade relation will increase the Indian 

participation in global trade. 

At	last	Sir,	what	is	your	message	for	Commodity	Research	Team?

SMC Commodity Team is doing a commendable job. In such a volatile, with 

proper research and guidance by the Team, market participants are able to 

reap strong benefits. In-depth research and timely guidance for proper entry 

and exit along with stringent discipline is very important in trade. My 

heartiest congratulation to the team for 15th Edition of “Annual Commodity 

Outlook”. It is an insightful, thought provoking, compelling and in-depth 

analysis attempt to enlighten to our Investors. It has wider reach and it is one 

of the most sought out magazine among the Investors and Trading 

Community. The beauty of this magazine is that it also comes up in the Hindi 

version, keeping the Hindi readers in our view. I once again congratulate the 

team on bringing out this issue. Keep doing hard work and come with new 

ways to serve the readers in the best way.

Mr.	D.	K.	Aggarwal

Chairman and Managing Director
(SMC Capitals Limited)

We	are	enjoying	one	of	the	strongest	

era	where	the	world	is	looking	towards	

India.	India	is	expected	to	grow	by	6%.	

This	number	looks	impressive	when	

most	of	the	major	economies	are	

reeling	under	the	pressure	of	recession	

or	slow	down.
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Director & CEO
SMC Global Securities Limited

Mr.	Ajay	Garg

Global	economy	faced	steep	challenges	in	2022	due	to	Russia	invasion	of	
Ukraine	and	Interest	rate	hike	issues	and	these	factors	have	now	fanned	fear	
of	 a	 global	 recession.	 What	 is	 your	 take	 on	 global	 economy	 and	 Indian	
economy	in	the	New	Year?

Certainly we had some tough time in 2022. However, the global economy is at an 
inflection point after being hit by various shocks caused by Ukraine war Saga amid 
other factors. The biggest shock was induced by major central banks as they 
stepped up their aggressive fight against inflation. Interest rates have risen 
sharply over the past year as a result of the higher inflation. Fed started a rate-hike 
cycle and the other major central banks followed the suit, ending the “Era of lower 
interest rates”. The world’s three largest economies—US, China, and euro 
area—have been sharply slowing. Now the continuous war in Ukraine is 
reshaping world trade and investment. Chaos in the global economy has forced 
many rating agencies to go for frequent downward revision of the global economy. 
Now global economy is expected to grow by 2.7%. 2023 may begin with slower 
pace; however if Fed opts for accommodative monetary policies and China 
reopens its economy well then we may see some respite in global economy. 
Besides, it is almost inevitable that inflation will drop this year as further declines 
in commodity prices and base effects will drag down energy and food inflation. 

However, the silver lining is that India has emerged as the fastest-growing major 
economy in the world. Going forward, the growth of Indian economy is intact due 
to improving macroeconomic fundamentals and sustained domestic demand 
strength. The hand in hand efforts of both government and central banks 
constructive and structural policies have helped spur growth in the economy. 
India is shielded to some extent from global economic shocks given the 
domestically focused nature of its economy. 

Commodity	participation	has	increased	in	2022	despite	some	delisting	of	
commodities	futures.	Option	is	gaining	the	ground.	Do	you	think	that	this	
asset	class	will	take	a	center	stage	in	coming	years?	

Yes, the commodities derivatives market in India has begun to see higher turnover 
on the back of superior return accompanied by innovative products launched by 
exchanges. The success story of gold, silver, crude oil and natural gas has led to a 
volume. Now with massive volatility, options gained the ground and surpassed the 
volume of futures in 2022 and so as overall turnover. Launch of new option 
contracts, index futures and option are new tools with market participants 
opening new avenues for trading and hedging. It is expected that world will look 
towards India when they seek commodity prices. In spices, guar, castor, mentha 
etc, we are the price setters. If we talk about the trade, Indian commodities were 
competitive and thus we have seen growth in export as well. India's overall exports 
(Merchandise and Services combined) in Apr-Novr 2022 is estimated to exhibit a 
positive growth of 17.72% over the same period in previous year. Derivative 
market narrates the same growth story. 

I	am	feeling	proud	to	say	that	SMC	is	in	expansion	mode?	Could	you	please	
throw	more	light	on	that?

We indeed are in expansion mode; indispensable to say it’s a collaborative team 
spirit from top to bottom that never fails to go the extra mile. We're growing our 
branches as we have accumulated more than hundred  branches in Pan India and 
the utmost of the new branches are in Tier II and Tier III metropolises adding AP 
networks. The company has lately opened more than ten branches comprising 
Vizag, Guntur, Karnal, Kota, and Rohtak. We've enlarged our establishment in the 
market to add an omnipresent value to our customer’s needs. In the South, we're 
propelling active progress with the Kakinada branch. At East, we've lately 
inaugurated Silchar, Assam, and Asansol branches. We're focusing on improving 
our technology by boosting our online strategy for a better digital marketing 
experience for daily needs including; our new website, new mobile app, and new E-
KYC to expand with the help of digitalization. Most organizations and individuals 
adding to the financial health of the nation, are all set for the digital era and 
accelerate their digital transformation strategy.

With our banking tie-ups at Punjab National Bank, Union Bank of India, Indian 
Overseas Bank, Dhanlaxmi Bank and Karur Vysya Bank we're offering discount 
broking. For customer engagement, we're working on exploration reports in a 
mobile responsive format with the study of bringing value during prospect’s 
mindfulness with innovative trading tools similar to SMC Ace, SMC Easy Invest, 
SMC Algotrader, SMC Autotrending, Algo, and HFT trading.

It’s	a	tech	savvy	world	and	making	a	big	difference.	How	SMC	is	creating	an	
edge?

With the help of advance technology, we make an edge in service industry. SMC 
always look forward for the advance technology. We’ve built large tech and 
research teams of capable & highly qualified professionals that help us present 
tech-enabled research to our clients. These teams develop next-generation tools 
for trading such as SMC- ACE, Easy Invest, Algotrader, Autotrender, Algo, HFT 
Trading, and Zendesk. These tools support algorithm-based customized 
automated trading, Robo Advisory, and are also equipped with a chatbot feature to 
address clients’ issues in real-time. Our idea is to keep our trading tools & 
technologies simple and client-friendly to enable everyone to use them without 
hassle. We aim to make our trading apps & platforms multilingual for tapping the 
diverse market across the country. We are getting tremendous response from the 
market. 

What	will	be	your	message	to	the	Commodity	Editorial	Team	on	launch	of	
15th	Edition	of	 “Annual	Commodity	Outlook”	and	“Commodity	Mantra	by	
SMC”	Telegram	Channel?

Commodity Research team is very experienced team and has guided investors to 
sail through many phases of this market fabulously. No doubt, the team has done 
admirable job. This magazine is a result of hard work in which you all share the 
research work in more than 30000 words. Industry refers the magazine when they 
need detailed information. It contains many valuable data, fundamentals and 
technical levels for commodities. I am amazed by the accuracy of your Research. 
Even in turbulent time you maintain the return.

“Commodity Mantra by SMC” Telegram channel has 
gained popularity in very less time because of its accuracy 
in Research and service provided from dawn to dusk. I 
believe that many more people will join the channel and 
this will be a true guiding tool for the traders and 
investors. Keep doing good job. My best wishes!
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After	 a	 volatile	2022,	what	 is	 your	outlook	on	 commodity	market	 in	

2023?

The year gone by was an extraordinary year for commodity markets. Supply 

side risk led to increased volatility and Russia and Ukraine war saga 

altogether pushed the commodity prices lower. We know that decade’s high 

inflation across the globe put Central Banks as well as consumers on toes. 

Here comes the historic rate hike by major Central Banks. Besides, record 

interest rate hike and slowdown in China pushed the commodity prices 

higher-lower after making high’s in early 2022. Commodity prices are 

expected to ease in the first half of 2023, as fundamentals pull toward 

recalibration. However, 2023 is set to be yet another year of uncertainty, with 

plenty of volatility. I believe that after a brief slowdown, demand will return in 

2023. Further, we may see pause in interest rate hike amid reopening of 

Chinese economy thus pushing the demand for commodities higher later on. 

What’s	your	take	on	inflation	and	interest	rate	scenario?

During the year 2022, we saw a paradigm shift by major Central Banks. 

Combating Inflation was their top priority. Global central banks adapted to a 

new reality as they continue to raise interest rates to fight inflation and bring 

it under control, bidding goodbye to low interest rates era. Fed has been very 

hawkish and even other major central banks were not behind.  Actually at this 

juncture, inflation is stubborn-driven by supply side amid some weather 

issues. For some time, inflation will continue to be on limelight. It is believed 

that in the US, inflation is likely to cool off but in Europe, it will take time to 

tame down as Europe is more on the supply side risk and war is still going on. 

An expected downfall in inflation may lead to lower interest rate hike and it is 

expected that if inflation reaches the target set by many central banks then we 

may see some pause in the monetary actions. 

How	option	is	playing	a	game	changer	in	Commodity	Market?

We have seen incredible response in option trade in 2022. High volatility 

clinched record volumes in the market and we know that option is very 

popular tool for traders and investors when the volatility is very high. Natural 

gas, crude oil and gold options saw record volumes and the turnover of option 

and entire commodity market increased significantly. The number is itself 

showing the rising participation in commodities. Unfortunately few 

important commodities such as chana, soyabean, crude palm oil and mustard 

oil are still banned. If these commodities would have been available for 

participants then the participation could have been much better. We need 

more option contracts in more commodities. Markets also seem to take 

interest in Mini contracts (Options) as it reduces the total premium paid and 

makes the commodity trade viable. 

Your	take	on	Indian	Economy	as	it	is	taking	the	center	stage?

We are enjoying one of the strongest eras where the world is looking towards 

India. India is expected to grow by 6%. This number looks impressive when 

most of the major economies are reeling under the pressure of recession or 

slow down. Thankfully, there is no such prospect of recession in India; the 

growth of Indian economy is intact. Undoubtedly, Monetary tightening 

weighed on demand but there is an expectation that we may see fall in 

inflation in another few months. This has raised hope that central banks may 

pause its interest rate Policy actions, thus giving much needed support to the 

economy. So far, the relative performance of Indian economy and markets as 

compared to other markets has been commendable. It is firmly believed that 

trading activities will increase and new trade relation will increase the Indian 

participation in global trade. 

At	last	Sir,	what	is	your	message	for	Commodity	Research	Team?

SMC Commodity Team is doing a commendable job. In such a volatile, with 

proper research and guidance by the Team, market participants are able to 

reap strong benefits. In-depth research and timely guidance for proper entry 

and exit along with stringent discipline is very important in trade. My 

heartiest congratulation to the team for 15th Edition of “Annual Commodity 

Outlook”. It is an insightful, thought provoking, compelling and in-depth 

analysis attempt to enlighten to our Investors. It has wider reach and it is one 

of the most sought out magazine among the Investors and Trading 

Community. The beauty of this magazine is that it also comes up in the Hindi 

version, keeping the Hindi readers in our view. I once again congratulate the 

team on bringing out this issue. Keep doing hard work and come with new 

ways to serve the readers in the best way.

Mr.	D.	K.	Aggarwal

Chairman and Managing Director
(SMC Capitals Limited)

We	are	enjoying	one	of	the	strongest	

era	where	the	world	is	looking	towards	

India.	India	is	expected	to	grow	by	6%.	

This	number	looks	impressive	when	

most	of	the	major	economies	are	

reeling	under	the	pressure	of	recession	

or	slow	down.
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Mr.	Ajay	Garg

Global	economy	faced	steep	challenges	in	2022	due	to	Russia	invasion	of	
Ukraine	and	Interest	rate	hike	issues	and	these	factors	have	now	fanned	fear	
of	 a	 global	 recession.	 What	 is	 your	 take	 on	 global	 economy	 and	 Indian	
economy	in	the	New	Year?

Certainly we had some tough time in 2022. However, the global economy is at an 
inflection point after being hit by various shocks caused by Ukraine war Saga amid 
other factors. The biggest shock was induced by major central banks as they 
stepped up their aggressive fight against inflation. Interest rates have risen 
sharply over the past year as a result of the higher inflation. Fed started a rate-hike 
cycle and the other major central banks followed the suit, ending the “Era of lower 
interest rates”. The world’s three largest economies—US, China, and euro 
area—have been sharply slowing. Now the continuous war in Ukraine is 
reshaping world trade and investment. Chaos in the global economy has forced 
many rating agencies to go for frequent downward revision of the global economy. 
Now global economy is expected to grow by 2.7%. 2023 may begin with slower 
pace; however if Fed opts for accommodative monetary policies and China 
reopens its economy well then we may see some respite in global economy. 
Besides, it is almost inevitable that inflation will drop this year as further declines 
in commodity prices and base effects will drag down energy and food inflation. 

However, the silver lining is that India has emerged as the fastest-growing major 
economy in the world. Going forward, the growth of Indian economy is intact due 
to improving macroeconomic fundamentals and sustained domestic demand 
strength. The hand in hand efforts of both government and central banks 
constructive and structural policies have helped spur growth in the economy. 
India is shielded to some extent from global economic shocks given the 
domestically focused nature of its economy. 

Commodity	participation	has	increased	in	2022	despite	some	delisting	of	
commodities	futures.	Option	is	gaining	the	ground.	Do	you	think	that	this	
asset	class	will	take	a	center	stage	in	coming	years?	

Yes, the commodities derivatives market in India has begun to see higher turnover 
on the back of superior return accompanied by innovative products launched by 
exchanges. The success story of gold, silver, crude oil and natural gas has led to a 
volume. Now with massive volatility, options gained the ground and surpassed the 
volume of futures in 2022 and so as overall turnover. Launch of new option 
contracts, index futures and option are new tools with market participants 
opening new avenues for trading and hedging. It is expected that world will look 
towards India when they seek commodity prices. In spices, guar, castor, mentha 
etc, we are the price setters. If we talk about the trade, Indian commodities were 
competitive and thus we have seen growth in export as well. India's overall exports 
(Merchandise and Services combined) in Apr-Novr 2022 is estimated to exhibit a 
positive growth of 17.72% over the same period in previous year. Derivative 
market narrates the same growth story. 

I	am	feeling	proud	to	say	that	SMC	is	in	expansion	mode?	Could	you	please	
throw	more	light	on	that?

We indeed are in expansion mode; indispensable to say it’s a collaborative team 
spirit from top to bottom that never fails to go the extra mile. We're growing our 
branches as we have accumulated more than hundred  branches in Pan India and 
the utmost of the new branches are in Tier II and Tier III metropolises adding AP 
networks. The company has lately opened more than ten branches comprising 
Vizag, Guntur, Karnal, Kota, and Rohtak. We've enlarged our establishment in the 
market to add an omnipresent value to our customer’s needs. In the South, we're 
propelling active progress with the Kakinada branch. At East, we've lately 
inaugurated Silchar, Assam, and Asansol branches. We're focusing on improving 
our technology by boosting our online strategy for a better digital marketing 
experience for daily needs including; our new website, new mobile app, and new E-
KYC to expand with the help of digitalization. Most organizations and individuals 
adding to the financial health of the nation, are all set for the digital era and 
accelerate their digital transformation strategy.

With our banking tie-ups at Punjab National Bank, Union Bank of India, Indian 
Overseas Bank, Dhanlaxmi Bank and Karur Vysya Bank we're offering discount 
broking. For customer engagement, we're working on exploration reports in a 
mobile responsive format with the study of bringing value during prospect’s 
mindfulness with innovative trading tools similar to SMC Ace, SMC Easy Invest, 
SMC Algotrader, SMC Autotrending, Algo, and HFT trading.

It’s	a	tech	savvy	world	and	making	a	big	difference.	How	SMC	is	creating	an	
edge?

With the help of advance technology, we make an edge in service industry. SMC 
always look forward for the advance technology. We’ve built large tech and 
research teams of capable & highly qualified professionals that help us present 
tech-enabled research to our clients. These teams develop next-generation tools 
for trading such as SMC- ACE, Easy Invest, Algotrader, Autotrender, Algo, HFT 
Trading, and Zendesk. These tools support algorithm-based customized 
automated trading, Robo Advisory, and are also equipped with a chatbot feature to 
address clients’ issues in real-time. Our idea is to keep our trading tools & 
technologies simple and client-friendly to enable everyone to use them without 
hassle. We aim to make our trading apps & platforms multilingual for tapping the 
diverse market across the country. We are getting tremendous response from the 
market. 

What	will	be	your	message	to	the	Commodity	Editorial	Team	on	launch	of	
15th	Edition	of	 “Annual	Commodity	Outlook”	and	“Commodity	Mantra	by	
SMC”	Telegram	Channel?

Commodity Research team is very experienced team and has guided investors to 
sail through many phases of this market fabulously. No doubt, the team has done 
admirable job. This magazine is a result of hard work in which you all share the 
research work in more than 30000 words. Industry refers the magazine when they 
need detailed information. It contains many valuable data, fundamentals and 
technical levels for commodities. I am amazed by the accuracy of your Research. 
Even in turbulent time you maintain the return.

“Commodity Mantra by SMC” Telegram channel has 
gained popularity in very less time because of its accuracy 
in Research and service provided from dawn to dusk. I 
believe that many more people will join the channel and 
this will be a true guiding tool for the traders and 
investors. Keep doing good job. My best wishes!
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I congratulate SMC Global Securities Ltd. for the launch of the 15th edition of Annual Commodity Outlook 

magazine. Commodities play a vital role in the economic growth and development of any economy. 

Additionally, Commodity derivatives markets serve as an effective platform for  price risk management 

and efficient price discovery. This asset class is steadily evolving as an alternate segment that assists 

market participants in diversifying their portfolio. SMC’s Annual Commodity Outlook magazine has been 

one of the most important publications for investors and traders in the commodity space, providing an 

insight on the performance of different commodities over the last year, their prospects over the next 

year and their likely impact on the Indian economy. I wish SMC all the best for their future endeavours.

On the occasion of publishing 15th Edition of “Annual Commodity Outlook 2023”, I would like to 

congratulate each and every member who is associated with the team for their relentless effort. 

Commodity is upcoming asset class in India and certainly this Magazine will help investors to take informed 

decision. Every Now and then Indian Commodity Exchanges are coming with the new innovative products to 

serve the market participants in best possible way. I would like to thank once again to the team and hope 

that they will continue to put their innovative ideas in this magazine. Keep shining.

Mr. Anurag Bansal

Whole Time Director, SMC Global Securities Ltd.

It is giving me immense pleasure to congratulate the Commodity 

Research Team and all members who have contributed in the making 

Annual Commodity Outlook a grand success. This issue is really 

special for us as it is the 15th Edition; getting 

older and wiser with the time. I still 

remember SMC Global Securities came first 

with the innovative idea to launch Annual 

Commodity Outlook in Broking industry in 

both Hindi and English. Later on, 

this trend was followed by many. I 

express my congratulations to 

the team once again and wish 

with great success and height. 

Come with new concepts and 

idea and keep adding value in 

this magazine.

Mr. Subhash C. Aggarwal

Chairman & Managing Director
SMC Group

My heartiest Congratulations to Team SMC on coming with an 

annual publication dedicated to Indian commodity markets. The 

magazine as a whole looks fantastic and contains fascinating 

articles to help investors to take informed 

decision. This magazine is epic combination of 

fundamental and technical’s outlook on major 

commodit ies;  cover ing  domest ic  and 

international market facts and scenario. It is 

one of the most adored magazines among the 

Commodity investors and traders. In this 

volatile scenario, I hope that the 

research team will come with 

appropriate strategy which will 

guide market participants to deal 

with the expected wild swings in 

the market so that they can make 

a difference in the earning. 

Mr. Mahesh C. Gupta
Vice Chairman & Managing

Director, SMC Group

"
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"

Mr. Arun Raste MD & CEO, NCDEX|

TESTIMONIALS

Mr. Sunil Subramaniam
Managing Director

Sundaram Asset Management Company

SMCs magazine Commodity 

Outlook is a repertoire of 

information on the commodities 

space, and the content they 

tirelessly roll out, and their 

commitment towards their 

readers over the last 15 years is 

commendab le .  I ' d  l i ke  to 

congratulate them on this 

milestone, and I look forward to 

more of their good work.

"

"

Heartiest Congratulations to Team SMC 

on successfully creating a legacy of 15 

glorious years in bringing out an annual 

publ icat ion dedicated to Indian 

commodity markets. We at ICICI 

Prudential Asset Management, wish you 

many more decades of success in helping 

investors gain from your financial market 

expertise.

Mr. Amar Shah
Chief Business Officer, ICICI Prudential AMC

"

"

Indians have been investing in commodities for centuries especially gold 

and Silver. The decision to invest in them has been more emotional than 

informed. The popularity of commodities has been increasing as more 

awareness about convenient means such 

as ETFs and ETCDs are increasing. There 

are very few magazines dedicated 

exclusively to Commodities which can help 

one enhance one’s knowledge in detail. 

SMC’s Commodity Outlook 2023 is 

comprehensive in terms of data and 

content in simple language. Further, the 

magazine is also published in Hindi which 

will allow more reach.

Mr. Nilesh Shah
Group President & Managing Director, Kotak Mutual Fund

"

"

TESTIMONIALS

I congratulate SMC Global Securities Ltd. for successfully completing 15 years of Annual Commodity 

Outlook magazine. Commodities and stocks are two different asset classes and each has its own 

characteristics. Commodities can be an important part of an investment portfolio, but it is important to 

understand how these markets work before investing any money. SMC’s Annual Commodity Outlook 

magazine has been one of the most important publications for investors and traders in the commodity 

space, providing an insight on the performance of different commodities over the last year, their 

prospects over the next year and their likely impact on the Indian economy. I wish SMC all the best for 

their future endeavours.

Mr. Bhavdeep Bhatt Head, Retail Sales, Aditya Birla Sun Life AMC Ltd.

"

"

"

Mr. Saugata Chatterjee
Co-Chief Business Officer,
Nippon India Mutual Fund

"

Congratulations to SMC on publishing 

15th Edition of Annual Commodity 

Outlook issue. In the Complex world of 

commodit ies  market,  Investor 

education with quality content, which 

is easy to understand, is hard to find 

and here, team SMC, under the 

Leadership of Dr. D K Aggarwal , has 

done impressive job, kudos to Team 

SMC for the vision.
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(Left to Right 1st row) Mr. Ajay Garg, Director & CEO (SMC Global Securities Limited)

Dr. D. K. Aggarwal (Managing Director - SMC Capitals Limited) with SMC Commodity Team Ms. Vandana Bharti

(Left to Right 2nd row) Mr. Ravinder Kumar, Mr. Dilip Nath, Ms. Sonia Bamba, Mr. Ravi Shankar Pandey

Mr. Shiva Nand Upadhyay and Ms. Chanchal Chauhan.

Source: SMC Research

Performance	of	range	forecast	given	in	our	
Annual	Magazine	Commodity	Outlook	2022

World	Interest	rates	of	key	Central	Banks	at	present

FOMC	and	ECB	meeting	schedule	for	2023

Source:	Investing.com

Source:	FOMC	&	ECB

As	on	16th	December,	2022

Past Performance & Future Events

WGC	Gold	holdings	(Top	10	Countries)

Source:	World	Gold	Council	(Monthly	Central	Bank	Statistics,	December	2022)
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Commodity	 Range	forecasted		 2022	 2022

	 (Annual	Magz.	'22)	 High	 Low

Gold	(COMEX)	 1650-2080 2078.80 1613.00

Gold	(MCX)	 40000-56000 55558.00 47300.00

Silver	(COMEX)	 18.500-34.500 27.35 17.34

Silver	(MCX)	 54000-78000 73078.00 51857.00

Crude	oil	(NYMEX)	 42.00-95.00 130.50 70.08

Crude	oil	(MCX)	 3200-7000 9996.00 5544.00

Natural	Gas	(NYMEX) 2.400-6.350 10.03 3.64

Natural	Gas	(MCX)	 160-480 801.00 272.70

Aluminium	(MCX)	 180-300 325.40 186.75

Aluminium	(LME)	 2330-3260 3966.00 2103.00

Copper	(MCX)	 490-980 886.00 601.00

Copper	(LME)	 8370-10800 10719.00 7005.00

Lead	(MCX)	 145-225 198.00 166.00

Lead	(LME)	 1640-2880 2533.00 1767.00

Zinc	(MCX)	 185-360 383.40 248.30

Zinc	(LME)	 2600-3980 4458.00 2714.00

Jeera	 13700-21400 31645.00 16385.00

Turmeric	 5800-12000 11148.00 6688.00

Coriender	 6000-14000 13298.00 7760.00

Cotton	(ICE)	 85-145 155.95 70.21

Guarseed	 4550-8500 6725.00 4517.00

Guargum	 7800-16000 13385.00 8229.00

Castorseed	 5100-8000 7724.00 5822.00

Mentha	Oil	 900-1300 1152.00 938.00

Months	 FOMC	meeting	 ECB	meeting

January	 31 -

February	 1 2

March	 21-22 16

April	 - -

May	 02-03 4

June	 13-14 15

July	 25-26 27

August	 - -

September	 19-20 14

October	 31 26

November	 1 -

December	 13 14

	 Country		 Tonnes	 %	of	reserves

1 United	States	 8,133.5 65.9%

2 Germany	 3,355.1 64.9%

3 Italy	 2,451.8 62.2%

4 France	 2,436.8 57.0%

5 Russian	 2,298.5 19.6%

6 China	 1,948.3 3.2%

7 Switzerland	 1,040.0 6.2%

8 Japan	 846.0 3.7%

9 India	 786.3 7.7%

10 Netherlands	 612.5 55.0%

Central	Banks	 Current	Interest	Rates	 Last	Change	 Last	date	of	change

Reserve	Bank	of	India	(RBI)	 6.25% 7-Dec-22225bp 

Bank	of	England	(BOE)	 3.50% 15-Dec-22325bp 

European	Central	Bank	(ECB)	 2.00% 2-Nov-22200bp 

Federal	Reserve	(FED)	 4.50% 14-Dec-22425bp 

Reserve	Bank	of	Australia	(RBA)	 3.10% 7-Dec-22300bp 

Bank	of	Japan	(BOJ)	 -0.10% 29-Jan-16(-20bp) 

Central	Bank	of	the	Russian	Federation	(CBR)	 7.50% 16-Dec-22(-100bp) 

People's	Bank	of	China	(PBOC)	 3.65% 22-Aug-22(-70bp) 

Central	Bank	of	Brazil	(BCB)	 13.75% 21-Sep-22450bp 



(Left to Right 1st row) Mr. Ajay Garg, Director & CEO (SMC Global Securities Limited)

Dr. D. K. Aggarwal (Managing Director - SMC Capitals Limited) with SMC Commodity Team Ms. Vandana Bharti

(Left to Right 2nd row) Mr. Ravinder Kumar, Mr. Dilip Nath, Ms. Sonia Bamba, Mr. Ravi Shankar Pandey

Mr. Shiva Nand Upadhyay and Ms. Chanchal Chauhan.

Source: SMC Research

Performance	of	range	forecast	given	in	our	
Annual	Magazine	Commodity	Outlook	2022

World	Interest	rates	of	key	Central	Banks	at	present

FOMC	and	ECB	meeting	schedule	for	2023

Source:	Investing.com

Source:	FOMC	&	ECB

As	on	16th	December,	2022

Past Performance & Future Events

WGC	Gold	holdings	(Top	10	Countries)

Source:	World	Gold	Council	(Monthly	Central	Bank	Statistics,	December	2022)
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Commodity	 Range	forecasted		 2022	 2022

	 (Annual	Magz.	'22)	 High	 Low

Gold	(COMEX)	 1650-2080 2078.80 1613.00

Gold	(MCX)	 40000-56000 55558.00 47300.00

Silver	(COMEX)	 18.500-34.500 27.35 17.34

Silver	(MCX)	 54000-78000 73078.00 51857.00

Crude	oil	(NYMEX)	 42.00-95.00 130.50 70.08

Crude	oil	(MCX)	 3200-7000 9996.00 5544.00

Natural	Gas	(NYMEX) 2.400-6.350 10.03 3.64

Natural	Gas	(MCX)	 160-480 801.00 272.70

Aluminium	(MCX)	 180-300 325.40 186.75

Aluminium	(LME)	 2330-3260 3966.00 2103.00

Copper	(MCX)	 490-980 886.00 601.00

Copper	(LME)	 8370-10800 10719.00 7005.00

Lead	(MCX)	 145-225 198.00 166.00

Lead	(LME)	 1640-2880 2533.00 1767.00

Zinc	(MCX)	 185-360 383.40 248.30

Zinc	(LME)	 2600-3980 4458.00 2714.00

Jeera	 13700-21400 31645.00 16385.00

Turmeric	 5800-12000 11148.00 6688.00

Coriender	 6000-14000 13298.00 7760.00

Cotton	(ICE)	 85-145 155.95 70.21

Guarseed	 4550-8500 6725.00 4517.00

Guargum	 7800-16000 13385.00 8229.00

Castorseed	 5100-8000 7724.00 5822.00

Mentha	Oil	 900-1300 1152.00 938.00

Months	 FOMC	meeting	 ECB	meeting

January	 31 -

February	 1 2

March	 21-22 16

April	 - -

May	 02-03 4

June	 13-14 15

July	 25-26 27

August	 - -

September	 19-20 14

October	 31 26

November	 1 -

December	 13 14

	 Country		 Tonnes	 %	of	reserves

1 United	States	 8,133.5 65.9%

2 Germany	 3,355.1 64.9%

3 Italy	 2,451.8 62.2%

4 France	 2,436.8 57.0%

5 Russian	 2,298.5 19.6%

6 China	 1,948.3 3.2%

7 Switzerland	 1,040.0 6.2%

8 Japan	 846.0 3.7%

9 India	 786.3 7.7%

10 Netherlands	 612.5 55.0%

Central	Banks	 Current	Interest	Rates	 Last	Change	 Last	date	of	change

Reserve	Bank	of	India	(RBI)	 6.25% 7-Dec-22225bp 

Bank	of	England	(BOE)	 3.50% 15-Dec-22325bp 

European	Central	Bank	(ECB)	 2.00% 2-Nov-22200bp 

Federal	Reserve	(FED)	 4.50% 14-Dec-22425bp 

Reserve	Bank	of	Australia	(RBA)	 3.10% 7-Dec-22300bp 

Bank	of	Japan	(BOJ)	 -0.10% 29-Jan-16(-20bp) 

Central	Bank	of	the	Russian	Federation	(CBR)	 7.50% 16-Dec-22(-100bp) 

People's	Bank	of	China	(PBOC)	 3.65% 22-Aug-22(-70bp) 

Central	Bank	of	Brazil	(BCB)	 13.75% 21-Sep-22450bp 



Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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Commodity Performance in 2022

The war saga in Ukraine and Russia has overturned the fragile 

economic recovery from the Covid pandemic, triggering an 

overwhelming humanitarian crisis across Europe, increasing 

commodity prices and globally aggravating inflationary pressures. 

Indeed this is a hard time for the world. The year gone by witnessed 

“End of low interest rate era”. When rates rise, so does the financing 

cost of inventories, incentivizing additional selling and a fall in materials 

prices. The ballooning inflation stood on the path of recovery, raising 

cost of capital, decline in trading activities, raise unemployment’s rate 

amid war saga and many geopolitical tensions. Simply we can say that 

inflation has butchered the growth prospect of the global economy.

Equity markets across the globe were cautious as slowdown in China 

and recession talk dented the sentiments and equity markets saw a 

decline of nearby 19%-20%.....almost entering bear phase. On the flip 

side, emerging market such as India stood out in 2022; domestic 

markets gave more than 5% return. As the valuation of the domestic 

markets remained high, it stood out to be the most expensive market. To 

note, Indian markets have been outperforming since last 18 months. 

Currently, India’s weight in MSCI EM Index has increased from 8% to 

14.5%, and also India has overtaken UK to become the fifth largest 

economy in the world. Indian stock markets outperformed mainly due to 

healthy financial performance for companies, good growth visibility, 

inflation and GDP numbers significantly better than the rest of the world. 

If we talk about other global markets then it could be seen that rising 

interest rates, rising capital cost and a downturn in consumer confidence 

dragged the sentiments in 2022. The ballooning inflation has been 

continuously affecting corporate earnings. Actually, downturn in global Indices had begun in early January 2022; softening of U.S. housing market and weak 

manufacturing activity indicated low confidence in the markets. Then there came Russia and Ukraine war and this further escalated the decline as fears of energy 

disruption became apparent. Thus, fear of economic recession has been creating havoc in the mind of Investors. Earnings at the big tech companies fell behind 

analysts’ expectations. To note, the MSCI All Country World Index of global equities has fallen about 19% last year.  Officially, the Dow Jones Industrial Average, 

meanwhile, fell into bear market territory, meaning it had dropped at least 20% from its most recent peak. Chinese economy struggled with how to ease stringent 

pandemic restrictions, a weak property market, and government crackdowns on the private sector, particularly the technology industry, which has lost more than 

$1 trillion in market value in the past two years. Shanghai composite declined by 13%% whereas Hang Seng witnessed continuous downside for three years for 

various reasons and slipped 17% in 2022. Whereas Bovespa had witnessed limited downfall of 2% as Brazil being that commodities based economy, enjoyed 

robust price. 

On the flip side, Commodity gave some strong moves.  Commodity Research Bureau Index (CRB) surged by more than 17%. Natural gas gave tough time to 

Europe and other consumers with more than 76% rise.  Crude gave terrific upside but settled the year with marginal 1% loss. Silver outperformed gold as physical 

demand returned after 2012 amid tight supply. Dollar index enjoyed the most on super rally driven by interest rate hike; gave more than 10% return. Rise in dollar 

index limited the upside in commodities. Food prices, which reached a record earlier in 2022, increased food insecurity and raised social tensions. They also 

strained the budgets of governments struggling with rising food import bills and diminished capacity to fund extra social protection for the most vulnerable. High 

energy prices raise fuel and fertilizer prices, boosting food production costs, but they also diverted output from food to biofuels. However, it cooled down later with 

sharp fall in oil seeds, pulses and other commodities prices. The Baltic Dry Index (BDI) Index, which covers the performance of shipment activities around the 

world, plunged over 30%, which is the lowest in over 2 years.  Fall in the BDI can more or less be translated into a consistent demand hit for raw materials, 

especially when the world is already talking about a global recession. Demand decline partly reflects a broader global shift away from reliance on Chinese 

suppliers. U.S. orders for manufactured Chinese goods have declined by 40%.

The sensational investment avenue such as Bitcoin witnessed a rough phase on the back of war in Ukraine, shifting monetary US policy, inflation and 

strengthening U.S. dollar. It lost its charm and fell by 63%. Bitcoin had a realized loss of $195 billion in 2022.  The failure of crypto projects like Terra’s UST 

shattered the Investors community. If we talk about US treasury yield, Yes’ it gave whopping return of around 131%; it reflected the outlook for US and Fed Interest 

Rate, which were aggressive. Yields and prices move in opposite directions, which mean 2022's sharp rise in the 10-year rate has been accompanied by a falling 

price in the underlying note, hurting existing bondholders. Despite some hiccups, commodities has finished the year as the best performing asset class in 2022, 

providing opportunity to both buyers and sellers.

How	various	asset	class	performed	in	the	year	2022?

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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Commodity Performance in 2022

The war saga in Ukraine and Russia has overturned the fragile 

economic recovery from the Covid pandemic, triggering an 

overwhelming humanitarian crisis across Europe, increasing 

commodity prices and globally aggravating inflationary pressures. 

Indeed this is a hard time for the world. The year gone by witnessed 

“End of low interest rate era”. When rates rise, so does the financing 

cost of inventories, incentivizing additional selling and a fall in materials 

prices. The ballooning inflation stood on the path of recovery, raising 

cost of capital, decline in trading activities, raise unemployment’s rate 

amid war saga and many geopolitical tensions. Simply we can say that 

inflation has butchered the growth prospect of the global economy.

Equity markets across the globe were cautious as slowdown in China 

and recession talk dented the sentiments and equity markets saw a 

decline of nearby 19%-20%.....almost entering bear phase. On the flip 

side, emerging market such as India stood out in 2022; domestic 

markets gave more than 5% return. As the valuation of the domestic 

markets remained high, it stood out to be the most expensive market. To 

note, Indian markets have been outperforming since last 18 months. 

Currently, India’s weight in MSCI EM Index has increased from 8% to 

14.5%, and also India has overtaken UK to become the fifth largest 

economy in the world. Indian stock markets outperformed mainly due to 

healthy financial performance for companies, good growth visibility, 

inflation and GDP numbers significantly better than the rest of the world. 

If we talk about other global markets then it could be seen that rising 

interest rates, rising capital cost and a downturn in consumer confidence 

dragged the sentiments in 2022. The ballooning inflation has been 

continuously affecting corporate earnings. Actually, downturn in global Indices had begun in early January 2022; softening of U.S. housing market and weak 

manufacturing activity indicated low confidence in the markets. Then there came Russia and Ukraine war and this further escalated the decline as fears of energy 

disruption became apparent. Thus, fear of economic recession has been creating havoc in the mind of Investors. Earnings at the big tech companies fell behind 

analysts’ expectations. To note, the MSCI All Country World Index of global equities has fallen about 19% last year.  Officially, the Dow Jones Industrial Average, 

meanwhile, fell into bear market territory, meaning it had dropped at least 20% from its most recent peak. Chinese economy struggled with how to ease stringent 

pandemic restrictions, a weak property market, and government crackdowns on the private sector, particularly the technology industry, which has lost more than 

$1 trillion in market value in the past two years. Shanghai composite declined by 13%% whereas Hang Seng witnessed continuous downside for three years for 

various reasons and slipped 17% in 2022. Whereas Bovespa had witnessed limited downfall of 2% as Brazil being that commodities based economy, enjoyed 

robust price. 

On the flip side, Commodity gave some strong moves.  Commodity Research Bureau Index (CRB) surged by more than 17%. Natural gas gave tough time to 

Europe and other consumers with more than 76% rise.  Crude gave terrific upside but settled the year with marginal 1% loss. Silver outperformed gold as physical 

demand returned after 2012 amid tight supply. Dollar index enjoyed the most on super rally driven by interest rate hike; gave more than 10% return. Rise in dollar 

index limited the upside in commodities. Food prices, which reached a record earlier in 2022, increased food insecurity and raised social tensions. They also 

strained the budgets of governments struggling with rising food import bills and diminished capacity to fund extra social protection for the most vulnerable. High 

energy prices raise fuel and fertilizer prices, boosting food production costs, but they also diverted output from food to biofuels. However, it cooled down later with 

sharp fall in oil seeds, pulses and other commodities prices. The Baltic Dry Index (BDI) Index, which covers the performance of shipment activities around the 

world, plunged over 30%, which is the lowest in over 2 years.  Fall in the BDI can more or less be translated into a consistent demand hit for raw materials, 

especially when the world is already talking about a global recession. Demand decline partly reflects a broader global shift away from reliance on Chinese 

suppliers. U.S. orders for manufactured Chinese goods have declined by 40%.

The sensational investment avenue such as Bitcoin witnessed a rough phase on the back of war in Ukraine, shifting monetary US policy, inflation and 

strengthening U.S. dollar. It lost its charm and fell by 63%. Bitcoin had a realized loss of $195 billion in 2022.  The failure of crypto projects like Terra’s UST 

shattered the Investors community. If we talk about US treasury yield, Yes’ it gave whopping return of around 131%; it reflected the outlook for US and Fed Interest 

Rate, which were aggressive. Yields and prices move in opposite directions, which mean 2022's sharp rise in the 10-year rate has been accompanied by a falling 

price in the underlying note, hurting existing bondholders. Despite some hiccups, commodities has finished the year as the best performing asset class in 2022, 

providing opportunity to both buyers and sellers.

How	various	asset	class	performed	in	the	year	2022?

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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Span	of	Price	Movement	(Bullions,	Metals	&	Energy)

*As	on	16th	December	2022 Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research*As	on	16th	December	2022
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Span	of	Price	Movement	(Agro	Commodities)

COMMODITY	 EXCHANGE	 LIFE	TIME	HIGH	 LIFE	TIME	LOW	 2022	HIGH	 2022	LOW

Gold		 COMEX 2078.80 191.90 2078.80 1613.00

Gold		 MCX 56191.00 5600.00 55558.00 47300.00

Silver	 COMEX 49.82 0.07 27.35 17.34

Silver		 MCX 77949.00 7551.00 73078.00 51857.00

Crude	Oil		 NYMEX 147.27 -40.32 130.50 70.08

Crude	Oil		 MCX 9684.00 1.00 9996.00 5544.00

Natural	Gas	 NYMEX 15.78 1.04 10.03 3.64

Natural	Gas		 MCX 801.00 99.50 801.00 272.70

Aluminium	 MCX 325.40 67.30 325.40 186.75

Copper	 MCX 886.00 124.10 886.00 601.00

Lead	 MCX 198.00 42.70 198.00 166.00

Zinc	 MCX 383.40 52.60 383.40 248.30

1114

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

%	change

Source:	IMF

%	change

Unemployment	Rate	-	US World	Real	GDP	growth	(Annual)

in	numbers

Non	Farm	Payroll	-	US

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

India	Inflation
%	change

Existing	Home	Sales	-	US
in	absolute	numbers

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Span Of Price Movement ECONOMIC INDICATORS
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COMMODITY	 LIFE	TIME	HIGH	 LIFE	TIME	LOW	 2022	HIGH	 2022	LOW

 	 SPICES	 	 		

Jeera 31645.00 4877.40 31645.00 16385.00

Turmeric 16350.00 1666.00 11148.00 6638.00

Coriender 13444.00 2570.00 13298.00 7760.00

	 	 OTHER	COMM	ODITIES 	

Cotton	(ICE)	 227.00 28.20 158.02 70.21

Guarseed 7185.00 2912.00 6725.00 4517.00

Guargum 95920.00 3262.00 13385.00 8199.00

Mentha	Oil 2564.80 342.00 1152.00 938.00

	 	 OILSEEDS 	 	 		

Castorseed 7724.00 268.60 7724.00 5822.00

Crude	Palm	Oil	(BMD) 7268.00 424.00 7268.00 3220.00

Soybean	(CBOT) 1789.00 470.00 1759.00 1305.00

Soy	Oil	(CBOT) 83.00 10.00 83.00 55.00



Span	of	Price	Movement	(Bullions,	Metals	&	Energy)

*As	on	16th	December	2022 Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research*As	on	16th	December	2022
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Span	of	Price	Movement	(Agro	Commodities)

COMMODITY	 EXCHANGE	 LIFE	TIME	HIGH	 LIFE	TIME	LOW	 2022	HIGH	 2022	LOW

Gold		 COMEX 2078.80 191.90 2078.80 1613.00

Gold		 MCX 56191.00 5600.00 55558.00 47300.00

Silver	 COMEX 49.82 0.07 27.35 17.34

Silver		 MCX 77949.00 7551.00 73078.00 51857.00

Crude	Oil		 NYMEX 147.27 -40.32 130.50 70.08

Crude	Oil		 MCX 9684.00 1.00 9996.00 5544.00

Natural	Gas	 NYMEX 15.78 1.04 10.03 3.64

Natural	Gas		 MCX 801.00 99.50 801.00 272.70

Aluminium	 MCX 325.40 67.30 325.40 186.75

Copper	 MCX 886.00 124.10 886.00 601.00

Lead	 MCX 198.00 42.70 198.00 166.00

Zinc	 MCX 383.40 52.60 383.40 248.30
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%	change

Source:	IMF

%	change

Unemployment	Rate	-	US World	Real	GDP	growth	(Annual)

in	numbers

Non	Farm	Payroll	-	US

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

India	Inflation
%	change

Existing	Home	Sales	-	US
in	absolute	numbers

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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COMMODITY	 LIFE	TIME	HIGH	 LIFE	TIME	LOW	 2022	HIGH	 2022	LOW

 	 SPICES	 	 		

Jeera 31645.00 4877.40 31645.00 16385.00

Turmeric 16350.00 1666.00 11148.00 6638.00

Coriender 13444.00 2570.00 13298.00 7760.00

	 	 OTHER	COMM	ODITIES 	

Cotton	(ICE)	 227.00 28.20 158.02 70.21

Guarseed 7185.00 2912.00 6725.00 4517.00

Guargum 95920.00 3262.00 13385.00 8199.00

Mentha	Oil 2564.80 342.00 1152.00 938.00

	 	 OILSEEDS 	 	 		

Castorseed 7724.00 268.60 7724.00 5822.00

Crude	Palm	Oil	(BMD) 7268.00 424.00 7268.00 3220.00

Soybean	(CBOT) 1789.00 470.00 1759.00 1305.00

Soy	Oil	(CBOT) 83.00 10.00 83.00 55.00
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Month	 Calls	 Pro�itable	Calls	 SL	Calls	 Success	Rate

Jan	 152 101 51 66%

Feb	 194 142 52 73%

Mar	 156 106 50 68%

Apr	 147 86 61 59%

May	 165 111 54 67%

Jun	 113 76 37 67%

Jul	 140 100 40 72%

Aug	 117 75 42 64%

Sep	 63 41 22 65%

Oct	 72 53 19 74%

Nov	 119 79 40 66%

Dec	 121 83 38 69%

Total	 1559	 	1,053.00		 	506.00		 67%

Monthly Performance of Commodity Calls 2022

Summary of Commodity Calls 2022
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Price	Range

MCX	 :	48000	-	62000	(				per	10Gms)
COMEX	 :	1410	-	2100	($	per	T.	Oz)

Fundamental Outlook

The yellow metal gold is also called shield against inflation and lone savior of portfolio during the gloomy markets.  Gold resumed its rally in 2022, after taking 

correction in 2021 amid recession fear and geopolitical tension on the conflict between Russia and Ukraine. Gold price surged to high of 55,558 in the Q1 of 

2022, after that prices slipped to a low of 48972 in the month of Sep. 2022 amid higher bond yields and stronger dollar. Although we again witnessed buying 

since November as there was expectation of shift in the central bank’s policy. In 2022 the dollar index has surged to a 20-year high which limit the upside for 

gold. The strength in dollar index & treasury yields is largely supported by the aggressive stance by global central banks to curb inflation.   

So far in 2022, gold has witnessed both headwinds and tailwinds. During the time of economic and geopolitical uncertainty and high inflation, banks appear to 

be turning to gold as a store of value. Central Banks have witnessed record buying of 673 tonnes of gold till third quarter of 2022, higher than any other full year 

total since 1967, helping to lift global demand for the metal. Among large buyers were the central banks of Turkey, Uzbekistan, Qatar and India, but the WGC 

said a substantial amount of gold was also bought by central banks that did not publicly report their purchases. As per the reports of WGC, demand for gold 

was also strong from jewelers and buyers of gold bars and coins, but exchange traded funds (ETFs) storing bullion for investors shrank. Gold which is typically 

seen as a safe haven asset for times of uncertainty or turmoil, but many financial investors sold shares in gold-backed ETFs as interest rates rose and pushed 

up returns on other assets. Offloading of ETF’s pushes the COMEX Gold down to 8% in the Q3 of 2022, but on MCX prices limits the downside mainly because 

of depreciation of INR with respect to US Dollar. The WGC told that the global gold demand amounted to 1,181 tonnes in July-September, up 28% from 922 in 

the same period in 2021. 

 According to the study of World Bank, simultaneously hike in interest rates in response to keep inflation under control the global economies are heading 

towards recession in 2023 and a string of financial crises in the emerging markets and developing economies. Based on the global activity the consensus 

forecasts for global growth have been downgraded since the beginning of 2022. Since 1970, every global recession was preceded by a significant slowdown 

of global growth with sharp slowdown or outright recessions in several major economies. Based on the global policies the inflation has risen to the multi-

decade high in several economies. To control inflation, many countries are withdrawing monetary and fiscal support. As a result, the global economy is in the 

midst of one of the most internationally synchronous episodes of monetary and fiscal policy tightening of the past five decades.

Ahead in the 2023, there is bumpy road for gold as there are signs for slow economic growth due to the speedy and aggressiveness of rate hikes by central 

banks. Global PMI, now in contracting territory, indicates a deepening downturn across geographies and economists are warning of a material recession risk. 

It is forecasted that global GDP to rise by just 2.7% this year. Excluding the global financial crisis and COVID, this would mark the slowest pace of global growth 

in four decades and meet the IMF’s previous definition of a global recession – i.e. growth below 2.5%. After being hit by various shocks the global economy is at 

a flex point from where we can expect so positive news. Some Countries want to reduce the amount of U.S. dollar from its forex reserve portfolio and just 

looking for ways to diversify of reserves as they desire to move from dollar dependent global financial system to multi-polar reserve system. In the case of 

Russia, officials simply want to move away from the U.S. dollar. Russia has recently sold the majority of its holdings of U.S. Treasuries, and the Bank of Russia 

said it will continue the policy of de-dollarization. War and geopolitical issues will continue to add on the premium. If there is peace between Russia and China 

then gold can see some fall. Back at home, INR performance will continue to add more volatility. Any further depreciation will add more premiums or vice a 

versa. In 2022, MCX gold appreciated by 13% whereas COMEX gold depreciated by 2%. As per our analysis going ahead Gold prices may continue to 

trade higher where every dip near support is considered as buying opportunity and the possible range would be 48000-62000.

Factors to watch

Ÿ Record buying from the Global Central banks

Ÿ Geopolitical tensions

Ÿ Monetary actions by major Central Banks

Ÿ Currency & bond move

Ÿ Physical and Investment demand

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Yearly	price	movement	of	Gold	futures	(MCX)

GOLD
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Fundamental Outlook

The yellow metal gold is also called shield against inflation and lone savior of portfolio during the gloomy markets.  Gold resumed its rally in 2022, after taking 

correction in 2021 amid recession fear and geopolitical tension on the conflict between Russia and Ukraine. Gold price surged to high of 55,558 in the Q1 of 

2022, after that prices slipped to a low of 48972 in the month of Sep. 2022 amid higher bond yields and stronger dollar. Although we again witnessed buying 

since November as there was expectation of shift in the central bank’s policy. In 2022 the dollar index has surged to a 20-year high which limit the upside for 

gold. The strength in dollar index & treasury yields is largely supported by the aggressive stance by global central banks to curb inflation.   

So far in 2022, gold has witnessed both headwinds and tailwinds. During the time of economic and geopolitical uncertainty and high inflation, banks appear to 

be turning to gold as a store of value. Central Banks have witnessed record buying of 673 tonnes of gold till third quarter of 2022, higher than any other full year 

total since 1967, helping to lift global demand for the metal. Among large buyers were the central banks of Turkey, Uzbekistan, Qatar and India, but the WGC 

said a substantial amount of gold was also bought by central banks that did not publicly report their purchases. As per the reports of WGC, demand for gold 

was also strong from jewelers and buyers of gold bars and coins, but exchange traded funds (ETFs) storing bullion for investors shrank. Gold which is typically 

seen as a safe haven asset for times of uncertainty or turmoil, but many financial investors sold shares in gold-backed ETFs as interest rates rose and pushed 

up returns on other assets. Offloading of ETF’s pushes the COMEX Gold down to 8% in the Q3 of 2022, but on MCX prices limits the downside mainly because 

of depreciation of INR with respect to US Dollar. The WGC told that the global gold demand amounted to 1,181 tonnes in July-September, up 28% from 922 in 

the same period in 2021. 

 According to the study of World Bank, simultaneously hike in interest rates in response to keep inflation under control the global economies are heading 

towards recession in 2023 and a string of financial crises in the emerging markets and developing economies. Based on the global activity the consensus 

forecasts for global growth have been downgraded since the beginning of 2022. Since 1970, every global recession was preceded by a significant slowdown 

of global growth with sharp slowdown or outright recessions in several major economies. Based on the global policies the inflation has risen to the multi-

decade high in several economies. To control inflation, many countries are withdrawing monetary and fiscal support. As a result, the global economy is in the 

midst of one of the most internationally synchronous episodes of monetary and fiscal policy tightening of the past five decades.

Ahead in the 2023, there is bumpy road for gold as there are signs for slow economic growth due to the speedy and aggressiveness of rate hikes by central 

banks. Global PMI, now in contracting territory, indicates a deepening downturn across geographies and economists are warning of a material recession risk. 

It is forecasted that global GDP to rise by just 2.7% this year. Excluding the global financial crisis and COVID, this would mark the slowest pace of global growth 

in four decades and meet the IMF’s previous definition of a global recession – i.e. growth below 2.5%. After being hit by various shocks the global economy is at 

a flex point from where we can expect so positive news. Some Countries want to reduce the amount of U.S. dollar from its forex reserve portfolio and just 

looking for ways to diversify of reserves as they desire to move from dollar dependent global financial system to multi-polar reserve system. In the case of 

Russia, officials simply want to move away from the U.S. dollar. Russia has recently sold the majority of its holdings of U.S. Treasuries, and the Bank of Russia 

said it will continue the policy of de-dollarization. War and geopolitical issues will continue to add on the premium. If there is peace between Russia and China 

then gold can see some fall. Back at home, INR performance will continue to add more volatility. Any further depreciation will add more premiums or vice a 

versa. In 2022, MCX gold appreciated by 13% whereas COMEX gold depreciated by 2%. As per our analysis going ahead Gold prices may continue to 

trade higher where every dip near support is considered as buying opportunity and the possible range would be 48000-62000.

Factors to watch

Ÿ Record buying from the Global Central banks

Ÿ Geopolitical tensions

Ÿ Monetary actions by major Central Banks

Ÿ Currency & bond move

Ÿ Physical and Investment demand

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Yearly	price	movement	of	Gold	futures	(MCX)
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Fundamental Outlook

The white industrial metal Silver gave the terrific upside move in the first quarter of 2022; however in 3rd and fourth quarter it saw sharp decline and reached to 

two year lows. On COMEX, silver traded in the range of $22-$28 in 2022, and its average price for the year reached a nine-year high of $25.14. On MCX, it 

moved in a wide range of 51551-73078. During pandemic, silver witnessed overall weak demand however, the resumption of businesses and the ongoing 

economic recovery which started in 2021 picked up the demand for the metal. Investment purposes have been contributing to the momentum as well.

On the demand/supply side, the global silver demand/supply balance is forecast to go into supply shortfall mode. According to Silver Institute global demand 

for silver is expected to rise 16% in 2022 to 1.21 billion ounces, creating the biggest deficit in decades. Use of silver by industry, for jewellery and silverware and 

for bars and coins for retail investors were all forecast to reach record levels. Silver demand is driven by major technological changes such as Green 

Technologies and it is emerged as very valuable industrial input for growing number of goods. The industrial demand will continue to be driven by solar panel 

manufacturing growth, as well as many emerging uses of silver in electronics, where a small amount tends to make a significant difference in terms of 

performance, will push the Silver into the bull market. Automakers are using more silver as the amount of electronics in vehicles increases, but the sector 

accounts for only around 5% of total demand. Solar panels account for around 10% of silver demand. Demand in India almost doubled in 2022 as buyers took 

advantage of low prices to replenish stockpiles drawn down in 2020 and 2021. The amount of silver stored in vaults in London and New York monitored by the 

COMEX exchange and the London Bullion Market Association has fallen by around 370 million ounces – or 25% in 2022. Silver jewelry and silverware are set 

to surge by 29% and 72% respectively to 235 Moz and 73 Moz in 2022, mainly thanks to an unprecedented rebound in Indian demand. This has partly been 

driven by strong inventory replenishment ahead of the festive and wedding season, following heavy stock depletion in 2021. The mine production of silver 

worldwide is forecast to increase from around 918 million ounces in 2021, to over one billion ounces by 2023, mostly due to major projects that are expected to 

begin operations in Mexico, Chile, and Ecuador in during the forecast period.

On the investment side, weak investment demand for paper silver (ETFs) have pushed prices to steep downtrend through most of 2022. Metals Focus said 

that silver holdings in global ETFs are expected to drop by 110 million ounces, representing the most significant annual outflows on record. Each key segment 

of demand, except photography, is set to post a new peak. Prices of silver are also getting support from the investor’s fear of high Inflation, Russia-Ukraine 

conflict, possibility of recession in global economies and mistrust in the government. The Silver Institute predicted a deficit of 194 million ounces in 2022, up 

from 48 million ounces in 2021. The biggest factor impacting silver prices remains the Federal Reserve’s aggressive monetary policy stance. Shifting 

expectation on the pace of the central bank’s rate hike helped the prices of silver in the past two months as silver witnessed over 21% surge from 51551 to 

73078.

The overall fundamentals remains mixed as inflation expectations are positively correlated to precious metals. They are a very strong and a leading indicator, 

certainly when combined with USD and Euro effect. In 2023, things will look to being to shift for the precious metal, as inflation is getting controlled to some 

extent. Physical demand for Silver is expected to pick up from China as there is some COVID relaxation in some of the cities. Based on the present situation it 

is expected that the Global central bank will slow down the rate later on. Fed has just increased the key interest rate by 50bps to 4.25% and indicated 

continuation in interest rate hike to tame down the inflation due to which metals such as silver may see some setbacks. Ahead in 2023, Silver will remain a 

buying on dips commodity for the investor and the possible trading range would be 54000 - 82000.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Silver	futures	(MCX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

SILVER

Price	Range

MCX	 :	54000	-	82000	(				per	Kg)
COMEX	 :	17.00	-	31.00	($	per	T.	Oz)

Factors to watch

Ÿ Russia-Ukraine conflict

Ÿ Fear of recession in the global economies

Ÿ Inflation and Interest rate

Ÿ Increased demand over supply

Ÿ Improved demand in solar, green technology, electronics etc.
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Fundamental Outlook

It was an action packed year for crude oil; it contributed significantly in ballooning inflation. Crude oil prices witnessed wonderful rally in the first quarter of 2022 

and on MCX it surged to all time high of 9996 in the month of March amid Russia-Ukraine war saga, which threatened the supply of energy. In addition to this 

risk of US and European ban on Russian oil imports and delays in Iranian talk triggered tight supply fears. On NYMEX prices soared above $140, and hit their 

highest since 2008. The main reason behind the rally was transportation fuel demands and production cuts from the OPEC+. Prices stay elevated and 

continued to trade in the range of 7600-9600 till July as OPEC did not lift its production. Broader concerns about the global economic growth and demand 

concerns helped the prices to cool off, and performance has been a rollercoaster ever since. To cool off the rally US announced to release 180 million barrels 

from US reserves over the next 6 months, part of a release of 240 million barrels from members of the International Energy Agency. The China’s zero COVID 

policy depressed oil demand by as much as 30-40% in China. Overall economic activity also declined across the globe, most notably in China but also in the 

United States.  Weak manufacturing data in several countries weighed on demand outlook in result of that oil prices started sliding downside. Higher interest 

rates makes the dollar attractive, which pressured oil prices as a strengthen dollar makes the greenback-denominated commodities more expensive for other 

currency holders.  Since then OPEC+ and Russia agreed to cut its targeted output by 2 million barrels per day or about 2% of the world demand, from 

November until end of 2023 to counter the selloff in the crude prices. But the move didn’t shore up prices because the cut was on paper only, as the producing 

group has been routinely falling short of its targets. Meanwhile, US production was picked up and hit high of 12.2 bpd, the highest since the first wave of COVID 

pandemic 2020. U.S. data shows that hedge funds' net long position in Brent crude contracts is near its lowest level over the past 10 years, and the ratio of long 

positions to short positions is at its lowest since November 2020.

Now understand the demand/supply balance, as per the latest report of IEA it is expected that the oil demand will raise by 2.3 milling bpd in 2022 and by a 

further 1.7 million bpd in 2023, noting the contrast between strong gasoil and diesel use, especially in non-OCED economies, and weak petrochemical 

consumption in Europe and Asia. In the latest report IEA said that despite the macroeconomics headwinds and slowdown in world oil demand the recent data 

on oil consumption surprised to the upside. With the prospects for China’s reopening demand is expected to rise. Industrial demand continues to increase as 

the industrial users in Europe continue to switch from natural gas to oil which is considerably cheaper. Employment and consumer spending data in OECD 

regions were solid, while inflation numbers indicated that price pressures eased a little, boosting hopes of a soft lending.

On the supply side, world oil supply fell in November first time in five months after Saudi and other Gulf countries curbed supply in line with lower OPEC+ 

production targets. In non-OPEC+ countries, output rose for a third consecutive month and was up by 3.1 million b/d since the start of the year, largely due to 

strong production in the US, Brazil and the North Sea. For 2023, world oil supply is forecast to rise by just 770,000 b/d on the year to 100.8 million b/d after 4.7 

million b/d growth in 2022.

Going ahead in the 2023, main focus is on global economie as recession fears continue to affect the demand supply balance. Concerns about China’s growth 

have been front and center for the past few months. The IMF projected global growth will slow to 2.7% in 2023, and anticipates that 2023 will feel like recession 

for millions around the world which further put downside pressure on crude oil. It is expected that the first half of 2023 will face contraction in the global 

economies and hamper the demand outlook. The market also concerned about the uncertainty of how much of an impact the price cap will have on Russian 

supply. Crude prices are highly sensitive to supply and demand factors and the state of the economy, whereas demand should boast up in the 

second half of 2023. As per our analysis prices will continue to witness huge volatility and the may trade in the wider range of 3800-8000.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Crude	Oil	futures	(MCX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

CRUDE OIL

Factors to watch

Ÿ Higher interest rates and dollar

Ÿ Depressed demand for fuels

Ÿ China Covid issue & reopening of China

Ÿ Ongoing war between Russia and Ukraine

Ÿ EU embargo on Russian crude oil

Price	Range

MCX	 :	3800	-	8000	(				per	bbl)

NYMEX	 :	42	-	110		($	per	bbl)
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Fundamental Outlook

The white industrial metal Silver gave the terrific upside move in the first quarter of 2022; however in 3rd and fourth quarter it saw sharp decline and reached to 

two year lows. On COMEX, silver traded in the range of $22-$28 in 2022, and its average price for the year reached a nine-year high of $25.14. On MCX, it 

moved in a wide range of 51551-73078. During pandemic, silver witnessed overall weak demand however, the resumption of businesses and the ongoing 

economic recovery which started in 2021 picked up the demand for the metal. Investment purposes have been contributing to the momentum as well.

On the demand/supply side, the global silver demand/supply balance is forecast to go into supply shortfall mode. According to Silver Institute global demand 

for silver is expected to rise 16% in 2022 to 1.21 billion ounces, creating the biggest deficit in decades. Use of silver by industry, for jewellery and silverware and 

for bars and coins for retail investors were all forecast to reach record levels. Silver demand is driven by major technological changes such as Green 

Technologies and it is emerged as very valuable industrial input for growing number of goods. The industrial demand will continue to be driven by solar panel 

manufacturing growth, as well as many emerging uses of silver in electronics, where a small amount tends to make a significant difference in terms of 

performance, will push the Silver into the bull market. Automakers are using more silver as the amount of electronics in vehicles increases, but the sector 

accounts for only around 5% of total demand. Solar panels account for around 10% of silver demand. Demand in India almost doubled in 2022 as buyers took 

advantage of low prices to replenish stockpiles drawn down in 2020 and 2021. The amount of silver stored in vaults in London and New York monitored by the 

COMEX exchange and the London Bullion Market Association has fallen by around 370 million ounces – or 25% in 2022. Silver jewelry and silverware are set 

to surge by 29% and 72% respectively to 235 Moz and 73 Moz in 2022, mainly thanks to an unprecedented rebound in Indian demand. This has partly been 

driven by strong inventory replenishment ahead of the festive and wedding season, following heavy stock depletion in 2021. The mine production of silver 

worldwide is forecast to increase from around 918 million ounces in 2021, to over one billion ounces by 2023, mostly due to major projects that are expected to 

begin operations in Mexico, Chile, and Ecuador in during the forecast period.

On the investment side, weak investment demand for paper silver (ETFs) have pushed prices to steep downtrend through most of 2022. Metals Focus said 

that silver holdings in global ETFs are expected to drop by 110 million ounces, representing the most significant annual outflows on record. Each key segment 

of demand, except photography, is set to post a new peak. Prices of silver are also getting support from the investor’s fear of high Inflation, Russia-Ukraine 

conflict, possibility of recession in global economies and mistrust in the government. The Silver Institute predicted a deficit of 194 million ounces in 2022, up 

from 48 million ounces in 2021. The biggest factor impacting silver prices remains the Federal Reserve’s aggressive monetary policy stance. Shifting 

expectation on the pace of the central bank’s rate hike helped the prices of silver in the past two months as silver witnessed over 21% surge from 51551 to 

73078.

The overall fundamentals remains mixed as inflation expectations are positively correlated to precious metals. They are a very strong and a leading indicator, 

certainly when combined with USD and Euro effect. In 2023, things will look to being to shift for the precious metal, as inflation is getting controlled to some 

extent. Physical demand for Silver is expected to pick up from China as there is some COVID relaxation in some of the cities. Based on the present situation it 

is expected that the Global central bank will slow down the rate later on. Fed has just increased the key interest rate by 50bps to 4.25% and indicated 

continuation in interest rate hike to tame down the inflation due to which metals such as silver may see some setbacks. Ahead in 2023, Silver will remain a 

buying on dips commodity for the investor and the possible trading range would be 54000 - 82000.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Silver	futures	(MCX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

SILVER

Price	Range

MCX	 :	54000	-	82000	(				per	Kg)
COMEX	 :	17.00	-	31.00	($	per	T.	Oz)

Factors to watch

Ÿ Russia-Ukraine conflict

Ÿ Fear of recession in the global economies

Ÿ Inflation and Interest rate

Ÿ Increased demand over supply

Ÿ Improved demand in solar, green technology, electronics etc.
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Fundamental Outlook

It was an action packed year for crude oil; it contributed significantly in ballooning inflation. Crude oil prices witnessed wonderful rally in the first quarter of 2022 

and on MCX it surged to all time high of 9996 in the month of March amid Russia-Ukraine war saga, which threatened the supply of energy. In addition to this 

risk of US and European ban on Russian oil imports and delays in Iranian talk triggered tight supply fears. On NYMEX prices soared above $140, and hit their 

highest since 2008. The main reason behind the rally was transportation fuel demands and production cuts from the OPEC+. Prices stay elevated and 

continued to trade in the range of 7600-9600 till July as OPEC did not lift its production. Broader concerns about the global economic growth and demand 

concerns helped the prices to cool off, and performance has been a rollercoaster ever since. To cool off the rally US announced to release 180 million barrels 

from US reserves over the next 6 months, part of a release of 240 million barrels from members of the International Energy Agency. The China’s zero COVID 

policy depressed oil demand by as much as 30-40% in China. Overall economic activity also declined across the globe, most notably in China but also in the 

United States.  Weak manufacturing data in several countries weighed on demand outlook in result of that oil prices started sliding downside. Higher interest 

rates makes the dollar attractive, which pressured oil prices as a strengthen dollar makes the greenback-denominated commodities more expensive for other 

currency holders.  Since then OPEC+ and Russia agreed to cut its targeted output by 2 million barrels per day or about 2% of the world demand, from 

November until end of 2023 to counter the selloff in the crude prices. But the move didn’t shore up prices because the cut was on paper only, as the producing 

group has been routinely falling short of its targets. Meanwhile, US production was picked up and hit high of 12.2 bpd, the highest since the first wave of COVID 

pandemic 2020. U.S. data shows that hedge funds' net long position in Brent crude contracts is near its lowest level over the past 10 years, and the ratio of long 

positions to short positions is at its lowest since November 2020.

Now understand the demand/supply balance, as per the latest report of IEA it is expected that the oil demand will raise by 2.3 milling bpd in 2022 and by a 

further 1.7 million bpd in 2023, noting the contrast between strong gasoil and diesel use, especially in non-OCED economies, and weak petrochemical 

consumption in Europe and Asia. In the latest report IEA said that despite the macroeconomics headwinds and slowdown in world oil demand the recent data 

on oil consumption surprised to the upside. With the prospects for China’s reopening demand is expected to rise. Industrial demand continues to increase as 

the industrial users in Europe continue to switch from natural gas to oil which is considerably cheaper. Employment and consumer spending data in OECD 

regions were solid, while inflation numbers indicated that price pressures eased a little, boosting hopes of a soft lending.

On the supply side, world oil supply fell in November first time in five months after Saudi and other Gulf countries curbed supply in line with lower OPEC+ 

production targets. In non-OPEC+ countries, output rose for a third consecutive month and was up by 3.1 million b/d since the start of the year, largely due to 

strong production in the US, Brazil and the North Sea. For 2023, world oil supply is forecast to rise by just 770,000 b/d on the year to 100.8 million b/d after 4.7 

million b/d growth in 2022.

Going ahead in the 2023, main focus is on global economie as recession fears continue to affect the demand supply balance. Concerns about China’s growth 

have been front and center for the past few months. The IMF projected global growth will slow to 2.7% in 2023, and anticipates that 2023 will feel like recession 

for millions around the world which further put downside pressure on crude oil. It is expected that the first half of 2023 will face contraction in the global 

economies and hamper the demand outlook. The market also concerned about the uncertainty of how much of an impact the price cap will have on Russian 

supply. Crude prices are highly sensitive to supply and demand factors and the state of the economy, whereas demand should boast up in the 

second half of 2023. As per our analysis prices will continue to witness huge volatility and the may trade in the wider range of 3800-8000.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Crude	Oil	futures	(MCX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

CRUDE OIL

Factors to watch

Ÿ Higher interest rates and dollar

Ÿ Depressed demand for fuels

Ÿ China Covid issue & reopening of China

Ÿ Ongoing war between Russia and Ukraine

Ÿ EU embargo on Russian crude oil

Price	Range

MCX	 :	3800	-	8000	(				per	bbl)

NYMEX	 :	42	-	110		($	per	bbl)
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Fundamental Outlook

Natural gas was one of the strongest commodity in 2022, substantially outperforming other commodities as well as more traditional asset classes such as 

stocks and bonds. Natural gas prices skyrocketed to levels unseen since 2008, and witnessed tremendous returns of over 189% from low to high, amid Russia 

and Ukraine conflict.  Although, prices cooled off after hitting a high of 801 in the month of Aug’2022. Much of the 2022 demand increase came from the 

chemical sector and the manufacturing sector. Chemical sector accounts for 29% of the total gas consumption, the largest in the industrial sector. Also, the 

spread between Europe and U.S. Natural gas soared to 14 year high after the Russia-Ukraine crisis. Europe’s natural gas crisis is being driven by Russia and 

Ukraine conflict and their over-dependence on Russia for energy supplies. The supplies of natural gas to Europe have been slashed by Russia in response to 

Western Sanctions. The European Union has been forced to lay plans to ration natural gas, a drastic step that will hurt families and businesses. Natural gas 

prices climb sharply so high in Europe that it threatens to send the whole Western economy into recession. The bigger issue is U.S. Natural gas inventory 

levels are below historical averages, leaving the market with less of a buffer and driving up prices. On whole, there are three major catalysts behind the rally of 

Natural gas: lower production, high liquefied natural gas exports, and storage levels that are roughly 17% below the levels of 5 years average. Skyrocketing 

prices of natural gas prices put inflationary pressures across the economy. Gas for many years was the waste by-product of continued shale drilling across 

production basins in the U.S. which kept prices unusually low. Prices witnessed correction in between too but revived on lower level buying every time. 

On the demand side, global gas consumption is forecast to grow by only 0.4% 2023, but the outlook is subject to a high level of uncertainty, particularly in terms 

of Russia’s future actions and the economic impacts of sustained high energy prices. The higher gas price poses a long-term risk on the prospects of natural 

gas, majorly in developing markets where its use is expected to rise in the medium term as it is used as a substitute for other higher-emission fossil fuels. 

Europe’s gas consumption declined by more than 10% in the first eight months of 2022 compared with the same period in 2021, driven by a 15% drop in the 

industrial sector as factories curtailed production. The demand in China and Japan remains unchanged in that same period while contracting in India and 

Korea. The China demand is expected to rise by less than 2% in the year 2022, which is the lowest annual growth since 2008. North America was one of the 

few regions where demand was increased, supported by the power generation demand. 

On the supply side, it is expected that the market remains tight from December to March amid weather-related issues, as the extreme weather conditions will 

hamper production. After the cold weather, it is expected that production will steadily increase. In 2022, production was driven by increased drilling activity in 

the Haynesville region in Louisiana and East Texas and in the Permian region in West Texas and Southeast New Mexico. Recent pipeline infrastructure 

expansions in both these regions facilitated the increases in production. As per the reports of EIA, it is projected that production to grow slightly in 2023, 

averaging between 100 Bcf/d and 101 Bcf/d for the year, about 2% more than in 2022. 

Ahead in 2023, we expect that prices to remain low relative to 2022 as it is expected that high inflation and recession fears will lead to weakening industrial 

demand. Weaker economic growth across the globe will also cap the demand which is also keeping the prices under control. The outlook for US gas prices is 

bearish as the higher prices will incentivize production, and it is expected that dry gas production is expected to hit record levels in 2023 growing by a little more 

than 1.6bcf/d to average almost 99.7bcf/day. Meanwhile, on the export side, whilst there is more LNG capacity set to start up over the course of the year, this is 

fairly limited. We can see US natural gas inventories moving from below their five-year average to above it ahead of the next heating season. Measures may 

be relaxed, but the threat of fresh shutdowns will undermine Chinese business confidence and oil demand. On trading prospect, it was subject to high 

volatility throughout 2022, gave ample of opportunity to the option traders. We have seen record increase in the volume of option trade on MCX. 

Volatility is likely to remain the same and it is expected to trade in a wide range of 250-750.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Natural	Gas	futures	(MCX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

NATURAL GAS

Price	Range

MCX	 :	250	-	750	(				per	MMBtu)

NYMEX	 :	3.000	-	8.000	($	per	MMBtu)

Factors to watch

Ÿ Weather pattern and seasonality

Ÿ War between Russia &Ukraine

Ÿ Inventories levels

Ÿ China Covid situation 

Ÿ Monetary actions
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Yearly	price	movement	of	Copper	futures	(MCX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

COPPER

Factors to watch
Ÿ Geopolitical crisis from Ukraine to Iran and Taiwan

Ÿ High Inflation, monetary tightening & global growth 

Ÿ Global copper market is expected to see a surplus of 155,000 

tonnes in 2023

Ÿ Requirement of investment of US$23 billion a year in new 

copper mines

Ÿ Speed to reduce infrastructure deficits globally                                                                                                  

Price	Range

MCX	 :	490	-	980	(				per	Kg)
LME	 :	6400	-	11200	($	per	Tonne)
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Fundamental Outlook

Copper, which is known for quick diagnosis of economic growth, started the year 2022 with superfast rally to a record high of $10,845 on LME and 886 on MCX 

in March, on fear of loss of Russian supply after Moscow invaded Ukraine. Low inventories, investment demand in copper ETFs, strikes in mines, some delays 

in projects and shipment, and low production also gave support to the prices. However, copper prices retreated by about 25% from their March highs on 

negative triggers of global recession, weaker demand from China amid China’s zero-Covid policy, a higher dollar, and a mass sell-off on LME, which 

pressurized the red metal lower. In 2022, the strong U.S. dollar has been a key driver of depressed copper prices despite a deficit in metals supplies estimated 

at about 200,000 tonnes. Copper price movement in 2021-2022 was driven primarily by the boom in demand for manufactured goods, including electronics 

and household appliances, as consumers turned to home entertainment and home improvement during pandemic-related lockdowns. While demand has 

climbed, output from copper mines has not kept pace, tightening the supply balance. Workforce absenteeism, operational and geotechnical issues, strikes, 

water restrictions in Chile, lower-than-expected head grades, and community actions in Peru have constrained mine output at a number of operations in 2020-

2022. However, higher interest rate environment dent some of its demand.

Copper is widely used in energy generation, transmission infrastructure, and energy storage. It is the next most used metal after aluminum and steel in the 

construction, telecommunications, transportation, automobile, and manufacturing sectors. As the world moves away from fossil fuels and embraces wind, 

solar and electric vehicles, copper will be in great demand. According to the International Energy Agency, an offshore wind turbine requires about 8 metric tons 

of copper per megawatt. The average car, fueled by gasoline or diesel, uses about 25 kilograms of copper. An average electric vehicle contains about 4X as 

much copper as regular vehicles. 

Going ahead, in the first half of 2023, price may still be under pressure as current geopolitical crisis from Ukraine to Iran and Taiwan, does not seem to be 

ending in near future. If the current protests in China over strict Covid policy turn into a political crisis, global economic growth may be disrupted and copper 

demand may be affected. If US follows Europe into recession on elevated energy prices and high inflation, just as Chinese economy is still in the doldrums, 

copper prices may drop. If China’s pandemic woes continue, along with insufficient smelter capacity, then China’s domestic copper uptake will suffer. If that 

happens, we can expect copper price to react accordingly. But in long term, prices may get support, if global economy gets support from expectation of interest 

rate cut in and when economic growth picks up. Energy transition may picks up pace and more copper will be needed for products such as electric vehicles 

and solar panels. The continued move towards electric vehicles will be a huge copper driver. 

On production front, global copper market is expected to see a deficit of about 325,000 tonnes in 2022 and a surplus of 155,000 tonnes in 2023, according to 

ICSG. World apparent refined copper usage is expected to increase by about 2.2% in 2022 and 1.4% in 2023 while world refined copper production is forecast 

to rise by about 2.8% in 2022 and 3.3% in 2023. However, some of the largest copper mines, Escondida in Chile and Grasberg in Indonesia, along with 

Chuquicamata are seeing their reserves dwindle and reached alarmingly low levels. Wood Mackenzie, a leading commodity research house, is forecasting a 

massive jump in demand for copper will require the investment of US$23 billion a year in new copper mines. Chile’s state-owned producer Codelco has 

reported its customers are demanding longer-dated contracts because they’re worried about future availability of the metal. Customers in Europe have 

recently signed three- and five-year contracts rather than usually one-year contract.

Investors are also keeping a close eye on demand from China. China's full-fledge reopening from COVID-19 restrictions will encourage investors to pump 

more money into risk assets even though it will provide just a small boost in actual copper consumption. Many countries need to reduce their "infrastructure 

deficits". China has committed to spend at least US$2.3 trillion on major infrastructure projects. They are part of Beijing's most recent Five-Year Plan that calls 

for developing "core technologies" including high-speed rail, power infrastructure, and new energy. Both bulls and bears will participate in the market and 

the major trading range will be 490-980.



Fundamental Outlook

Natural gas was one of the strongest commodity in 2022, substantially outperforming other commodities as well as more traditional asset classes such as 

stocks and bonds. Natural gas prices skyrocketed to levels unseen since 2008, and witnessed tremendous returns of over 189% from low to high, amid Russia 

and Ukraine conflict.  Although, prices cooled off after hitting a high of 801 in the month of Aug’2022. Much of the 2022 demand increase came from the 

chemical sector and the manufacturing sector. Chemical sector accounts for 29% of the total gas consumption, the largest in the industrial sector. Also, the 

spread between Europe and U.S. Natural gas soared to 14 year high after the Russia-Ukraine crisis. Europe’s natural gas crisis is being driven by Russia and 

Ukraine conflict and their over-dependence on Russia for energy supplies. The supplies of natural gas to Europe have been slashed by Russia in response to 

Western Sanctions. The European Union has been forced to lay plans to ration natural gas, a drastic step that will hurt families and businesses. Natural gas 

prices climb sharply so high in Europe that it threatens to send the whole Western economy into recession. The bigger issue is U.S. Natural gas inventory 

levels are below historical averages, leaving the market with less of a buffer and driving up prices. On whole, there are three major catalysts behind the rally of 

Natural gas: lower production, high liquefied natural gas exports, and storage levels that are roughly 17% below the levels of 5 years average. Skyrocketing 

prices of natural gas prices put inflationary pressures across the economy. Gas for many years was the waste by-product of continued shale drilling across 

production basins in the U.S. which kept prices unusually low. Prices witnessed correction in between too but revived on lower level buying every time. 

On the demand side, global gas consumption is forecast to grow by only 0.4% 2023, but the outlook is subject to a high level of uncertainty, particularly in terms 

of Russia’s future actions and the economic impacts of sustained high energy prices. The higher gas price poses a long-term risk on the prospects of natural 

gas, majorly in developing markets where its use is expected to rise in the medium term as it is used as a substitute for other higher-emission fossil fuels. 

Europe’s gas consumption declined by more than 10% in the first eight months of 2022 compared with the same period in 2021, driven by a 15% drop in the 

industrial sector as factories curtailed production. The demand in China and Japan remains unchanged in that same period while contracting in India and 

Korea. The China demand is expected to rise by less than 2% in the year 2022, which is the lowest annual growth since 2008. North America was one of the 

few regions where demand was increased, supported by the power generation demand. 

On the supply side, it is expected that the market remains tight from December to March amid weather-related issues, as the extreme weather conditions will 

hamper production. After the cold weather, it is expected that production will steadily increase. In 2022, production was driven by increased drilling activity in 

the Haynesville region in Louisiana and East Texas and in the Permian region in West Texas and Southeast New Mexico. Recent pipeline infrastructure 

expansions in both these regions facilitated the increases in production. As per the reports of EIA, it is projected that production to grow slightly in 2023, 

averaging between 100 Bcf/d and 101 Bcf/d for the year, about 2% more than in 2022. 

Ahead in 2023, we expect that prices to remain low relative to 2022 as it is expected that high inflation and recession fears will lead to weakening industrial 

demand. Weaker economic growth across the globe will also cap the demand which is also keeping the prices under control. The outlook for US gas prices is 

bearish as the higher prices will incentivize production, and it is expected that dry gas production is expected to hit record levels in 2023 growing by a little more 

than 1.6bcf/d to average almost 99.7bcf/day. Meanwhile, on the export side, whilst there is more LNG capacity set to start up over the course of the year, this is 

fairly limited. We can see US natural gas inventories moving from below their five-year average to above it ahead of the next heating season. Measures may 

be relaxed, but the threat of fresh shutdowns will undermine Chinese business confidence and oil demand. On trading prospect, it was subject to high 

volatility throughout 2022, gave ample of opportunity to the option traders. We have seen record increase in the volume of option trade on MCX. 

Volatility is likely to remain the same and it is expected to trade in a wide range of 250-750.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Natural	Gas	futures	(MCX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

NATURAL GAS

Price	Range

MCX	 :	250	-	750	(				per	MMBtu)

NYMEX	 :	3.000	-	8.000	($	per	MMBtu)

Factors to watch

Ÿ Weather pattern and seasonality

Ÿ War between Russia &Ukraine

Ÿ Inventories levels

Ÿ China Covid situation 

Ÿ Monetary actions
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Yearly	price	movement	of	Copper	futures	(MCX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

COPPER

Factors to watch
Ÿ Geopolitical crisis from Ukraine to Iran and Taiwan

Ÿ High Inflation, monetary tightening & global growth 

Ÿ Global copper market is expected to see a surplus of 155,000 

tonnes in 2023

Ÿ Requirement of investment of US$23 billion a year in new 

copper mines

Ÿ Speed to reduce infrastructure deficits globally                                                                                                  

Price	Range

MCX	 :	490	-	980	(				per	Kg)
LME	 :	6400	-	11200	($	per	Tonne)
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Fundamental Outlook

Copper, which is known for quick diagnosis of economic growth, started the year 2022 with superfast rally to a record high of $10,845 on LME and 886 on MCX 

in March, on fear of loss of Russian supply after Moscow invaded Ukraine. Low inventories, investment demand in copper ETFs, strikes in mines, some delays 

in projects and shipment, and low production also gave support to the prices. However, copper prices retreated by about 25% from their March highs on 

negative triggers of global recession, weaker demand from China amid China’s zero-Covid policy, a higher dollar, and a mass sell-off on LME, which 

pressurized the red metal lower. In 2022, the strong U.S. dollar has been a key driver of depressed copper prices despite a deficit in metals supplies estimated 

at about 200,000 tonnes. Copper price movement in 2021-2022 was driven primarily by the boom in demand for manufactured goods, including electronics 

and household appliances, as consumers turned to home entertainment and home improvement during pandemic-related lockdowns. While demand has 

climbed, output from copper mines has not kept pace, tightening the supply balance. Workforce absenteeism, operational and geotechnical issues, strikes, 

water restrictions in Chile, lower-than-expected head grades, and community actions in Peru have constrained mine output at a number of operations in 2020-

2022. However, higher interest rate environment dent some of its demand.

Copper is widely used in energy generation, transmission infrastructure, and energy storage. It is the next most used metal after aluminum and steel in the 

construction, telecommunications, transportation, automobile, and manufacturing sectors. As the world moves away from fossil fuels and embraces wind, 

solar and electric vehicles, copper will be in great demand. According to the International Energy Agency, an offshore wind turbine requires about 8 metric tons 

of copper per megawatt. The average car, fueled by gasoline or diesel, uses about 25 kilograms of copper. An average electric vehicle contains about 4X as 

much copper as regular vehicles. 

Going ahead, in the first half of 2023, price may still be under pressure as current geopolitical crisis from Ukraine to Iran and Taiwan, does not seem to be 

ending in near future. If the current protests in China over strict Covid policy turn into a political crisis, global economic growth may be disrupted and copper 

demand may be affected. If US follows Europe into recession on elevated energy prices and high inflation, just as Chinese economy is still in the doldrums, 

copper prices may drop. If China’s pandemic woes continue, along with insufficient smelter capacity, then China’s domestic copper uptake will suffer. If that 

happens, we can expect copper price to react accordingly. But in long term, prices may get support, if global economy gets support from expectation of interest 

rate cut in and when economic growth picks up. Energy transition may picks up pace and more copper will be needed for products such as electric vehicles 

and solar panels. The continued move towards electric vehicles will be a huge copper driver. 

On production front, global copper market is expected to see a deficit of about 325,000 tonnes in 2022 and a surplus of 155,000 tonnes in 2023, according to 

ICSG. World apparent refined copper usage is expected to increase by about 2.2% in 2022 and 1.4% in 2023 while world refined copper production is forecast 

to rise by about 2.8% in 2022 and 3.3% in 2023. However, some of the largest copper mines, Escondida in Chile and Grasberg in Indonesia, along with 

Chuquicamata are seeing their reserves dwindle and reached alarmingly low levels. Wood Mackenzie, a leading commodity research house, is forecasting a 

massive jump in demand for copper will require the investment of US$23 billion a year in new copper mines. Chile’s state-owned producer Codelco has 

reported its customers are demanding longer-dated contracts because they’re worried about future availability of the metal. Customers in Europe have 

recently signed three- and five-year contracts rather than usually one-year contract.

Investors are also keeping a close eye on demand from China. China's full-fledge reopening from COVID-19 restrictions will encourage investors to pump 

more money into risk assets even though it will provide just a small boost in actual copper consumption. Many countries need to reduce their "infrastructure 

deficits". China has committed to spend at least US$2.3 trillion on major infrastructure projects. They are part of Beijing's most recent Five-Year Plan that calls 

for developing "core technologies" including high-speed rail, power infrastructure, and new energy. Both bulls and bears will participate in the market and 

the major trading range will be 490-980.



Fundamental Outlook

Zinc the most volatile commodity among industrial metals after nickel in 2022, was on a bumpy ride as it hit a new all-time high of 379.50 in Apr’2022. The price 

soared in the beginning of 2022 as post –Covid recovery outstripped supply. However it gave up all the gains in the second and third quarter of 2022 amid 

China’s zero COVID policy, causing Chinese economic growth to decline sharply. In the month of Oct’ prices slipped to 250 levels. 

Zinc “makes an excellent coating for protecting steel from corrosion” and “is indispensable in a vast range of consumer and industrial products”. Furthermore, 

60% of the global zinc supply is utilized in the steel industry’s continuous hot-dip galvanizing process. Galvanized steel products are widely used in the 

construction and automobile sectors. According to ILZSG data publish on 14 December’2022, global consumption of zinc exceeded production in the first 10 

months of 2022. During the period of January to October 2022, global refined zinc metal production reached 11.125 million tonners, while the metal’s unsafe 

was at 11.242 million tonnes. This results to market deficit of 117,000 tonnes over the period. Earlier in October, the ILZSG forecast world demand for refined 

zinc metal to fall by 1.9% to 13.79 million tonnes in 2022. Demand in China was shrank to 2.2% YOY, amid decrease in the activity in most major zinc 

consuming sectors as a consequence of policies aimed at controlling resurgence in COVID-19 cases. Consumption in Europe was predicted to fall by 3.1% in 

2022, while demand in India, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Taiwan and the US was expected to rise. On production front, global refined zinc production 

in 2022 is forecast to fall by 2.7% to 13.49 million tonnes “primarily as a result of a substantial fall in European output”. Smelter Disruption was major issue for 

zinc throughout the year as global refined zinc output fell by 3.2% in January-October, matching the drop-off in usage. Production fell in China, Kazakhstan, 

Canada and Mexico, all of which are major sources of refined metal. But the biggest hit was European production in 2022 as these region smelters faced an 

acute margin squeeze due to the rolling energy crisis. The loss of regional supply has kept European physical premiums elevated despite softening demand 

Glencore mothballed its 100,000-tonne per year Portovesme plant in Italy at the end of 2021 and put its 165,000-tonne per year Nordenham smelter in 

Germany on care and maintenance last month. Since October various mines such as Auby smelter in France has temporarily shut down. Following the decline 

in 2022, the ILZSG forecast global refined zinc production to increase by 2.6% to 13.84 million tonnes in 2023. London Metal Exchange (LME) warehouse 

stocks of the galvanizing metal total 36,525 tonnes, the lowest amount this century.

In spite of softening demand, European physical premiums are kept high because of loss of regional supply. Fastmarkets assesses the northern European 

premiums at a mid-point of $520 per tonne over LME cash and the southern at premium at $585 per tonne, a fresh record high. The US physical market equally 

stretched, with availability not helped by the planned permanent closure of thee Flin Flon smelter in Canada. China has historically been a significant importer 

of refined zinc to the annual tune of 400,000-700,000 tonnes over the last decade. In 2022, it is on course to turn a net exporter for the first time since 2007. 

Imports collapsed and exports surged to 78,500 tonnes in the Jan-Oct. Almost half that tonnage has been shipped to Taiwan, noticeably one of the few LME 

delivery points to have seen any fresh inflows in 2022. But Chinese zinc has also been exported to far-flung destinations such as Turkey, Italy, Mexico and the 

US to plug gaps in the rest of the world’s supply. The outbound flow of metal has acted to drain Chinese stocks, both visible and those lying in the off-market 

shadows. 

Zinc pricing has reflected the conundrum of weak Chinese demand, thanks largely to a struggling property sector, and simultaneous supply-chain tightness in 

the rest of the world. 2023 outlook depends a lot on whether demand or supply recovers fastest, assuming either recovers at all. China's lifting of restrictions 

and rising demand should incentivize the country's smelters to turn back on the taps after what SMM estimates to have been a 2.0% slide in national output so 

far this year. High treatment charges, currently around $270-290 per tonne in China, will help smelter margins both there and everywhere else. Going ahead 

in the 2023, Zinc prices may witness sideways movement in the wider range of 180-380.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Zinc	futures	(MCX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

25

Factors to watch

Ÿ Extremely low stocks and uncertainty over Europe's smelter 

sector

Ÿ Changed trade flows

Ÿ China Covid crises and policies

Ÿ Comparatively lower demand from steel industry

Ÿ Disruption by smelters 

Price	Range

MCX	 :	180	-	380	(				per	Kg)
LME	 :	2100	-	3900	($	per	Tonne)

24

Fundamental Outlook

The year 2022 was full of surprises and mass uncertainty over the macroeconomic picture weigh on Industrial metals. In the first half of 2022, lead prices 

soared to an all-time high of 198 in the month of March after that it witnessed a fall and made a low of 166 in the month of July’2022 amid weaker demand. 

Demand is affected by slower global growth and a slowdown in the Chinese economy because of rising COVID cases.  China imposed new lockdowns in 

Shanghai in late March to combat the rising number of Covid-19 cases in the city. The world’s largest consumer of refined lead, China accounts for 40% of the 

global demand and entered into lockdowns in late March severely hitting the sentiments of all industrial metals, and causing prices to fall. Dampened 

consumer spending and construction activity, amid the zero-COVID policy in China spread fear in the market. Additionally, World Bank forecasted a recession 

in the global economies in the coming few months. The contracting global economic growth would cut down the demand for lead.  Interest rate hike by Central 

Banks also dent the growth sentiments later on. 

Global refined lead markets are likely be in a deficit in both 2022 and 2023. Global demand for refined lead will exceed supply by 83,000 tonnes in 2022. In 

2023, a smaller deficit of 42,000 tonnes is expected, the ILZSG said. Refined lead output was seen falling in a number of countries in 2022, especially Russia, 

Ukraine and Germany, with global supply forecast to fall by 0.3% to 12.34 million tonnes. Lead demand was forecast to increase by 0.8% to 12.42 million 

tonnes in 2022 and by 1.4% to 12.60 million tonnes in 2023. Chinese demand was seen growing by a modest 0.3% in 2022, the ILZSG said, with a hit to 

demand from the automotive sector due to COVID-led restrictions offset by a rise in lead acid battery exports. The World Bank has said that lead demand is 

likely to rise in the medium term due to steady new vehicle production and replacement battery use. Since 2021 global lead mine production witnessed a 

strong recovery and in 2022 the mine production was expected to rise by 2.9% to 4.71mt supported by increases in Australia, China, India & Kazakhstan. The 

refined lead metal is estimated to increase by 1.3% to 12.44mt influenced by rises in China, India, Kazakhstan, and Mexico. Going ahead the global Lead 

supply over the forecast period of 2023-2026 is expected to remain flat at a CAGR of 0.5% to reach 4.8Mt in 2026. This is mainly due to the lower production 

from the major producers such as China, India, Mexico, the US, and South Africa.

Lead is mainly used for the manufacturing of lead-acid batteries, accounting for 86% of the metal consumption worldwide. The other industries are extruded 

products, alloys, solders, lead oxides, shots, and ammunition. Lead-acid batteries are mainly used to power internal combustion engines in vehicles and air 

crafts. As the global decarbonization trend accelerated over the past year with increased motorists switching to battery electric vehicles (BEV), the slowing 

sales of ICE vehicles have also reduced lead-acid battery demand. ILZSG said demand from the battery replacement market has underpinned global lead 

usage in most regions globally and has helped to offset a downturn in shipments of original equipment batteries, which have been affected by reductions in 

automobile output due to logistics issues and a shortage of semiconductor computer chips. China’s passenger vehicle sales fell for the first time in 6 months in 

November and are expected to stay flat for 2023, as demand weakens faster than expected, even as stringent COVID rules are eased. The current trend is 

unprecedented since the financial crisis in 2008 while adding that the significant change in China's COVID policies in recent days, which should restore 

consumer confidence. 

Going ahead in 2023, the severity of COVID in China remains a big uncertainty. It casts a shadow on demand growth in the near future and can complicate the 

supply chain further. A forecast for weaker global growth would be a major challenging factor. Recession fears are also looming in the global economies which 

will further keep the prices on the downside. Lead will become the 24th commodity to be included in the Bloomberg Commodity Index (BCOM), with 0.936% 

weighting in the index, joining its London Metal Exchange (LME) peers aluminium, copper, nickel and zinc. This will result into fund buying at the start of 2023 

as asset managers adjust to the new weightings. Looking at the overall picture, it looks likes lead may continue to witness a sideways movement in 

the wider range of 150-220, where both side movements may be witnessed with very low volatility.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Lead	futures	(MCX)

ZINC

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

LEAD

Price	Range

MCX	 :	150	-	220	(				per	Kg)

LME	 :	1600	-	2700	($	per	Tonne)

Factors to watch

Ÿ Serious Covid situation in China

Ÿ Interest rate hike by major Central Banks

Ÿ Recession talk and downward revision of GDP

Ÿ Uses of lithium, cobalt and nickel

Ÿ Increasing demand from EV sector



Fundamental Outlook

Zinc the most volatile commodity among industrial metals after nickel in 2022, was on a bumpy ride as it hit a new all-time high of 379.50 in Apr’2022. The price 

soared in the beginning of 2022 as post –Covid recovery outstripped supply. However it gave up all the gains in the second and third quarter of 2022 amid 

China’s zero COVID policy, causing Chinese economic growth to decline sharply. In the month of Oct’ prices slipped to 250 levels. 

Zinc “makes an excellent coating for protecting steel from corrosion” and “is indispensable in a vast range of consumer and industrial products”. Furthermore, 

60% of the global zinc supply is utilized in the steel industry’s continuous hot-dip galvanizing process. Galvanized steel products are widely used in the 

construction and automobile sectors. According to ILZSG data publish on 14 December’2022, global consumption of zinc exceeded production in the first 10 

months of 2022. During the period of January to October 2022, global refined zinc metal production reached 11.125 million tonners, while the metal’s unsafe 

was at 11.242 million tonnes. This results to market deficit of 117,000 tonnes over the period. Earlier in October, the ILZSG forecast world demand for refined 

zinc metal to fall by 1.9% to 13.79 million tonnes in 2022. Demand in China was shrank to 2.2% YOY, amid decrease in the activity in most major zinc 

consuming sectors as a consequence of policies aimed at controlling resurgence in COVID-19 cases. Consumption in Europe was predicted to fall by 3.1% in 

2022, while demand in India, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Taiwan and the US was expected to rise. On production front, global refined zinc production 

in 2022 is forecast to fall by 2.7% to 13.49 million tonnes “primarily as a result of a substantial fall in European output”. Smelter Disruption was major issue for 

zinc throughout the year as global refined zinc output fell by 3.2% in January-October, matching the drop-off in usage. Production fell in China, Kazakhstan, 

Canada and Mexico, all of which are major sources of refined metal. But the biggest hit was European production in 2022 as these region smelters faced an 

acute margin squeeze due to the rolling energy crisis. The loss of regional supply has kept European physical premiums elevated despite softening demand 

Glencore mothballed its 100,000-tonne per year Portovesme plant in Italy at the end of 2021 and put its 165,000-tonne per year Nordenham smelter in 

Germany on care and maintenance last month. Since October various mines such as Auby smelter in France has temporarily shut down. Following the decline 

in 2022, the ILZSG forecast global refined zinc production to increase by 2.6% to 13.84 million tonnes in 2023. London Metal Exchange (LME) warehouse 

stocks of the galvanizing metal total 36,525 tonnes, the lowest amount this century.

In spite of softening demand, European physical premiums are kept high because of loss of regional supply. Fastmarkets assesses the northern European 

premiums at a mid-point of $520 per tonne over LME cash and the southern at premium at $585 per tonne, a fresh record high. The US physical market equally 

stretched, with availability not helped by the planned permanent closure of thee Flin Flon smelter in Canada. China has historically been a significant importer 

of refined zinc to the annual tune of 400,000-700,000 tonnes over the last decade. In 2022, it is on course to turn a net exporter for the first time since 2007. 

Imports collapsed and exports surged to 78,500 tonnes in the Jan-Oct. Almost half that tonnage has been shipped to Taiwan, noticeably one of the few LME 

delivery points to have seen any fresh inflows in 2022. But Chinese zinc has also been exported to far-flung destinations such as Turkey, Italy, Mexico and the 

US to plug gaps in the rest of the world’s supply. The outbound flow of metal has acted to drain Chinese stocks, both visible and those lying in the off-market 

shadows. 

Zinc pricing has reflected the conundrum of weak Chinese demand, thanks largely to a struggling property sector, and simultaneous supply-chain tightness in 

the rest of the world. 2023 outlook depends a lot on whether demand or supply recovers fastest, assuming either recovers at all. China's lifting of restrictions 

and rising demand should incentivize the country's smelters to turn back on the taps after what SMM estimates to have been a 2.0% slide in national output so 

far this year. High treatment charges, currently around $270-290 per tonne in China, will help smelter margins both there and everywhere else. Going ahead 

in the 2023, Zinc prices may witness sideways movement in the wider range of 180-380.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Zinc	futures	(MCX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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Factors to watch

Ÿ Extremely low stocks and uncertainty over Europe's smelter 

sector

Ÿ Changed trade flows

Ÿ China Covid crises and policies

Ÿ Comparatively lower demand from steel industry

Ÿ Disruption by smelters 

Price	Range

MCX	 :	180	-	380	(				per	Kg)
LME	 :	2100	-	3900	($	per	Tonne)
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Fundamental Outlook

The year 2022 was full of surprises and mass uncertainty over the macroeconomic picture weigh on Industrial metals. In the first half of 2022, lead prices 

soared to an all-time high of 198 in the month of March after that it witnessed a fall and made a low of 166 in the month of July’2022 amid weaker demand. 

Demand is affected by slower global growth and a slowdown in the Chinese economy because of rising COVID cases.  China imposed new lockdowns in 

Shanghai in late March to combat the rising number of Covid-19 cases in the city. The world’s largest consumer of refined lead, China accounts for 40% of the 

global demand and entered into lockdowns in late March severely hitting the sentiments of all industrial metals, and causing prices to fall. Dampened 

consumer spending and construction activity, amid the zero-COVID policy in China spread fear in the market. Additionally, World Bank forecasted a recession 

in the global economies in the coming few months. The contracting global economic growth would cut down the demand for lead.  Interest rate hike by Central 

Banks also dent the growth sentiments later on. 

Global refined lead markets are likely be in a deficit in both 2022 and 2023. Global demand for refined lead will exceed supply by 83,000 tonnes in 2022. In 

2023, a smaller deficit of 42,000 tonnes is expected, the ILZSG said. Refined lead output was seen falling in a number of countries in 2022, especially Russia, 

Ukraine and Germany, with global supply forecast to fall by 0.3% to 12.34 million tonnes. Lead demand was forecast to increase by 0.8% to 12.42 million 

tonnes in 2022 and by 1.4% to 12.60 million tonnes in 2023. Chinese demand was seen growing by a modest 0.3% in 2022, the ILZSG said, with a hit to 

demand from the automotive sector due to COVID-led restrictions offset by a rise in lead acid battery exports. The World Bank has said that lead demand is 

likely to rise in the medium term due to steady new vehicle production and replacement battery use. Since 2021 global lead mine production witnessed a 

strong recovery and in 2022 the mine production was expected to rise by 2.9% to 4.71mt supported by increases in Australia, China, India & Kazakhstan. The 

refined lead metal is estimated to increase by 1.3% to 12.44mt influenced by rises in China, India, Kazakhstan, and Mexico. Going ahead the global Lead 

supply over the forecast period of 2023-2026 is expected to remain flat at a CAGR of 0.5% to reach 4.8Mt in 2026. This is mainly due to the lower production 

from the major producers such as China, India, Mexico, the US, and South Africa.

Lead is mainly used for the manufacturing of lead-acid batteries, accounting for 86% of the metal consumption worldwide. The other industries are extruded 

products, alloys, solders, lead oxides, shots, and ammunition. Lead-acid batteries are mainly used to power internal combustion engines in vehicles and air 

crafts. As the global decarbonization trend accelerated over the past year with increased motorists switching to battery electric vehicles (BEV), the slowing 

sales of ICE vehicles have also reduced lead-acid battery demand. ILZSG said demand from the battery replacement market has underpinned global lead 

usage in most regions globally and has helped to offset a downturn in shipments of original equipment batteries, which have been affected by reductions in 

automobile output due to logistics issues and a shortage of semiconductor computer chips. China’s passenger vehicle sales fell for the first time in 6 months in 

November and are expected to stay flat for 2023, as demand weakens faster than expected, even as stringent COVID rules are eased. The current trend is 

unprecedented since the financial crisis in 2008 while adding that the significant change in China's COVID policies in recent days, which should restore 

consumer confidence. 

Going ahead in 2023, the severity of COVID in China remains a big uncertainty. It casts a shadow on demand growth in the near future and can complicate the 

supply chain further. A forecast for weaker global growth would be a major challenging factor. Recession fears are also looming in the global economies which 

will further keep the prices on the downside. Lead will become the 24th commodity to be included in the Bloomberg Commodity Index (BCOM), with 0.936% 

weighting in the index, joining its London Metal Exchange (LME) peers aluminium, copper, nickel and zinc. This will result into fund buying at the start of 2023 

as asset managers adjust to the new weightings. Looking at the overall picture, it looks likes lead may continue to witness a sideways movement in 

the wider range of 150-220, where both side movements may be witnessed with very low volatility.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Lead	futures	(MCX)

ZINC

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

LEAD

Price	Range

MCX	 :	150	-	220	(				per	Kg)

LME	 :	1600	-	2700	($	per	Tonne)

Factors to watch

Ÿ Serious Covid situation in China

Ÿ Interest rate hike by major Central Banks

Ÿ Recession talk and downward revision of GDP

Ÿ Uses of lithium, cobalt and nickel

Ÿ Increasing demand from EV sector



Fundamental Outlook

Aluminium prices had been highly volatile in 2022 due to Russia-Ukraine war, logistical issues, increasing recessionary fears and Covid-19 pandemic. In the 

first quarter of 2022, prices hit an all-time high of $4073.5 a tonne on the LME and 325.40 on MCX in March on the back of supply concerns followed by 

geopolitical uncertainties. Soaring energy costs following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine squeezed producers’ margins, with energy-intensive metals having 

been particularly affected. After rise, aluminium price dropped by more than 45% in London and MCX and traded down almost 20% in 2022. Market was 

clouded by policy tightening measures of central banks to control rising inflation, strong US currency, fears of recession and weak demand in China. The 

prolonged Covid lockdown in China and country’s zero-Covid policy further weakened the demand. Chinese government had imposed restrictions on heavy 

industries with a plan to reduce carbon emissions, which had an impact on prices. Incessant power shortages in China also disturbed the supply chain of the 

commodity.

Looking ahead, aluminium prices will be a risk of downside in first quarter of 2023, as the prolonged war in Ukraine, higher energy prices, low gas availability, 

high inflation and weakening downstream demand all adding to the bearish outlook. Aluminium market’s focus has shifted to demand woes due to growing 

recession risks in US and Europe amid high power prices, central banks’ monetary tightening and an uncertain recovery in China due to political mayhem over 

Covid-19 restrictions. As per latest World Economic Outlook, about one-third of the global economy risks contracting this year, with the US, the EU and China 

all continues to stall. Aluminium consumption has been hit by bleak global growth outlook, with primary aluminium demand in the world excluding China 

expected to grow 0.4% YoY in 2022, according to CRU. No dramatic recovery is expected in 2023, as many economies will battle with recession, with demand 

expected to grow by just 1.8% YoY in 2023 at 28.9 Mt, according to CRU. European demand has been hit the most in 2022 and is expected to be the major 

reason for weak growth in 2023. In China, demand has stalled in 2022 amid zero-Covid policies and lockdowns, with CRU expecting demand to grow just 

0.1% YoY in 2022, at 40Mt, while the recovery in 2023 is expected to be sluggish given a slowdown in the construction sector.

One of the key challenges that the global aluminum industry must face is decarbonization. Because of worsening environmental issues and rising public 

expectations of government action to lower pollution levels, several nations have been forced to adopt decarbonization rules and strict environmental 

regulations by organizations that will harm the market. In longer term, as China continues to decarbonise its aluminium industry and increases its share of 

power generated by green energy. As a result of smelting facilities having to meet stricter emission standards, product prices have increased. Demand fell 

away against an increasingly bleak outlook for the manufacturing industry in first part of 2023. Manufacturers will face huge price jumps for their power needs, 

even if spot prices fall further in the near term or if EU governments impose energy price caps. Several output cuts have already taken place due to soaring 

energy prices since December 2021 at key European smelters, including Alcoa’s San Ciprian smelter and Hydro’s plant in Slovakia. Production cuts in Europe 

account for around 1.4 million tonnes of capacity. In US, more than 300,000 tonnes of capacity have been cut, including Alcoa’s Warrick and Century 

Aluminium’s Hawesville plants. Further smelter closures and curtailments in production are highly likely given the uncertainty over energy prices throughout 

2022. Any announcement of further closures could see aluminium prices spike but any potential rallies are likely to be unsustainable.

Although production continues to be cut in Europe and in the US, global primary aluminium output on an annualised basis till October came in at 68.9 Mt, 

according to IAI. For Chinese production, IAI estimated the annualised October output at 40.9 Mt. China’s aluminium output has held up despite energy 

crunch. One potential source of price volatility would be sanctions on Russian aluminium either by US or EU. It has been reported that US is considering an 

effective ban on Russian imports of metal. Biden administration is reportedly weighing three potential measures: a complete ban on Russian aluminium, 

increasing tariffs to levels that would effectively act as a ban and sanctioning the company that produces Russian aluminium, Rusal. Ahead in 2023, one 

should wait for correction for a value buy. The outlook for aluminium may turn bullish amid increased demand, coupled with rising freight costs, in 

second half of 2023. Prices may take support near 160-170 whereas on the higher side we can expect 350.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Aluminium	futures	(MCX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Price	Range

MCX	 :	160	-	350	(				per	Kg)

LME	 :	1700	-	3000	($	per	Tonne)

Factors to watch

Ÿ Prolonged war in Ukraine and many geopolitical tensions

Ÿ Rising energy prices

Ÿ High inflation and monetary tightening 

Ÿ An uncertain recovery in China 

Ÿ Degree of Adoption of decarbonization rules and strict 

environmental regulations 
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Fundamental Outlook

Steel saw a rock solid move in the first four months of 2022 from the low of 43280 to 63100. In the month of May and June, sharp fall witnessed and in rest of the 

year it saw fall from every rise; settled near 46000 with marginal gain on 5% on yearly basis. Steel prices in India have traded in wider range in year 2022 due to 

changing government’s policies and demand-supply factors. Prices of cold rolled coil (CRC) steel rose up to 93000 INR/Tonnes in early Apr’22 and then 

started falling with imposition of export duties on steel products in India and hovered near 65000 INR/Tonnes in Nov’22.  Indian government hiked the duty on 

exports of iron ore by up to 50% and a few steel intermediaries to 15% in year 2022. It also waived customs duty on the import of some raw materials, including 

coking coal and ferronickel, used by the steel industry. The measures were taken to boost domestic availability, check inflation, stabilise prices of coal and 

address the issues of steel producers reeling under high input costs. Later on prices of steel nosedived and to revive the government removed the export duty 

on industry demand. It lent some much needed support to the prices. 

The Steel industry has been the major contributor in the economic growth in India as it has a direct impact on industries like real estate and housing, 

infrastructure and construction, automobile and consumer goods.  Being as world's second-largest producer of steel India finished steel output stood at 120 

million tonnes in financial year 2022-23. The growth in the Indian steel sector has been driven by the domestic availability of raw materials such as iron ore and 

cost-effective labor. With diversified used of steel in Indian economy its contribution has reached up to 2% of the nation's GDP. The Union Cabinet, 

Government of India approved the National Steel Policy (NSP) 2017, as it intends to create a globally competitive steel industry in India. National steel policy 

will upgrade the Indian steelmaking capacity up to 300 million tonnes (MT). Government has come up series of infrastructure push and private capex with the 

vision of making India as manufacturing hub and it will play a crucial role in determining whether India is able to achieve the NSP target. In the past 7-8 years, 

India's steel sector has expanded significantly. Production has increased CAGR of 1 % since 2014-15, while domestic steel demand has increased by almost 

4%. Similarly, steel export from India rose by 25.1% YoY till July in year 2022. It is the Government ambition that going forward by 2030, which is seven years 

down the road from today, to grow the capacity from 150 million tonnes today to 300 million tonnes to grow our production from 120 million tonnes today to 

about 240 million tonnes and increase our per capita consumption from the 77.8 kilograms that we have today to almost about 150 kilograms. This, of course, 

will lead to tremendous manufacturing capabilities in India.

Indian story is strong but at the same time global story is not so rosy. Commodity giant China weaker participation and talk of recession amid record highs in 

interest rate is putting the gowth prospect in dilemma. Continuous downward revision in GDP numbers is indicating demand destruction from the higher side. 

Global steel demand will fall by 2.3% in 2022 to 1.79 bn t, said industry association Worldsteel, revising down its April guidance of 0.4% demand growth. The 

expectation of a continued and stable recovery from the pandemic has been shaken by the war in Ukraine and rising inflation. The stimuli introduced by China 

in 2022 are likely to support small positive growth in steel demand in 2023. However, the construction sector faces some headwinds from rising costs and 

interest rates. Investment in Chinese real estate has slowed to the lowest level in 30 years and all major real estate market indicators are negative. Global 

demand will increase by 1%, supported by growth in infrastructure spending, particularly within the transportation and energy sub-sectors. The government 

has very ambitious capex programme of almost 10 lakh crores per annum to be put in infrastructure and that is across all sectors from roads to highways to 

ports to buildings across airports, across every sector pretty much which is resulting in this increase in steel demand of double digits. 

We know that the steel industry is a cyclical industry and it goes through cycles of crests and troughs. Hence, we should not expect on sided rally in steel 

prices but the mega trend of this sector will be bullish only, and thus buying at dip is required. It can move in a range of 38000-57000 with an upside 

bias.

Monthly	Price	Performance	of	Steel	Futures	(NCDEX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Price	Range

NCDEX	 :	38000	-	57000	(				per	MT)

STEEL

Factors to watch

Ÿ Consumption is surged up rapidly in recent years

Ÿ Government decision on import and export duty

Ÿ Domestic and international growth prospect

Ÿ Recession talk and dull demand from China

Ÿ Performance of real estate and manufacturing sector 
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Fundamental Outlook

Aluminium prices had been highly volatile in 2022 due to Russia-Ukraine war, logistical issues, increasing recessionary fears and Covid-19 pandemic. In the 

first quarter of 2022, prices hit an all-time high of $4073.5 a tonne on the LME and 325.40 on MCX in March on the back of supply concerns followed by 

geopolitical uncertainties. Soaring energy costs following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine squeezed producers’ margins, with energy-intensive metals having 

been particularly affected. After rise, aluminium price dropped by more than 45% in London and MCX and traded down almost 20% in 2022. Market was 

clouded by policy tightening measures of central banks to control rising inflation, strong US currency, fears of recession and weak demand in China. The 

prolonged Covid lockdown in China and country’s zero-Covid policy further weakened the demand. Chinese government had imposed restrictions on heavy 

industries with a plan to reduce carbon emissions, which had an impact on prices. Incessant power shortages in China also disturbed the supply chain of the 

commodity.

Looking ahead, aluminium prices will be a risk of downside in first quarter of 2023, as the prolonged war in Ukraine, higher energy prices, low gas availability, 

high inflation and weakening downstream demand all adding to the bearish outlook. Aluminium market’s focus has shifted to demand woes due to growing 

recession risks in US and Europe amid high power prices, central banks’ monetary tightening and an uncertain recovery in China due to political mayhem over 

Covid-19 restrictions. As per latest World Economic Outlook, about one-third of the global economy risks contracting this year, with the US, the EU and China 

all continues to stall. Aluminium consumption has been hit by bleak global growth outlook, with primary aluminium demand in the world excluding China 

expected to grow 0.4% YoY in 2022, according to CRU. No dramatic recovery is expected in 2023, as many economies will battle with recession, with demand 

expected to grow by just 1.8% YoY in 2023 at 28.9 Mt, according to CRU. European demand has been hit the most in 2022 and is expected to be the major 

reason for weak growth in 2023. In China, demand has stalled in 2022 amid zero-Covid policies and lockdowns, with CRU expecting demand to grow just 

0.1% YoY in 2022, at 40Mt, while the recovery in 2023 is expected to be sluggish given a slowdown in the construction sector.

One of the key challenges that the global aluminum industry must face is decarbonization. Because of worsening environmental issues and rising public 

expectations of government action to lower pollution levels, several nations have been forced to adopt decarbonization rules and strict environmental 

regulations by organizations that will harm the market. In longer term, as China continues to decarbonise its aluminium industry and increases its share of 

power generated by green energy. As a result of smelting facilities having to meet stricter emission standards, product prices have increased. Demand fell 

away against an increasingly bleak outlook for the manufacturing industry in first part of 2023. Manufacturers will face huge price jumps for their power needs, 

even if spot prices fall further in the near term or if EU governments impose energy price caps. Several output cuts have already taken place due to soaring 

energy prices since December 2021 at key European smelters, including Alcoa’s San Ciprian smelter and Hydro’s plant in Slovakia. Production cuts in Europe 

account for around 1.4 million tonnes of capacity. In US, more than 300,000 tonnes of capacity have been cut, including Alcoa’s Warrick and Century 

Aluminium’s Hawesville plants. Further smelter closures and curtailments in production are highly likely given the uncertainty over energy prices throughout 

2022. Any announcement of further closures could see aluminium prices spike but any potential rallies are likely to be unsustainable.

Although production continues to be cut in Europe and in the US, global primary aluminium output on an annualised basis till October came in at 68.9 Mt, 

according to IAI. For Chinese production, IAI estimated the annualised October output at 40.9 Mt. China’s aluminium output has held up despite energy 

crunch. One potential source of price volatility would be sanctions on Russian aluminium either by US or EU. It has been reported that US is considering an 

effective ban on Russian imports of metal. Biden administration is reportedly weighing three potential measures: a complete ban on Russian aluminium, 

increasing tariffs to levels that would effectively act as a ban and sanctioning the company that produces Russian aluminium, Rusal. Ahead in 2023, one 

should wait for correction for a value buy. The outlook for aluminium may turn bullish amid increased demand, coupled with rising freight costs, in 

second half of 2023. Prices may take support near 160-170 whereas on the higher side we can expect 350.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Aluminium	futures	(MCX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Price	Range

MCX	 :	160	-	350	(				per	Kg)

LME	 :	1700	-	3000	($	per	Tonne)

Factors to watch

Ÿ Prolonged war in Ukraine and many geopolitical tensions

Ÿ Rising energy prices

Ÿ High inflation and monetary tightening 

Ÿ An uncertain recovery in China 

Ÿ Degree of Adoption of decarbonization rules and strict 

environmental regulations 
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Fundamental Outlook

Steel saw a rock solid move in the first four months of 2022 from the low of 43280 to 63100. In the month of May and June, sharp fall witnessed and in rest of the 

year it saw fall from every rise; settled near 46000 with marginal gain on 5% on yearly basis. Steel prices in India have traded in wider range in year 2022 due to 

changing government’s policies and demand-supply factors. Prices of cold rolled coil (CRC) steel rose up to 93000 INR/Tonnes in early Apr’22 and then 

started falling with imposition of export duties on steel products in India and hovered near 65000 INR/Tonnes in Nov’22.  Indian government hiked the duty on 

exports of iron ore by up to 50% and a few steel intermediaries to 15% in year 2022. It also waived customs duty on the import of some raw materials, including 

coking coal and ferronickel, used by the steel industry. The measures were taken to boost domestic availability, check inflation, stabilise prices of coal and 

address the issues of steel producers reeling under high input costs. Later on prices of steel nosedived and to revive the government removed the export duty 

on industry demand. It lent some much needed support to the prices. 

The Steel industry has been the major contributor in the economic growth in India as it has a direct impact on industries like real estate and housing, 

infrastructure and construction, automobile and consumer goods.  Being as world's second-largest producer of steel India finished steel output stood at 120 

million tonnes in financial year 2022-23. The growth in the Indian steel sector has been driven by the domestic availability of raw materials such as iron ore and 

cost-effective labor. With diversified used of steel in Indian economy its contribution has reached up to 2% of the nation's GDP. The Union Cabinet, 

Government of India approved the National Steel Policy (NSP) 2017, as it intends to create a globally competitive steel industry in India. National steel policy 

will upgrade the Indian steelmaking capacity up to 300 million tonnes (MT). Government has come up series of infrastructure push and private capex with the 

vision of making India as manufacturing hub and it will play a crucial role in determining whether India is able to achieve the NSP target. In the past 7-8 years, 

India's steel sector has expanded significantly. Production has increased CAGR of 1 % since 2014-15, while domestic steel demand has increased by almost 

4%. Similarly, steel export from India rose by 25.1% YoY till July in year 2022. It is the Government ambition that going forward by 2030, which is seven years 

down the road from today, to grow the capacity from 150 million tonnes today to 300 million tonnes to grow our production from 120 million tonnes today to 

about 240 million tonnes and increase our per capita consumption from the 77.8 kilograms that we have today to almost about 150 kilograms. This, of course, 

will lead to tremendous manufacturing capabilities in India.

Indian story is strong but at the same time global story is not so rosy. Commodity giant China weaker participation and talk of recession amid record highs in 

interest rate is putting the gowth prospect in dilemma. Continuous downward revision in GDP numbers is indicating demand destruction from the higher side. 

Global steel demand will fall by 2.3% in 2022 to 1.79 bn t, said industry association Worldsteel, revising down its April guidance of 0.4% demand growth. The 

expectation of a continued and stable recovery from the pandemic has been shaken by the war in Ukraine and rising inflation. The stimuli introduced by China 

in 2022 are likely to support small positive growth in steel demand in 2023. However, the construction sector faces some headwinds from rising costs and 

interest rates. Investment in Chinese real estate has slowed to the lowest level in 30 years and all major real estate market indicators are negative. Global 

demand will increase by 1%, supported by growth in infrastructure spending, particularly within the transportation and energy sub-sectors. The government 

has very ambitious capex programme of almost 10 lakh crores per annum to be put in infrastructure and that is across all sectors from roads to highways to 

ports to buildings across airports, across every sector pretty much which is resulting in this increase in steel demand of double digits. 

We know that the steel industry is a cyclical industry and it goes through cycles of crests and troughs. Hence, we should not expect on sided rally in steel 

prices but the mega trend of this sector will be bullish only, and thus buying at dip is required. It can move in a range of 38000-57000 with an upside 

bias.

Monthly	Price	Performance	of	Steel	Futures	(NCDEX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Price	Range

NCDEX	 :	38000	-	57000	(				per	MT)
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Factors to watch

Ÿ Consumption is surged up rapidly in recent years

Ÿ Government decision on import and export duty

Ÿ Domestic and international growth prospect

Ÿ Recession talk and dull demand from China

Ÿ Performance of real estate and manufacturing sector 
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Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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Fundamental Outlook

Jeera prices witnessed strong rally in year 2022 due to supply concerns as production dropped in major producing states across India. Arrivals dropped to below 

normal level in year 2022 in result of lower production that forced spice millers to procure jeera at costlier rate. Farmers and Stockists released their stocks only on 

better price realization. Jeera prices which were ruling in range of 16200-300 INR/Quintal in end of Dec’21 crossed 20,000 INR/Quintal level in Feb’22 itself and 

jumped to record level of 31645 at NCDEX platform in Dec’22, witnessed yearly gains of 95%. Jeera prices ruled above to the five year average level for most of the 

time in year 2022 and spice millers had no other choice other than buying jeera at inflated prices. However, some intermittent profit booking was seen during 

Sep’22 and Oct’22 at futures platform due to sluggish buying in local market but prices resumed its uptrend in Dec’22 due to supply deficit concerns backed by 

reports fall in area under jeera for upcoming season.

India is the world’s largest cumin producing country; contributes about 70% of total world output. The other major cumin-producing countries are Syria (13%), 

Turkey (5%), UAE (3%), and Iran. Being a Rabi crop, Jeera is mainly grown in the arid zones of Rajasthan and parts of Gujarat in India. Jeera production in India 

has grown with CAGR of 3% in last 10 years. Gujarat has been the largest producer and contributes about 58% of total production in India followed by Rajasthan. 

Jeera production in India dropped by 9 % in year 2022-23 due to fall in area under jeera in Gujarat. Gujarat has taken over Rajasthan in terms of output due to 

improved irrigation facilities along with increased used of higher yields variety of seeds. Adequate soil moisture, standard agrarian practices play a crucial role in 

the productivity of jeera. 

In year 2022-23, jeera acreages dropped by 11% Y-o-Y to 4.25 lakh hectares from 4.75 lakh hectares in Gujarat due to adverse weather condition amid insufficient 

soil moisture at the time of sowing. With fall in acreages in Gujarat, overall production of Jeera in India tumbled to 7.25 lakh tonnes in marketing year 2022-23 

compared to 7.95 lakh tonnes of prior year, down by 9% Y-o-Y. Jeera production is expected to fall further in marketing year 2023-24 in wake of sowing trend in 

Dec’22. Despite better realization on jeera, farmers are not showing interest for jeera sowing due to adverse weather condition. About 2.68 lakh hectares were 

sown under jeera in Gujarat till 26th Dec’22 compared to 2.86 lakh hectares of previous year, down by 6% Y-o-Y. Being as rabi crop jeera is sown during Oct – Nov 

and harvested in Feb – Mar. Arrivals extend till May – June across major mandis. 

On the demand front, being as perfumery and as a flavouring agent, cumin is widely used in cuisines in across the world. India has been the largest exporter of jeera 

and exports around more than 100 countries across the globe. China, Bangladesh, Vietnam, USA and UAE are the major buyers of Indian jeera; contributes more 

than 60% of total export from India. India exports around 30% of its annual production and plays a crucial role in global trade. Other major exporting countries are 

Syria and Turkey as these countries compete India in terms of trade. Jeera export from India has grown with CAGR of 14% in last 7 years due to rising international 

demand. Indian cumin finds worldwide use in foods, beverages, liquors, medicines, toiletries and perfumery. India exported about 2.29 lakh tonnes of jeera in year 

2021-22 and exported about 1.56 lakh tonnes till Oct in year 2022. Considering the bleak production outlook, jeera export is expected to drop in upcoming season.

Jeera is likely to be remain hot pick for traders and stockists in year 2023 in wake of rising demand from household as well as from Hotel and restaurant industry. 

Prices have already seen strong rally in year 2022 due to supply concerns and set to go up further due to bleak production outlook. Lower availability of jeera at 

major trading centers and reports of fall in area in Gujarat will keep prices higher in first quarter of year 2023. Some intermittent correction is likely to be seen in 

prices during peak arrival period of Apr- June but stockiest will take it as buying opportunity in wake of better demand outlook. With fall in domestic jeera production, 

export from India will also tumbled that will create supply gap in global market and fuel up the rally in jeera prices. In nutshell, jeera prices are expected to trade 

in the range of 19000-42000 in the year 2023 due to expanding supply gap in domestic as well as in global markets.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Cumin	futures	(NCDEX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Price	Range

NCDEX	 :	19000	-	42000		(				per	Quintal)

Factors to watch

Ÿ Production and Arrivals in the year 2023

Ÿ Export trend 

Ÿ Weather condition during crop progress

Ÿ Household and HoReCa (Hotel, Restaurant, Café) consumption 

Ÿ Global supply Scenario
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Fundamental Outlook

Coriander prices witnessed huge volatility in year 2022 tracking supply tightness amid disruption in international trade due to Ukraine crisis. Fall in production in 

major producing states and news of Russia- Ukraine war sparked worried among spice millers for acute availability of coriander in year 2022. Lower production in 

domestic market and fading possibilities of imports from Russia during Russia – Ukraine war prompted spice millers for aggressive buying during Mar’22-Apr’22. 

Russia has been the one of major exporter of coriander but reduced its export during war that created supply gap in global market. Prices jumped to the multiyear 

high level of 13332 INR/Quintal in Apr’22. Prices started cooling down after Apr’22 due to surging arrival pressure in the market along with muted demand as 

traders stayed away from bulk buying after sharp gains in prices. Coriander prices remained in red territory for most of the time in second half of year 2022 and 

tumbled 41% from the year high due to improved imports. 

India, being the largest producer, is the largest consumer and exporter of coriander in the world accounts for approximately 80 % of the total world coriander 

production. Coriander production in India has grown with CAGR of 8% in last 10 years due to expanding area under coriander. Increasing demand for raw 

coriander leaves, coriander seeds and value added products like Coriander powder, paste, oil and puree led to rise in area under coriander in recent years. 

However, area and production dropped in the marketing year (MY) 2022-23 due to weather concerns in Rajasthan. Production in Rajasthan dropped from 1.82 

lakh tonnes to 1.48 lakh tonnes in MY 2022-23 due to fall in yield. Coriander is cultivated across India though production is concentrated in Rajasthan, Madhya 

Pradesh, Assam, Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh. Total production in India slipped to 8 lakh tonnes in (MY) 2022-23 compared to 8.91 lakh tonnes of prior year, down 

by 10% Y-o-Y wherein yield declined from 1.35 tonnes/ Ha to 1.26 tonnes/Ha in year 2022. Despite persistent fall in prices, coriander prices remained above to the 

five year average level that made sowing activities to go on a positive note. Being a rabi crop, coriander is sown in Oct-Dec and initial sowing numbers for marketing 

year 2023-24 is showing that area under coriander has been increased significantly. Area under coriander jumped sharply in Gujarat in year 2022 reported at 2.20 

lakh hectares as on 26th Dec compared to 1.23 lakh hectares of previous year, higher by 79% Y-o-Y. Coriander is an important spice crop with a critical role in 

flavouring food. Notably, all parts of plant are edible, but fresh leaves and dried seeds are the parts traditionally used in cooking. With increasing population in India, 

household consumption of coriander has grown significantly wherein demand from Hotel and restaurant industry has also surged up with expansion of economic 

activities in India. Spice powder-making industries located in the Southern states like Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and around Delhi are the major buyers of 

Coriander. 

Apart from the domestic consumption, India exports about 2%-5% of production in global markets where Southeast Asian countries are the major buyers of Indian 

coriander. Malaysia is the largest buyer of Indian coriander and bought about 12 thousand tonnes in year 2021 as compared to 11.8 thousand tonnes of prior year. 

Coriander export has declined in year 2022 due to lower availability as India has exported only 26 thousand tonnes till Oct’22 compared to 34 thousand tonnes of 

prior year. Apart from India, coriander is grown majorly in Morocco, Canada, Romania, Russia and Ukraine these countries dominates the global coriander exports. 

Coriander has been cultivated for seed purpose in India and many other countries. Demand for coriander is mainly comes from Middle East, South-east Asia, USA, 

UK and Germany. Supply tightness in domestic market in year 2022 prompted spice millers to import coriander from Russia and other countries. India imported 

about 27 thousand tonnes of coriander till Oct’22 against the 5.6 thousand tonnes of prior year. 

Coriander prices are expected to remain under pressure in first quarter of year 2023 due to better production outlook. Farmers are showing enthusiasm for sowing 

of coriander due to better realisation that will lead to significant rise in area under coriander in year 2023. Stockists will release their stocks ahead of arrival of new 

crop in Mar’22 that will keep prices under pressure in first quarter. Along with the domestic supply, global supply is also estimated to improve with resumption of 

trade from black sea that will put pressure on coriander prices in India as well. In wake of above fundamentals, coriander prices are estimated to trade in 

range of 5600-11500 for most part of year 2023-24 with negative bias.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Coriander	futures	(NCDEX)

CUMIN ( JEERA )                                                                      

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Factors to watch

Ÿ Production trend in Rajasthan and Gujarat

Ÿ Global trade and Imports scenario

Ÿ Demand from household and HoReCa segment

Ÿ Monsoon Progress and Weather 

Ÿ Inventory levels with stockists and farmers

Price	Range

NCDEX	 :	5600	-	11500	(				per	Quintal)

CORIANDER (DHANIYA)
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Fundamental Outlook

Jeera prices witnessed strong rally in year 2022 due to supply concerns as production dropped in major producing states across India. Arrivals dropped to below 

normal level in year 2022 in result of lower production that forced spice millers to procure jeera at costlier rate. Farmers and Stockists released their stocks only on 

better price realization. Jeera prices which were ruling in range of 16200-300 INR/Quintal in end of Dec’21 crossed 20,000 INR/Quintal level in Feb’22 itself and 

jumped to record level of 31645 at NCDEX platform in Dec’22, witnessed yearly gains of 95%. Jeera prices ruled above to the five year average level for most of the 

time in year 2022 and spice millers had no other choice other than buying jeera at inflated prices. However, some intermittent profit booking was seen during 

Sep’22 and Oct’22 at futures platform due to sluggish buying in local market but prices resumed its uptrend in Dec’22 due to supply deficit concerns backed by 

reports fall in area under jeera for upcoming season.

India is the world’s largest cumin producing country; contributes about 70% of total world output. The other major cumin-producing countries are Syria (13%), 

Turkey (5%), UAE (3%), and Iran. Being a Rabi crop, Jeera is mainly grown in the arid zones of Rajasthan and parts of Gujarat in India. Jeera production in India 

has grown with CAGR of 3% in last 10 years. Gujarat has been the largest producer and contributes about 58% of total production in India followed by Rajasthan. 

Jeera production in India dropped by 9 % in year 2022-23 due to fall in area under jeera in Gujarat. Gujarat has taken over Rajasthan in terms of output due to 

improved irrigation facilities along with increased used of higher yields variety of seeds. Adequate soil moisture, standard agrarian practices play a crucial role in 

the productivity of jeera. 

In year 2022-23, jeera acreages dropped by 11% Y-o-Y to 4.25 lakh hectares from 4.75 lakh hectares in Gujarat due to adverse weather condition amid insufficient 

soil moisture at the time of sowing. With fall in acreages in Gujarat, overall production of Jeera in India tumbled to 7.25 lakh tonnes in marketing year 2022-23 

compared to 7.95 lakh tonnes of prior year, down by 9% Y-o-Y. Jeera production is expected to fall further in marketing year 2023-24 in wake of sowing trend in 

Dec’22. Despite better realization on jeera, farmers are not showing interest for jeera sowing due to adverse weather condition. About 2.68 lakh hectares were 

sown under jeera in Gujarat till 26th Dec’22 compared to 2.86 lakh hectares of previous year, down by 6% Y-o-Y. Being as rabi crop jeera is sown during Oct – Nov 

and harvested in Feb – Mar. Arrivals extend till May – June across major mandis. 

On the demand front, being as perfumery and as a flavouring agent, cumin is widely used in cuisines in across the world. India has been the largest exporter of jeera 

and exports around more than 100 countries across the globe. China, Bangladesh, Vietnam, USA and UAE are the major buyers of Indian jeera; contributes more 

than 60% of total export from India. India exports around 30% of its annual production and plays a crucial role in global trade. Other major exporting countries are 

Syria and Turkey as these countries compete India in terms of trade. Jeera export from India has grown with CAGR of 14% in last 7 years due to rising international 

demand. Indian cumin finds worldwide use in foods, beverages, liquors, medicines, toiletries and perfumery. India exported about 2.29 lakh tonnes of jeera in year 

2021-22 and exported about 1.56 lakh tonnes till Oct in year 2022. Considering the bleak production outlook, jeera export is expected to drop in upcoming season.

Jeera is likely to be remain hot pick for traders and stockists in year 2023 in wake of rising demand from household as well as from Hotel and restaurant industry. 

Prices have already seen strong rally in year 2022 due to supply concerns and set to go up further due to bleak production outlook. Lower availability of jeera at 

major trading centers and reports of fall in area in Gujarat will keep prices higher in first quarter of year 2023. Some intermittent correction is likely to be seen in 

prices during peak arrival period of Apr- June but stockiest will take it as buying opportunity in wake of better demand outlook. With fall in domestic jeera production, 

export from India will also tumbled that will create supply gap in global market and fuel up the rally in jeera prices. In nutshell, jeera prices are expected to trade 

in the range of 19000-42000 in the year 2023 due to expanding supply gap in domestic as well as in global markets.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Cumin	futures	(NCDEX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Price	Range

NCDEX	 :	19000	-	42000		(				per	Quintal)

Factors to watch

Ÿ Production and Arrivals in the year 2023

Ÿ Export trend 

Ÿ Weather condition during crop progress

Ÿ Household and HoReCa (Hotel, Restaurant, Café) consumption 

Ÿ Global supply Scenario
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Fundamental Outlook

Coriander prices witnessed huge volatility in year 2022 tracking supply tightness amid disruption in international trade due to Ukraine crisis. Fall in production in 

major producing states and news of Russia- Ukraine war sparked worried among spice millers for acute availability of coriander in year 2022. Lower production in 

domestic market and fading possibilities of imports from Russia during Russia – Ukraine war prompted spice millers for aggressive buying during Mar’22-Apr’22. 

Russia has been the one of major exporter of coriander but reduced its export during war that created supply gap in global market. Prices jumped to the multiyear 

high level of 13332 INR/Quintal in Apr’22. Prices started cooling down after Apr’22 due to surging arrival pressure in the market along with muted demand as 

traders stayed away from bulk buying after sharp gains in prices. Coriander prices remained in red territory for most of the time in second half of year 2022 and 

tumbled 41% from the year high due to improved imports. 

India, being the largest producer, is the largest consumer and exporter of coriander in the world accounts for approximately 80 % of the total world coriander 

production. Coriander production in India has grown with CAGR of 8% in last 10 years due to expanding area under coriander. Increasing demand for raw 

coriander leaves, coriander seeds and value added products like Coriander powder, paste, oil and puree led to rise in area under coriander in recent years. 

However, area and production dropped in the marketing year (MY) 2022-23 due to weather concerns in Rajasthan. Production in Rajasthan dropped from 1.82 

lakh tonnes to 1.48 lakh tonnes in MY 2022-23 due to fall in yield. Coriander is cultivated across India though production is concentrated in Rajasthan, Madhya 

Pradesh, Assam, Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh. Total production in India slipped to 8 lakh tonnes in (MY) 2022-23 compared to 8.91 lakh tonnes of prior year, down 

by 10% Y-o-Y wherein yield declined from 1.35 tonnes/ Ha to 1.26 tonnes/Ha in year 2022. Despite persistent fall in prices, coriander prices remained above to the 

five year average level that made sowing activities to go on a positive note. Being a rabi crop, coriander is sown in Oct-Dec and initial sowing numbers for marketing 

year 2023-24 is showing that area under coriander has been increased significantly. Area under coriander jumped sharply in Gujarat in year 2022 reported at 2.20 

lakh hectares as on 26th Dec compared to 1.23 lakh hectares of previous year, higher by 79% Y-o-Y. Coriander is an important spice crop with a critical role in 

flavouring food. Notably, all parts of plant are edible, but fresh leaves and dried seeds are the parts traditionally used in cooking. With increasing population in India, 

household consumption of coriander has grown significantly wherein demand from Hotel and restaurant industry has also surged up with expansion of economic 

activities in India. Spice powder-making industries located in the Southern states like Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and around Delhi are the major buyers of 

Coriander. 

Apart from the domestic consumption, India exports about 2%-5% of production in global markets where Southeast Asian countries are the major buyers of Indian 

coriander. Malaysia is the largest buyer of Indian coriander and bought about 12 thousand tonnes in year 2021 as compared to 11.8 thousand tonnes of prior year. 

Coriander export has declined in year 2022 due to lower availability as India has exported only 26 thousand tonnes till Oct’22 compared to 34 thousand tonnes of 

prior year. Apart from India, coriander is grown majorly in Morocco, Canada, Romania, Russia and Ukraine these countries dominates the global coriander exports. 

Coriander has been cultivated for seed purpose in India and many other countries. Demand for coriander is mainly comes from Middle East, South-east Asia, USA, 

UK and Germany. Supply tightness in domestic market in year 2022 prompted spice millers to import coriander from Russia and other countries. India imported 

about 27 thousand tonnes of coriander till Oct’22 against the 5.6 thousand tonnes of prior year. 

Coriander prices are expected to remain under pressure in first quarter of year 2023 due to better production outlook. Farmers are showing enthusiasm for sowing 

of coriander due to better realisation that will lead to significant rise in area under coriander in year 2023. Stockists will release their stocks ahead of arrival of new 

crop in Mar’22 that will keep prices under pressure in first quarter. Along with the domestic supply, global supply is also estimated to improve with resumption of 

trade from black sea that will put pressure on coriander prices in India as well. In wake of above fundamentals, coriander prices are estimated to trade in 

range of 5600-11500 for most part of year 2023-24 with negative bias.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Coriander	futures	(NCDEX)

CUMIN ( JEERA )                                                                      

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Factors to watch

Ÿ Production trend in Rajasthan and Gujarat

Ÿ Global trade and Imports scenario

Ÿ Demand from household and HoReCa segment

Ÿ Monsoon Progress and Weather 

Ÿ Inventory levels with stockists and farmers

Price	Range

NCDEX	 :	5600	-	11500	(				per	Quintal)

CORIANDER (DHANIYA)
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Fundamental Outlook

Turmeric has been India’s golden spice for long years due to its commercials, mythological and medical significance. It witnessed sharp rise in demand in 

medical sector during pandemic years as it is largely used as immunity booster against corona pandemic. Global demand for turmeric in healthcare industry 

jumped significantly in past couple of years that pushed up the turmeric prices in India to the multiyear high of 11148 INR/Quintal at NCDEX platform in year 

2022. Being a largest producer of turmeric, India contributes about 80% in global turmeric production followed by China, Myanmar and Bangladesh. Surging 

demand and better realization over cost of cultivation prompted Indian farmers to shift their area under turmeric in year 2022-23 that resulted into rise in 

production by 18% Y-o-Y to 13.30 lakh tonnes. Leaving normal area of 235 thousand hectares far behind, total area under turmeric expanded up to 349 

thousand Ha in year 2022-23 higher by 19% Y-o-Y and up by 49% compared to normal. Total supply jumped 12% Y-o-Y and remained higher compared to five 

year average level that kept the turmeric prices down for most part of the year 2022. Prices started showing some recovery in Oct’22 mainly due to bleak 

production outlook for upcoming season. 

Farmers in Andhra Pradesh, Telangana and Andhra Pradesh shifted to other profitable crops that led to fall in acreages drastically for year 2023-24. New crop 

of turmeric will touch the market in Mar’23 that will lead to seasonal fall in prices Mar’23-Jun’23. However, overall production for year 2023-24 is expected to 

drop by 10% Y-o-Y to 10.5 lakh tonnes due to lower acreages that will keep the total supply below normal throughout the year. Turmeric annual stocks are 

expected to drop by 45% Y-o-Y in year 2023-23 that will spark the buying activities at every dip in prices after peak arrival period.Maharashtra has been leading 

turmeric producing state in India contributes about 28% of total production in India. Maharashtra has produced about 3.68 lakh tonnes of turmeric in year 

2022-23 higher by 59% Y-o-Y. Farmers in Maharashtra have shown more interest towards turmeric cultivation due to better prices realization along with 

surging export demand. Area under turmeric has grown by 45% in last five years that led to significant rise in production in Maharashtra. However, turmeric 

production is expected to drop in Maharashtra in year 2023-24 due to fall in acreages. Similarly production in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana is also estimated 

to drop in year 2023-23 as farmers shifted their acreages to other profitable crops. 

Talking about the demand side, global demand for turmeric is mostly filled up by India and India enjoys monopoly in turmeric export accounts with contribution 

of 84% of global turmeric export. Other major producers are Netherland and Germany. Turmeric export in India has rose with CAGR of 7% in last 7 years 

mainly due to rising international demand of turmeric. India exported about 1.84 lakh tonnes of turmeric in year 2021 compared to 1.53 of prior year. In year 

2022, total export has been reported at 1.36 lakh tonnes till Oct’22, higher by 8% Y-o-Y. India exports about 12%-15% of total production in global market 

where Bangladesh has been top most importer of Indian turmeric followed by UAE (15%), Morocco (6%), and the USA (5%). Bangladesh contributed about 

17% in total export value in year 2022. The major export destination of Indian turmeric has been Southeast Asian countries along with Central and Latin 

America. 

Turmeric prices are likely to rebound in marketing year 2023-24 (Apr’23-Mar’24) mainly due to supply concerns. Despite larger carryover stocks of previous 

year, total supply is likely to be down by 11% Y-o-Y that will prompt spice millers to cover their buying requirements at every dip in prices. Stockiest will also be 

active in wake of rising export demand in last few years that will keep turmeric prices costlier most of the time in year 2023. Higher turmeric prices will cheer up 

the faces of farmers that will lead to rise in acreages under turmeric in 2023 that will cap the major gains in prices during third quarter of year 2023. Prices are 

likely to see major support near 5700 and it can touch 10600 in year 2023 on higher demand amid tight supply.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Turmeric	futures	(NCDEX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Price	Range

NCDEX	 :	5700	-	10600	(				per	Quintal)

Factors to watch

Ÿ Robust export demand from Bangladesh and UAE

Ÿ Fall in area in Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh

Ÿ Increasing extra demand in Healthcare Industry apart from 

culinary demand 

Ÿ Stocks with millers and farmers

Ÿ Monsoon progress and weather condition
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Fundamental Outlook

Kapas prices witnessed unprecedented rally in year 2022 and placed itself at the highest level ever at futures exchanges as well as in physical market. Aggressive 

buying by millers and tightness in supplies fueled up the rally in cotton and same is reflected in Kapas as well. Kapas is the raw form of cotton and processed by 

ginning mills into lint (cotton) and seed. It provides the basic raw material (cotton fibre) to cotton textile industry. Ginning mills struggled to run their ginning units due 

to acute supply of kapas in physical market during year 2022. Shortfall in production in year 2021-22 prompted farmers and stockists to do hoarding in anticipation 

of better prices realization. In result of that, the kapas prices surged up 11000-12000 INR/Quintal range against the normal prices of 5500-6500 INR/Quintal. At 

NCDEX, Kapas prices gained 16% since starting year 2022 posted the high of 2278 INR/Maund (20kg) in Apr’22. Not only the kapas, cotton prices also jumped to 

their record level of 51090 INR/Bale (170 kg) in Aug’22. Persistent rise in cotton prices during first half of year 2022 dragged attention of policymakers as higher 

cotton prices hampered the operating activities of spinning mills. Spinning mills cut their production capacity due to uncompetitive cotton prices that dampened the 

export prospects. In order to curb the spiking cotton prices, government changed its trade policy and allowed duty free imports of cotton in India. Cotton prices 

started cooling down after August with rise in imports along with the improved production outlook for upcoming season backed by increased area under cotton. 

Cotton Prices slumped 44% since the highest level and ruled in the range of 28500-29000 per bales by end of the marketing year 2021-22 (Oct’21-Sep’22).

Being second largest producer of cotton after China, India contributes about 24% of global production. Despite increased uses of hybrid seed and improved 

agrarian practices, cotton production has declined in recent years due to fall in yield. Cotton yield which is presently at 445 kgs/ha, is still lower against the world 

average yield of about 765 Kgs kgs /ha. Cotton crop is highly prone to pests and diseases. India cotton production stood at 312 lakh bales in year 2021-22 

compared to 352.48 lakh bales of previous year, down by 11% Y-o-Y as per the data released by Cotton Corporation of India. Cotton is a Kharif crop in the major 

parts of the country majorly grown in Gujarat, Maharashtra, Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, and parts of Andhra Pradesh & Karnataka. In these 

areas, irrigated crop is sown from March-May and rain fed crop in June-July with commencement of the monsoon. Nearly 65% cotton area is rain fed, mainly in the 

Central and Southern States. 

Talking about the fundamentals of current marketing year 2022-23, harvesting activities have reached last stage but arrivals remained below normal till Dec’22 as 

farmers shown lesser interest to release their produce in anticipation of further rise in prices. Cotton production is likely to be higher by 10% Y-o-Y in year 2022-23 

due to rise in area under cotton. Cotton acreages increased up to 125 lakh Hectares as compared to 119 lakh hectares of previous year wherein production is 

estimated to surge up to 341.9 lakh bales in year 2022-23, against the 312 lakh bales of previous year. 

At demand front, India is the second largest consumer of cotton accounts for 21% of global consumption and consumes about 300-320 lakh bales domestically on 

annual basis. However, a fall is likely in consumption from 313.7 lakh bales to 311 lakh bales in year 2022-23 due to tumbling export demand of cotton allied 

products. Export of cotton and cotton yarn from India is likely to be bleak in year 2022-23 due to slowdown in economic activities in China amid growing fear of 

recession Bangladesh. Bangladesh, China, and Vietnam have been the India’s major cotton importers accounts for 60% of India’s total exports collectively. In year 

2021-22, cotton export from India stood at 42.5 lakh bales cotton but likely to drop up to 40 lakh bales.

Kapas prices are expected to trade sideways to down amidst growing fear of recession. Domestic millers are avoiding bulk buying of cotton from the domestic 

market due to easy availability of cotton yarn in the international market at cheaper rate. With progress of ban on Chinese cotton import in USA, global cotton stocks 

is likely to expand in year 2023 that will put pressure on cotton prices. Farmers those who are holding their produce now in expectation of rise in prices, will bring 

their produce during second quarter of year 2023 that will keep supply adequate ahead. Exports of cotton allied product are likely to remain down due to global 

economic slowdown that will put pressure on cotton and kapas prices. Kapas prices are expected to trade in range of 900-2200 INR/20kgs with negative bias.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Kapas	futures	(NCDEX)

TURMERIC

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Factors to watch
Ÿ Export demand for cotton from China and Bangladesh

Ÿ Arrival pace in coming months

Ÿ Domestic demand for cotton 

Ÿ Stocks with millers

Ÿ Monsoon Progress in year 2023

Ÿ Reopening of China

KAPAS

Price	Range

NCDEX	 :	900	-	2200	(				per	20Kg)
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Fundamental Outlook

Turmeric has been India’s golden spice for long years due to its commercials, mythological and medical significance. It witnessed sharp rise in demand in 

medical sector during pandemic years as it is largely used as immunity booster against corona pandemic. Global demand for turmeric in healthcare industry 

jumped significantly in past couple of years that pushed up the turmeric prices in India to the multiyear high of 11148 INR/Quintal at NCDEX platform in year 

2022. Being a largest producer of turmeric, India contributes about 80% in global turmeric production followed by China, Myanmar and Bangladesh. Surging 

demand and better realization over cost of cultivation prompted Indian farmers to shift their area under turmeric in year 2022-23 that resulted into rise in 

production by 18% Y-o-Y to 13.30 lakh tonnes. Leaving normal area of 235 thousand hectares far behind, total area under turmeric expanded up to 349 

thousand Ha in year 2022-23 higher by 19% Y-o-Y and up by 49% compared to normal. Total supply jumped 12% Y-o-Y and remained higher compared to five 

year average level that kept the turmeric prices down for most part of the year 2022. Prices started showing some recovery in Oct’22 mainly due to bleak 

production outlook for upcoming season. 

Farmers in Andhra Pradesh, Telangana and Andhra Pradesh shifted to other profitable crops that led to fall in acreages drastically for year 2023-24. New crop 

of turmeric will touch the market in Mar’23 that will lead to seasonal fall in prices Mar’23-Jun’23. However, overall production for year 2023-24 is expected to 

drop by 10% Y-o-Y to 10.5 lakh tonnes due to lower acreages that will keep the total supply below normal throughout the year. Turmeric annual stocks are 

expected to drop by 45% Y-o-Y in year 2023-23 that will spark the buying activities at every dip in prices after peak arrival period.Maharashtra has been leading 

turmeric producing state in India contributes about 28% of total production in India. Maharashtra has produced about 3.68 lakh tonnes of turmeric in year 

2022-23 higher by 59% Y-o-Y. Farmers in Maharashtra have shown more interest towards turmeric cultivation due to better prices realization along with 

surging export demand. Area under turmeric has grown by 45% in last five years that led to significant rise in production in Maharashtra. However, turmeric 

production is expected to drop in Maharashtra in year 2023-24 due to fall in acreages. Similarly production in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana is also estimated 

to drop in year 2023-23 as farmers shifted their acreages to other profitable crops. 

Talking about the demand side, global demand for turmeric is mostly filled up by India and India enjoys monopoly in turmeric export accounts with contribution 

of 84% of global turmeric export. Other major producers are Netherland and Germany. Turmeric export in India has rose with CAGR of 7% in last 7 years 

mainly due to rising international demand of turmeric. India exported about 1.84 lakh tonnes of turmeric in year 2021 compared to 1.53 of prior year. In year 

2022, total export has been reported at 1.36 lakh tonnes till Oct’22, higher by 8% Y-o-Y. India exports about 12%-15% of total production in global market 

where Bangladesh has been top most importer of Indian turmeric followed by UAE (15%), Morocco (6%), and the USA (5%). Bangladesh contributed about 

17% in total export value in year 2022. The major export destination of Indian turmeric has been Southeast Asian countries along with Central and Latin 

America. 

Turmeric prices are likely to rebound in marketing year 2023-24 (Apr’23-Mar’24) mainly due to supply concerns. Despite larger carryover stocks of previous 

year, total supply is likely to be down by 11% Y-o-Y that will prompt spice millers to cover their buying requirements at every dip in prices. Stockiest will also be 

active in wake of rising export demand in last few years that will keep turmeric prices costlier most of the time in year 2023. Higher turmeric prices will cheer up 

the faces of farmers that will lead to rise in acreages under turmeric in 2023 that will cap the major gains in prices during third quarter of year 2023. Prices are 

likely to see major support near 5700 and it can touch 10600 in year 2023 on higher demand amid tight supply.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Turmeric	futures	(NCDEX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Price	Range

NCDEX	 :	5700	-	10600	(				per	Quintal)

Factors to watch

Ÿ Robust export demand from Bangladesh and UAE

Ÿ Fall in area in Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh

Ÿ Increasing extra demand in Healthcare Industry apart from 

culinary demand 

Ÿ Stocks with millers and farmers

Ÿ Monsoon progress and weather condition
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Fundamental Outlook

Kapas prices witnessed unprecedented rally in year 2022 and placed itself at the highest level ever at futures exchanges as well as in physical market. Aggressive 

buying by millers and tightness in supplies fueled up the rally in cotton and same is reflected in Kapas as well. Kapas is the raw form of cotton and processed by 

ginning mills into lint (cotton) and seed. It provides the basic raw material (cotton fibre) to cotton textile industry. Ginning mills struggled to run their ginning units due 

to acute supply of kapas in physical market during year 2022. Shortfall in production in year 2021-22 prompted farmers and stockists to do hoarding in anticipation 

of better prices realization. In result of that, the kapas prices surged up 11000-12000 INR/Quintal range against the normal prices of 5500-6500 INR/Quintal. At 

NCDEX, Kapas prices gained 16% since starting year 2022 posted the high of 2278 INR/Maund (20kg) in Apr’22. Not only the kapas, cotton prices also jumped to 

their record level of 51090 INR/Bale (170 kg) in Aug’22. Persistent rise in cotton prices during first half of year 2022 dragged attention of policymakers as higher 

cotton prices hampered the operating activities of spinning mills. Spinning mills cut their production capacity due to uncompetitive cotton prices that dampened the 

export prospects. In order to curb the spiking cotton prices, government changed its trade policy and allowed duty free imports of cotton in India. Cotton prices 

started cooling down after August with rise in imports along with the improved production outlook for upcoming season backed by increased area under cotton. 

Cotton Prices slumped 44% since the highest level and ruled in the range of 28500-29000 per bales by end of the marketing year 2021-22 (Oct’21-Sep’22).

Being second largest producer of cotton after China, India contributes about 24% of global production. Despite increased uses of hybrid seed and improved 

agrarian practices, cotton production has declined in recent years due to fall in yield. Cotton yield which is presently at 445 kgs/ha, is still lower against the world 

average yield of about 765 Kgs kgs /ha. Cotton crop is highly prone to pests and diseases. India cotton production stood at 312 lakh bales in year 2021-22 

compared to 352.48 lakh bales of previous year, down by 11% Y-o-Y as per the data released by Cotton Corporation of India. Cotton is a Kharif crop in the major 

parts of the country majorly grown in Gujarat, Maharashtra, Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, and parts of Andhra Pradesh & Karnataka. In these 

areas, irrigated crop is sown from March-May and rain fed crop in June-July with commencement of the monsoon. Nearly 65% cotton area is rain fed, mainly in the 

Central and Southern States. 

Talking about the fundamentals of current marketing year 2022-23, harvesting activities have reached last stage but arrivals remained below normal till Dec’22 as 

farmers shown lesser interest to release their produce in anticipation of further rise in prices. Cotton production is likely to be higher by 10% Y-o-Y in year 2022-23 

due to rise in area under cotton. Cotton acreages increased up to 125 lakh Hectares as compared to 119 lakh hectares of previous year wherein production is 

estimated to surge up to 341.9 lakh bales in year 2022-23, against the 312 lakh bales of previous year. 

At demand front, India is the second largest consumer of cotton accounts for 21% of global consumption and consumes about 300-320 lakh bales domestically on 

annual basis. However, a fall is likely in consumption from 313.7 lakh bales to 311 lakh bales in year 2022-23 due to tumbling export demand of cotton allied 

products. Export of cotton and cotton yarn from India is likely to be bleak in year 2022-23 due to slowdown in economic activities in China amid growing fear of 

recession Bangladesh. Bangladesh, China, and Vietnam have been the India’s major cotton importers accounts for 60% of India’s total exports collectively. In year 

2021-22, cotton export from India stood at 42.5 lakh bales cotton but likely to drop up to 40 lakh bales.

Kapas prices are expected to trade sideways to down amidst growing fear of recession. Domestic millers are avoiding bulk buying of cotton from the domestic 

market due to easy availability of cotton yarn in the international market at cheaper rate. With progress of ban on Chinese cotton import in USA, global cotton stocks 

is likely to expand in year 2023 that will put pressure on cotton prices. Farmers those who are holding their produce now in expectation of rise in prices, will bring 

their produce during second quarter of year 2023 that will keep supply adequate ahead. Exports of cotton allied product are likely to remain down due to global 

economic slowdown that will put pressure on cotton and kapas prices. Kapas prices are expected to trade in range of 900-2200 INR/20kgs with negative bias.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Kapas	futures	(NCDEX)

TURMERIC

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Factors to watch
Ÿ Export demand for cotton from China and Bangladesh

Ÿ Arrival pace in coming months

Ÿ Domestic demand for cotton 

Ÿ Stocks with millers

Ÿ Monsoon Progress in year 2023

Ÿ Reopening of China

KAPAS

Price	Range

NCDEX	 :	900	-	2200	(				per	20Kg)
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Fundamental Outlook

Mentha oil prices traded in narrow range in past couple of year due to slowdown in export demand especially from China. Meanwhile, demand also got impacted by 

corona pandemic with the lesser demand from industries. Lukewarm response from Chinese buyers impacted mentha market mostly in year 2022 and kept prices 

down for most of the time in second half of year. Stockists and speculators who were busy in buying mentha during first quarter of year 2022 on reports of fall in 

acreages and yield, started trimming their positions in second quarter onwards due to sluggish export demand. After touching the yearly high of 1152 in Apr’22, 

mentha oil prices dropped by 19% till Dec’22. Increased imports of synthetic menthol also kept mentha oil on strict demand/supply mode. Mentha oil is obtained 

from mint plant and used in a wide variety of consumer goods such as detergents, soaps, toilet products, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, perfumes, confectionery 

food products and beverages.

India has been the largest producer of Mentha oil in world and contributes about 80% of the total global production. Apart from India, China contributes around 9%, 

Brazil 7% and the USA 4% to the total production. Mentha oil production in India has witnessed negative growth in last 10 years as farmers has reduced their area 

under mentha and switched to more lucrative crops, which have minimum price support guarantee from government. Uttar Pradesh has been the leading mint 

producing state accounts for 75% of Indian mint production and remaining 25% comes from Punjab, Bihar, M.P., Haryana, Himachal Pradesh etc. The four 

category of mint is grown in India namely Japanese Mint/Menthol Mint, Peppermint, Spearmint, Bergamot mint wherein Japanese Mint/Menthol is most grown mint 

in India accounts for 92% total mehtha oil production in India. Japanese mint is a primary source of menthol. The fresh leaves contain 4-6% oil. The main 

constituents of the oil are menthol (65-75%), menthone (7-10%) and menthyl acetate (12-15%) and terpenes (pipene, limonene and comphene). Area under mint 

in India varies from 55000 Ha to 65000 Ha. Mentha oil production dropped significantly in year 2022-23 due to lower area and yield. Mentha oil production varies 

35000-38000 tonnes annually in India.

Mentha crop is generally planted during Jan-Apr and is harvested twice i.e. in June and October months. The first crop is harvested after 100-120 days of growth 

and the second harvest in about 80-90 days following the first harvest. Considering the delay in rabi sowing in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, it seems harvesting of rabi 

crop will be extended than normal time that will result in to delay in planting of mentha for upcoming season. Any delay in mentha planting will stretch the harvesting 

period against normal that will lead mentha crop to face higher temperature during harvesting. The mean temperature between 20-40 degree Celsius is required 

during major part of the growing period and higher than 40 degree Celsius is harmful for crop growth. Considering the above fundamental assumption we expect, 

mentha oil production is likely to drop at least by 10% in year 2023.

On demand front, India has been the leading exporter of mint oil, menthol, menthol crystal and allied products. Export of menthol and menthol crystal has been 

down by 25% and 32% respectively during the time period of Apr’22-Oct’22 due to limited buying by China. The major export destination of menthol mint oil from 

India includes countries like China, USA, Singapore, Germany and Japan. With increase in production and export of menthol mint oil, consumption demand of 

menthol mint oil is also rapidly increased in the international markets. India exports about 16.5 thousand tonnes and 4 thousand tonnes of menthol and menthol 

crystal on annual basis. However, market share of synthetic menthol has been surging up in recent years and has covered up the one third of the total menthol 

market globally. 

Mentha oil prices are likely to witness bounce back in year 2023 mainly due to bleak supply outlook. Back to back fall in annual production will lure stockists and 

farmers to hold their stocks in better price expectation. Demand which was affected by closure of economy and industrial activities during corona pandemic has 

now started improving with normalcy of economic situation. Domestic demand for mentha is likely to see a rise especially from deodorants and pan masala 

industry. Demand in healthcare industry is increasing with each passing year that will support firmness in prices in mentha oil in coming year. However, increasing 

imports of synthetic menthol is likely to be major risk for prices as India has seen sharp rise in imports of synthetic menthol in the recent years. Considering the 

above fundamentals, mentha oil prices are expected to trade in the range of 900-1500 with positive bias.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Mentha	futures	(MCX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Price	Range

MCX	 :	900	-	1500	(				per	Kg)

Factors to watch

Ÿ Area and Production of Mint

Ÿ Imports and exports of Menthol

Ÿ Demand from China

Ÿ Import of Synthetic Mentha

Ÿ Weather condition and Monsoon Progress
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Fundamental Outlook

Guar seed prices traded down for most part of year 2022 tracking sluggish buying of derivative products in domestic as well as in the International markets. 

Slowdown in economic activities and persistent weakness in crude oil prices weighed on the market sentiments. Guar is mainly known for its derivative product 

guar gum which has commercial importance in oil and gas Industry. Apart from that, increasing uses of guar gum in textile and food industry makes it more valuable 

product. After touching the high of 6822 INR/Quintal in Apr’22 guar seed prices dropped 33% till Oc’22 mainly due to demand concerns. Reports of increased area 

under guar seed also drifted prices down during second half of year 2022. Similarly, Guar gum prices tumbled 38% from the high of 13572 INR/Quintal in second 

half of year 2022 on sluggish export demand.

Guar seed prices have shown sharp recovery in new crop season (2022-23) started in Oct’22 following cues from the reports of crop damage in major producing 

states that led to fall in supplies during peak arrival season of Oct ’22- Dec’22. Uneven distribution of rainfall in Rajasthan during Aug’22-Sep’22 impacted the yield 

badly that later erased the possibilities of bumper production. The rain pattern of the monsoons in the northern parts of India and Pakistan generally provides ideal 

growing conditions for guar. India accounts for 80% of the total guar produced in the world and 70% of it is cultivated in Rajasthan. Other producing states are 

Gujarat, Haryana and Punjab. Guar is also cultivated in the southern hemisphere in semi-arid zones in Brazil, Australia, South Africa and Southern part of the USA 

like Texas or Arizona. Almost 90% of world’s guar is grown in India and Pakistan. Guar annual production in India varies from 14-17 lakh tonnes where Rajasthan 

contributes most. Talking about the current scenario, Guar production in Rajasthan is likely to stand at 14.27 lakh tonnes in year 2022-23 compared to 10.08 lakh 

tonnes of previous year. All India guar production is expected to be higher due to higher production in Rajasthan and Haryana

On the demand front, approximately 90% of total Guar produce is used for production of Guar Gum and rest is used for culinary purposes and cattle feed etc. India 

has been the largest exporter of guar gum exports more than 100 countries. The major share of the guar processed in India is exported either in form of semi 

processed product i.e. refined splits or in form of guar powder. USA is the major importing country followed by Russia and Germany. These three countries account 

for more than 50% of India's exports of guar products. Other important importing countries from India are China, Australia, U.K, Japan and Canada. India exported 

about 219.8 thousand tonnes of guar gum in year 2021 and has exported about 208 thousand tonnes till Oct’22 in year 2022. Export demand for guar gum has been 

increasing with each passing year due to increased industrial uses across globe. Most of the demand for the gum is due to the expansion of the shale gas and oil 

industries. About 90% of the export is used to extract oil and shale gas. It is seen that guar gum prices have fair correlation with crude oil prices as any spike in crude 

oil prices lead to rise in margin of oil drillers that result into rise in demand for guar gum. Being a very versatile and efficient bio-polymer Guar gum is used in wide 

range of industrial applications such as Oil drilling, Textile printing, Human food and Pet Food, Paper, Explosive, Water Treatment, etc. where it is binding, 

thickening film-forming and lubricating factors are of great interest. Guar meal is another derivative product of guar seed and contains about 42% crude protein that 

placed it among the one of the most used cattle feeds in India. 

Guar seed prices are likely to trade in broader range due to growing fear of recession. Domestic as well as export demand for guar gum has increased in recent 

months due to supply tightness as millers are struggling to procure guar due to acute supply. Despite higher production prospects, arrivals has been down in 

Oct’22-Nov’22 due to hoarding and we expect farmers and stockists will release their stocks once they get better prices. However, major gains in guar seed and 

gum are likely to be checked by increased uses of other alternative of guar gum in Oil & Gas industry. It is noticed that slick water and other chemicals has increased 

its share as alternative of guar gum in oil industry that hampered the demand for guar gum in recent years. Slowdown in economic growth in China will also keep the 

guar gum demand subdued. Apart from this, upcoming monsoon rainfall and crude oil prices will decide the direction of guar complex prices in year 2022. Guar 

seed prices are expected to trade in range of 4500-8500 wherein guar gum will trade in range of 8200-16500.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Guar	Seed	&	Guar	Gum	futures	

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

MENTHA OIL

Guar Seed Guar Gum

Price	Range

Guar	Seed	 :	4500	-	8500	(					per	Quintal)
Guar	Gum	 :	8200	-	16500	(					per	Quintal)
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Factors to watch

Ÿ Guar seed production in Rajasthan

Ÿ Export demand of guar gum

Ÿ Southwest Monsoon rainfall in year 2023

Ÿ Demand of Byproducts like Churi and Korma

Ÿ Stocks with farmers and stockists 
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Fundamental Outlook

Mentha oil prices traded in narrow range in past couple of year due to slowdown in export demand especially from China. Meanwhile, demand also got impacted by 

corona pandemic with the lesser demand from industries. Lukewarm response from Chinese buyers impacted mentha market mostly in year 2022 and kept prices 

down for most of the time in second half of year. Stockists and speculators who were busy in buying mentha during first quarter of year 2022 on reports of fall in 

acreages and yield, started trimming their positions in second quarter onwards due to sluggish export demand. After touching the yearly high of 1152 in Apr’22, 

mentha oil prices dropped by 19% till Dec’22. Increased imports of synthetic menthol also kept mentha oil on strict demand/supply mode. Mentha oil is obtained 

from mint plant and used in a wide variety of consumer goods such as detergents, soaps, toilet products, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, perfumes, confectionery 

food products and beverages.

India has been the largest producer of Mentha oil in world and contributes about 80% of the total global production. Apart from India, China contributes around 9%, 

Brazil 7% and the USA 4% to the total production. Mentha oil production in India has witnessed negative growth in last 10 years as farmers has reduced their area 

under mentha and switched to more lucrative crops, which have minimum price support guarantee from government. Uttar Pradesh has been the leading mint 

producing state accounts for 75% of Indian mint production and remaining 25% comes from Punjab, Bihar, M.P., Haryana, Himachal Pradesh etc. The four 

category of mint is grown in India namely Japanese Mint/Menthol Mint, Peppermint, Spearmint, Bergamot mint wherein Japanese Mint/Menthol is most grown mint 

in India accounts for 92% total mehtha oil production in India. Japanese mint is a primary source of menthol. The fresh leaves contain 4-6% oil. The main 

constituents of the oil are menthol (65-75%), menthone (7-10%) and menthyl acetate (12-15%) and terpenes (pipene, limonene and comphene). Area under mint 

in India varies from 55000 Ha to 65000 Ha. Mentha oil production dropped significantly in year 2022-23 due to lower area and yield. Mentha oil production varies 

35000-38000 tonnes annually in India.

Mentha crop is generally planted during Jan-Apr and is harvested twice i.e. in June and October months. The first crop is harvested after 100-120 days of growth 

and the second harvest in about 80-90 days following the first harvest. Considering the delay in rabi sowing in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, it seems harvesting of rabi 

crop will be extended than normal time that will result in to delay in planting of mentha for upcoming season. Any delay in mentha planting will stretch the harvesting 

period against normal that will lead mentha crop to face higher temperature during harvesting. The mean temperature between 20-40 degree Celsius is required 

during major part of the growing period and higher than 40 degree Celsius is harmful for crop growth. Considering the above fundamental assumption we expect, 

mentha oil production is likely to drop at least by 10% in year 2023.

On demand front, India has been the leading exporter of mint oil, menthol, menthol crystal and allied products. Export of menthol and menthol crystal has been 

down by 25% and 32% respectively during the time period of Apr’22-Oct’22 due to limited buying by China. The major export destination of menthol mint oil from 

India includes countries like China, USA, Singapore, Germany and Japan. With increase in production and export of menthol mint oil, consumption demand of 

menthol mint oil is also rapidly increased in the international markets. India exports about 16.5 thousand tonnes and 4 thousand tonnes of menthol and menthol 

crystal on annual basis. However, market share of synthetic menthol has been surging up in recent years and has covered up the one third of the total menthol 

market globally. 

Mentha oil prices are likely to witness bounce back in year 2023 mainly due to bleak supply outlook. Back to back fall in annual production will lure stockists and 

farmers to hold their stocks in better price expectation. Demand which was affected by closure of economy and industrial activities during corona pandemic has 

now started improving with normalcy of economic situation. Domestic demand for mentha is likely to see a rise especially from deodorants and pan masala 

industry. Demand in healthcare industry is increasing with each passing year that will support firmness in prices in mentha oil in coming year. However, increasing 

imports of synthetic menthol is likely to be major risk for prices as India has seen sharp rise in imports of synthetic menthol in the recent years. Considering the 

above fundamentals, mentha oil prices are expected to trade in the range of 900-1500 with positive bias.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Mentha	futures	(MCX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Price	Range

MCX	 :	900	-	1500	(				per	Kg)

Factors to watch

Ÿ Area and Production of Mint

Ÿ Imports and exports of Menthol

Ÿ Demand from China

Ÿ Import of Synthetic Mentha

Ÿ Weather condition and Monsoon Progress
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Fundamental Outlook

Guar seed prices traded down for most part of year 2022 tracking sluggish buying of derivative products in domestic as well as in the International markets. 

Slowdown in economic activities and persistent weakness in crude oil prices weighed on the market sentiments. Guar is mainly known for its derivative product 

guar gum which has commercial importance in oil and gas Industry. Apart from that, increasing uses of guar gum in textile and food industry makes it more valuable 

product. After touching the high of 6822 INR/Quintal in Apr’22 guar seed prices dropped 33% till Oc’22 mainly due to demand concerns. Reports of increased area 

under guar seed also drifted prices down during second half of year 2022. Similarly, Guar gum prices tumbled 38% from the high of 13572 INR/Quintal in second 

half of year 2022 on sluggish export demand.

Guar seed prices have shown sharp recovery in new crop season (2022-23) started in Oct’22 following cues from the reports of crop damage in major producing 

states that led to fall in supplies during peak arrival season of Oct ’22- Dec’22. Uneven distribution of rainfall in Rajasthan during Aug’22-Sep’22 impacted the yield 

badly that later erased the possibilities of bumper production. The rain pattern of the monsoons in the northern parts of India and Pakistan generally provides ideal 

growing conditions for guar. India accounts for 80% of the total guar produced in the world and 70% of it is cultivated in Rajasthan. Other producing states are 

Gujarat, Haryana and Punjab. Guar is also cultivated in the southern hemisphere in semi-arid zones in Brazil, Australia, South Africa and Southern part of the USA 

like Texas or Arizona. Almost 90% of world’s guar is grown in India and Pakistan. Guar annual production in India varies from 14-17 lakh tonnes where Rajasthan 

contributes most. Talking about the current scenario, Guar production in Rajasthan is likely to stand at 14.27 lakh tonnes in year 2022-23 compared to 10.08 lakh 

tonnes of previous year. All India guar production is expected to be higher due to higher production in Rajasthan and Haryana

On the demand front, approximately 90% of total Guar produce is used for production of Guar Gum and rest is used for culinary purposes and cattle feed etc. India 

has been the largest exporter of guar gum exports more than 100 countries. The major share of the guar processed in India is exported either in form of semi 

processed product i.e. refined splits or in form of guar powder. USA is the major importing country followed by Russia and Germany. These three countries account 

for more than 50% of India's exports of guar products. Other important importing countries from India are China, Australia, U.K, Japan and Canada. India exported 

about 219.8 thousand tonnes of guar gum in year 2021 and has exported about 208 thousand tonnes till Oct’22 in year 2022. Export demand for guar gum has been 

increasing with each passing year due to increased industrial uses across globe. Most of the demand for the gum is due to the expansion of the shale gas and oil 

industries. About 90% of the export is used to extract oil and shale gas. It is seen that guar gum prices have fair correlation with crude oil prices as any spike in crude 

oil prices lead to rise in margin of oil drillers that result into rise in demand for guar gum. Being a very versatile and efficient bio-polymer Guar gum is used in wide 

range of industrial applications such as Oil drilling, Textile printing, Human food and Pet Food, Paper, Explosive, Water Treatment, etc. where it is binding, 

thickening film-forming and lubricating factors are of great interest. Guar meal is another derivative product of guar seed and contains about 42% crude protein that 

placed it among the one of the most used cattle feeds in India. 

Guar seed prices are likely to trade in broader range due to growing fear of recession. Domestic as well as export demand for guar gum has increased in recent 

months due to supply tightness as millers are struggling to procure guar due to acute supply. Despite higher production prospects, arrivals has been down in 

Oct’22-Nov’22 due to hoarding and we expect farmers and stockists will release their stocks once they get better prices. However, major gains in guar seed and 

gum are likely to be checked by increased uses of other alternative of guar gum in Oil & Gas industry. It is noticed that slick water and other chemicals has increased 

its share as alternative of guar gum in oil industry that hampered the demand for guar gum in recent years. Slowdown in economic growth in China will also keep the 

guar gum demand subdued. Apart from this, upcoming monsoon rainfall and crude oil prices will decide the direction of guar complex prices in year 2022. Guar 

seed prices are expected to trade in range of 4500-8500 wherein guar gum will trade in range of 8200-16500.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Guar	Seed	&	Guar	Gum	futures	

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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Factors to watch

Ÿ Guar seed production in Rajasthan

Ÿ Export demand of guar gum

Ÿ Southwest Monsoon rainfall in year 2023

Ÿ Demand of Byproducts like Churi and Korma

Ÿ Stocks with farmers and stockists 
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Fundamental Outlook

Castor seed prices extended their gains for third consecutive year in a row in year 2022 tracking supply tightness in domestic as well as in International market. 

Aggressive buying by millers due to rising industrial demand and sharp gains in alternative oil prices pushed the castor seed prices to its highest level of 7724 

INR/Quintal at NCDEX in year 2022. Castor seed prices witnessed a gain of 31% during Jan’22-May’22 due to supply concerns. Back to back gains in castor seed 

prices gave enough reason to castor seed farmers to cheer up. In result of lower production, arrivals remained below normal throughout the year that supported 

upward move in prices. However, prices witnessed some correction in second half of year 2022 on account of commencement of sowing activities that prompted 

stockists to release their stocks in anticipation of rise in area under castor seed. Losses in prices during second half was also driven by the sluggish export demand 

from China as resumption of lockdown norms in wake of surging Corona cases led to slowdown in economic activities. China has been the largest importer of 

Indian castor oil and decides the price trend of castor oil in India.

India is known as the world leader in castor seed and oil production and leads the international castor oil trade. Being the largest producer and exporter of castor oil, 

India is responsible for almost 83% of total global exports of castor oil. Castor oil production in India usually fluctuates between 8 lakh tonnes to 11 lakh tonnes tons 

per year. Approximately 86% of castor seed production in India is concentrated in Gujarat, followed by Andhra Pradesh and Rajasthan. Specifically, the regions of 

Mehsana, Banaskantha, and Saurashtra/Kutch in Gujarat and the districts of Nalgonda and Mahboobnagar of Telangana are the major areas of castor oil 

production in India. Area under castor seed rose by 33% Y-o-Y to 7.95 lakh hectares in year 2022 due to better realization in year 2021. However, production is 

estimated to be down due to fall in yield in result of adverse weather condition. Castor seed production dropped 2% Y-o-Y to 16.11 lakh tonnes in year 2021-22 and 

expected to fall further by 6% Y-o-Y to 15.08 lakh tonnes in upcoming year 2022-23. Castor seed production in India witnessed negative growth of 2% in last 10 

years due to fall in yield.

At demand front, Castor seed is known for the castor oil as castor oil has various industrial uses. Castor oil has unique values of viscosity, density, thermal 

conductivity, and pour point that making it appropriate for various industrial applications as paints, coatings, inks, soaps and lubricants. Castor oil has uses in 

domestic, medicinal, and industrial purposes. It is used as a lubricant in machinery, high-speed engines, and airplanes. Hydrogenated castor oil is used in polishes, 

varnishes, transparent paper, linoleum, plasticizers, ointments, waxes, printing ink, cosmetics, hairdressing, soaps, etc. The oil from small-seeded varieties is 

considered of good quality and specially used as a medicine. On the other hand, oils of bold seeded variety are used for lightening and lubrication purposes. About 

2 lakh tonnes of castor oil is consumed on annual basis wherein 6-7 lakh tonnes are exported. Talking about the current scenario, India export about 496 thousand 

tonnes of castor oil till Oct in year 2022 compared to 600 thousand tonnes of previous year for same time period. Major importing countries of Indian castor oil are 

China, Netherland, USA, France, Thailand and Japan. China has been one of the biggest growth drivers for castor oil due to its demand for sebacic acid (a basic 

industrial chemical compound) which is developed from this oil. China accounts for 55% for total castor oil export from India in year 2022 imported about 223 

thousand tonnes till Oct’22.

Castor seed prices are expected to trade in range bound may keep bias on downside. Demand from China will be the major price driver for castor seed in year 

2022. Resurgence of corona cases in China may force Chinese government to reimpose the lockdown norms again that will lead to slowdown in economic 

activities. Deepening fear of recession will keep the imports subdued in year 2023 that will lead to rise in domestic supplies. However, Inventory at each level 

including farmers, traders, exchange, processors/exporters, importers/consumers are low and most participants may try to resume the inventory level to normal 

that will support the buying activities at lower levels. Considering the above fundamentals, castor seed prices are likely to trade in the range of 5800-8200.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Castor	futures	(NCDEX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Price	Range

NCDEX	 :	5800	-	8200	(				per	Quintal)
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Factors to watch

Ÿ Castor seed Inventory

Ÿ Reopening of China and export 

Ÿ Castor oil production 

Ÿ Monsoon Progress in year 2023 and sowing numbers

Ÿ Price competition of castor oil with relative oils

CASTOR SEED

Gold prices soared above 13% in 2022, in Q1; it has witnessed a sharp rally 

and made a high of 55558 in the month of March.  In Q2 and Q3 of 2022, prices 

witnessed some profit booking and consolidated in the narrow range of 

50000-51500 on a quarterly closing basis. In Q4, prices again gained 

momentum and witnessed a sharp rally and approached its year's high but 

were unable to break above it. Technical indicator RSI facing north direction 

and reads above the 70 marks gives us an indication short term correction due 

as prices are trading in the overbought zone. The triangle pattern is also 

observed on the charts, which dictates if prices break on the higher side it will 

witness a bullish rally whereas, if it breaks on the lower side it will witness a 

bearish. From a moving averages perspective, it traded above 55 and 100 

SMA on weekly chart which further enforces the bullish trend.

On MCX, downside for Gold remains capped at ₹44000 (closing basis) 

and prices could face resistance around ₹56000 (closing basis). Above 

that expect 62000 on higher side. In conclusion, we recommend buying 

on dip strategy in the range of ₹44000 - 46000 for 2023. Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

MCX Silver posted positive returns in the year 2022, although 

underperformed gold. It posted returns of over 10% as compared to a 

negative return of 8% in 2021. Tracking the price movement, in Q1'22 it made 

a year high at ₹73078 but after that, it gave negative returns for two 

consecutive quarters. In Q4'2022 prices hiked more than 20% and from low to 

high, surged around 25%. MCX silver has taken the formation of a triangle 

pattern on the monthly chart. Technical indicator RSI gives an early signal of a 

bull trend as it reads above 50 for the first time in the last quarter. Prices are 

sustaining well above 55 and 100 SMA on the weekly chart which further 

enforces the positive trend. Based on the Fibonacci projection, prices have 

been retraced 38.2% and are still valid for open targets towards ₹74500 and 

₹79800 (50% & 61.8%), and above ₹79800 would open the door towards 

₹85000 respectively.

On MCX, the downside for silver may remain capped around ₹51850 

(closing basis) where strong support is to be seen for prices in 2022. In 

conclusion, we recommend buying on dip strategy for 2023. Keep an eye 

on 79800 to 85000 on higher side. Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

MCXBULLDEX future at MCX posted positive returns of over 8% from 

opening to the close of 2022.  The bearish engulfing pattern was observed in 

the month of Apr'2022 and after that price slipped from 16,307 to 13,582. 

Again price bounced and settled at 15380 levels in Dec'22. At present, prices 

have stuck between the narrow ranges of 13500-16000. Referring to gold and 

silver long-term charts, it is expected that prices are likely to break the 

resistance of 16000 and reverse the trend to bullish. Another scenario 

indicates that if the price fails to break above 16000 and slipped below the 

support level of 13,500 then we may witness continuation of the bearish rally 

towards 12000/10500 respectively. In the monthly chart, RSI reads above 56 

marks, with an upward trajectory which further reinforces bullish trend. 

Overall, technical indicators dictate positive trend with higher volatility ahead 

in 2023.

On MCX, buying on dips is advised and the range would be 13500-13000. 

Buying position should be taken only after gold and silver buying 

confirmation on long-term charts. On higher side 16000-16500 is target.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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Fundamental Outlook

Castor seed prices extended their gains for third consecutive year in a row in year 2022 tracking supply tightness in domestic as well as in International market. 

Aggressive buying by millers due to rising industrial demand and sharp gains in alternative oil prices pushed the castor seed prices to its highest level of 7724 

INR/Quintal at NCDEX in year 2022. Castor seed prices witnessed a gain of 31% during Jan’22-May’22 due to supply concerns. Back to back gains in castor seed 

prices gave enough reason to castor seed farmers to cheer up. In result of lower production, arrivals remained below normal throughout the year that supported 

upward move in prices. However, prices witnessed some correction in second half of year 2022 on account of commencement of sowing activities that prompted 

stockists to release their stocks in anticipation of rise in area under castor seed. Losses in prices during second half was also driven by the sluggish export demand 

from China as resumption of lockdown norms in wake of surging Corona cases led to slowdown in economic activities. China has been the largest importer of 

Indian castor oil and decides the price trend of castor oil in India.

India is known as the world leader in castor seed and oil production and leads the international castor oil trade. Being the largest producer and exporter of castor oil, 

India is responsible for almost 83% of total global exports of castor oil. Castor oil production in India usually fluctuates between 8 lakh tonnes to 11 lakh tonnes tons 

per year. Approximately 86% of castor seed production in India is concentrated in Gujarat, followed by Andhra Pradesh and Rajasthan. Specifically, the regions of 

Mehsana, Banaskantha, and Saurashtra/Kutch in Gujarat and the districts of Nalgonda and Mahboobnagar of Telangana are the major areas of castor oil 

production in India. Area under castor seed rose by 33% Y-o-Y to 7.95 lakh hectares in year 2022 due to better realization in year 2021. However, production is 

estimated to be down due to fall in yield in result of adverse weather condition. Castor seed production dropped 2% Y-o-Y to 16.11 lakh tonnes in year 2021-22 and 

expected to fall further by 6% Y-o-Y to 15.08 lakh tonnes in upcoming year 2022-23. Castor seed production in India witnessed negative growth of 2% in last 10 

years due to fall in yield.

At demand front, Castor seed is known for the castor oil as castor oil has various industrial uses. Castor oil has unique values of viscosity, density, thermal 

conductivity, and pour point that making it appropriate for various industrial applications as paints, coatings, inks, soaps and lubricants. Castor oil has uses in 

domestic, medicinal, and industrial purposes. It is used as a lubricant in machinery, high-speed engines, and airplanes. Hydrogenated castor oil is used in polishes, 

varnishes, transparent paper, linoleum, plasticizers, ointments, waxes, printing ink, cosmetics, hairdressing, soaps, etc. The oil from small-seeded varieties is 

considered of good quality and specially used as a medicine. On the other hand, oils of bold seeded variety are used for lightening and lubrication purposes. About 

2 lakh tonnes of castor oil is consumed on annual basis wherein 6-7 lakh tonnes are exported. Talking about the current scenario, India export about 496 thousand 

tonnes of castor oil till Oct in year 2022 compared to 600 thousand tonnes of previous year for same time period. Major importing countries of Indian castor oil are 

China, Netherland, USA, France, Thailand and Japan. China has been one of the biggest growth drivers for castor oil due to its demand for sebacic acid (a basic 

industrial chemical compound) which is developed from this oil. China accounts for 55% for total castor oil export from India in year 2022 imported about 223 

thousand tonnes till Oct’22.

Castor seed prices are expected to trade in range bound may keep bias on downside. Demand from China will be the major price driver for castor seed in year 

2022. Resurgence of corona cases in China may force Chinese government to reimpose the lockdown norms again that will lead to slowdown in economic 

activities. Deepening fear of recession will keep the imports subdued in year 2023 that will lead to rise in domestic supplies. However, Inventory at each level 

including farmers, traders, exchange, processors/exporters, importers/consumers are low and most participants may try to resume the inventory level to normal 

that will support the buying activities at lower levels. Considering the above fundamentals, castor seed prices are likely to trade in the range of 5800-8200.

Yearly	price	movement	of	Castor	futures	(NCDEX)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Price	Range

NCDEX	 :	5800	-	8200	(				per	Quintal)
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Factors to watch

Ÿ Castor seed Inventory

Ÿ Reopening of China and export 

Ÿ Castor oil production 

Ÿ Monsoon Progress in year 2023 and sowing numbers

Ÿ Price competition of castor oil with relative oils

CASTOR SEED

Gold prices soared above 13% in 2022, in Q1; it has witnessed a sharp rally 

and made a high of 55558 in the month of March.  In Q2 and Q3 of 2022, prices 

witnessed some profit booking and consolidated in the narrow range of 

50000-51500 on a quarterly closing basis. In Q4, prices again gained 

momentum and witnessed a sharp rally and approached its year's high but 

were unable to break above it. Technical indicator RSI facing north direction 

and reads above the 70 marks gives us an indication short term correction due 

as prices are trading in the overbought zone. The triangle pattern is also 

observed on the charts, which dictates if prices break on the higher side it will 

witness a bullish rally whereas, if it breaks on the lower side it will witness a 

bearish. From a moving averages perspective, it traded above 55 and 100 

SMA on weekly chart which further enforces the bullish trend.

On MCX, downside for Gold remains capped at ₹44000 (closing basis) 

and prices could face resistance around ₹56000 (closing basis). Above 

that expect 62000 on higher side. In conclusion, we recommend buying 

on dip strategy in the range of ₹44000 - 46000 for 2023. Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

MCX Silver posted positive returns in the year 2022, although 

underperformed gold. It posted returns of over 10% as compared to a 

negative return of 8% in 2021. Tracking the price movement, in Q1'22 it made 

a year high at ₹73078 but after that, it gave negative returns for two 

consecutive quarters. In Q4'2022 prices hiked more than 20% and from low to 

high, surged around 25%. MCX silver has taken the formation of a triangle 

pattern on the monthly chart. Technical indicator RSI gives an early signal of a 

bull trend as it reads above 50 for the first time in the last quarter. Prices are 

sustaining well above 55 and 100 SMA on the weekly chart which further 

enforces the positive trend. Based on the Fibonacci projection, prices have 

been retraced 38.2% and are still valid for open targets towards ₹74500 and 

₹79800 (50% & 61.8%), and above ₹79800 would open the door towards 

₹85000 respectively.

On MCX, the downside for silver may remain capped around ₹51850 

(closing basis) where strong support is to be seen for prices in 2022. In 

conclusion, we recommend buying on dip strategy for 2023. Keep an eye 

on 79800 to 85000 on higher side. Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

MCXBULLDEX future at MCX posted positive returns of over 8% from 

opening to the close of 2022.  The bearish engulfing pattern was observed in 

the month of Apr'2022 and after that price slipped from 16,307 to 13,582. 

Again price bounced and settled at 15380 levels in Dec'22. At present, prices 

have stuck between the narrow ranges of 13500-16000. Referring to gold and 

silver long-term charts, it is expected that prices are likely to break the 

resistance of 16000 and reverse the trend to bullish. Another scenario 

indicates that if the price fails to break above 16000 and slipped below the 

support level of 13,500 then we may witness continuation of the bearish rally 

towards 12000/10500 respectively. In the monthly chart, RSI reads above 56 

marks, with an upward trajectory which further reinforces bullish trend. 

Overall, technical indicators dictate positive trend with higher volatility ahead 

in 2023.

On MCX, buying on dips is advised and the range would be 13500-13000. 

Buying position should be taken only after gold and silver buying 

confirmation on long-term charts. On higher side 16000-16500 is target.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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Crude oil witnessed a sharp recovery in 2022 and hit a all-time high of 9996 in 

Q1 of 2022. In Q2, prices traded in the range of 7600-9600. In Q3, prices gave 

up 70% of its gains and entered correction mode. From high of 9996 Rs/bbl on 

board and on YTD basis, it is still up 13%, but down by 34%. Price traded in a 

channel and currently it touches the lower band of the channel. Prices were 

trading below weekly SMA 100 but above weekly SMA 200 level, which 

dictates that crude oil is in short term bearish mode. Main trend is still bullish, 

but it will turn to bearish once it slipped below 5832 levels. Without major 

bullish reactions, it is better to stay sidelined until the price reaches next 

support level of 4998. On monthly chart, as per Fibonacci retracement prices 

have been corrected from ₹9996 to ₹5832 which is around 38.2% (low of 

rupee 1 to ₹9996) and now also opens door towards ₹4998 and ₹3817 (50% & 

61.8%) respectively.

Bearish trend is still intact on short to medium-term basis as it has 

strong resistance near ₹7800 and ₹10000. Any rise in price could be seen 

as a selling opportunity for support ₹5500 and ₹3800. In conclusion, we 

assume sideways to a negative trend for 2023.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Natural gas prices started the year 2022, on a positive note and surged to an 

all-time high after 13 years-long consolidations in the wider range of 100-360. 

Price jumped 190% YTD after giving a breakout on yearly charts and made a 

high of 801 in the month of August'2022. Since then, prices started cooling off 

and slashed 44% from the peak, but still managed to gain 62% YTD. Presently 

prices are taking support around the 61.8% Fibonacci retracement level. The 

weekly chart structure looks positive as of now as prices are trading well 

above the long-term SMA 100 & SMA 200, but the price slipped below the 

SMA 50, which gives an early indication of a trend reversal. A negative 

divergence is seen on the RSI which further dictates the weakness in the 

trend. Prices are currently moving in the corrective patterns. Based on 

Fibbonacci projections, the selling pressure will continue and should 

approach the 260 level followed by 155 levels.

Going ahead in 2023, we may see huge volatility in the counter and the 

possible trading range would be 110-710. We recommend selling in the 

counter near the higher range and target 260/155 respectively. Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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Aluminium prices have witnessed a sharp move in the first quarter of 2022 and 

hit an all-time high of 327.25 in the month of March. Since 2010, the prices 

have been consolidating in the wider range of 110-170. In Feb'2021, prices 

have given a breakout and witnessed positive moves and gave return of over 

119%.  As per the chart pattern, in the month of Apr'2022, it observed a bearish 

engulfing pattern and made a low of 188.05. Currently MACD (moving 

average convergence divergence) histogram prints in the green with an 

upward-sloping trajectory, which points to higher prices for Aluminium. 

Meanwhile, if the price takes support near 180, we may witness a rally again 

towards 260-320 levels. Alternatively, if it breaks and sustains below 180 

levels, then it may move towards 145/120 on a short to medium-term basis. 

On MCX, downside for Aluminium remains cap in the range of 125-120 

where strong support is seen for prices in the past. Buying for this 

counter would be suggested in the range of 150-155 for the wide target of 

245/320.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Steel future on NCDEX has been on the uptrend since 2021 from the low of 
Feb’2021 prices bounced to a fresh high of Apr’2022; 63100 and posted 
returns over 77% from the low to high. A shooting star pattern is observed on 
the monthly chart frame, which signals an upward price momentum reversal to 
bearish momentum. Since April’2022 prices have been trading with the 
formation of lower highs and lower lows. The lower high holds at 57270 remain 
the key for bears as long as prices sustain below the level we may continue to 
witness sell on rise rally. The selling rally may approach the 42000 mark and 
below it may fall towards 35000/28000. On the other hand, if prices 
successfully break and sustain above the level of 57270 then the bearish 
trend will be reversed to bullish, and the lower low 42700 remains the key 
support zone. In the monthly chart, RSI reads above 57 marks, with an upward 
trajectory which further reinforces the bullish trend. As per the Fibonacci 
projection, the price reached the level of 48433 (23.6%) and waited to reach 
the next levels towards 52200/55266/58320 (38.2%,50%& 61.8%) 
respectively.

On NCDEX, buying on dips is advised and the range would be 42500-43000 
for the wider target of 52200-65000. Investors should also take the 
advantages for buying of above 52200 for the target of 65000 levels. Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

On monthly charts, Copper has formed a ‘Head and shoulder’ pattern at the 

end of the year 2021 and completed the wave from 337.55 to 888.35 in 

Mar'2022. As per the Fibonacci retracement, the price has been retraced 50% 

from 888.35 to 602.15 and holds strong support there. Based on the current 

chart pattern, it may take support near 600. MACD histogram prints in green 

with an upward-sloping trajectory which further confirms the rally. An 

additional scenario indicates that if the support (600.00) holds strong, then the 

market might have a chance to rally toward the resistance of 888 near to 

medium term. On the other hand, if it breaks below the 600 level, then it will 

reverse the trend from bullish to bearish and will give an opportunity to fall 

towards the extreme support levels of 490/335, which is the strong support 

zone since Mar 2020. 

Overall, it looks bullish. Buying for this counter would be suggested in 

the range of 450-430 for the target of 850/1150 in the year 2023.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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Crude oil witnessed a sharp recovery in 2022 and hit a all-time high of 9996 in 

Q1 of 2022. In Q2, prices traded in the range of 7600-9600. In Q3, prices gave 

up 70% of its gains and entered correction mode. From high of 9996 Rs/bbl on 

board and on YTD basis, it is still up 13%, but down by 34%. Price traded in a 

channel and currently it touches the lower band of the channel. Prices were 

trading below weekly SMA 100 but above weekly SMA 200 level, which 

dictates that crude oil is in short term bearish mode. Main trend is still bullish, 

but it will turn to bearish once it slipped below 5832 levels. Without major 

bullish reactions, it is better to stay sidelined until the price reaches next 

support level of 4998. On monthly chart, as per Fibonacci retracement prices 

have been corrected from ₹9996 to ₹5832 which is around 38.2% (low of 

rupee 1 to ₹9996) and now also opens door towards ₹4998 and ₹3817 (50% & 

61.8%) respectively.

Bearish trend is still intact on short to medium-term basis as it has 

strong resistance near ₹7800 and ₹10000. Any rise in price could be seen 

as a selling opportunity for support ₹5500 and ₹3800. In conclusion, we 

assume sideways to a negative trend for 2023.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Natural gas prices started the year 2022, on a positive note and surged to an 

all-time high after 13 years-long consolidations in the wider range of 100-360. 

Price jumped 190% YTD after giving a breakout on yearly charts and made a 

high of 801 in the month of August'2022. Since then, prices started cooling off 

and slashed 44% from the peak, but still managed to gain 62% YTD. Presently 

prices are taking support around the 61.8% Fibonacci retracement level. The 

weekly chart structure looks positive as of now as prices are trading well 

above the long-term SMA 100 & SMA 200, but the price slipped below the 

SMA 50, which gives an early indication of a trend reversal. A negative 

divergence is seen on the RSI which further dictates the weakness in the 

trend. Prices are currently moving in the corrective patterns. Based on 

Fibbonacci projections, the selling pressure will continue and should 

approach the 260 level followed by 155 levels.

Going ahead in 2023, we may see huge volatility in the counter and the 

possible trading range would be 110-710. We recommend selling in the 

counter near the higher range and target 260/155 respectively. Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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Aluminium prices have witnessed a sharp move in the first quarter of 2022 and 

hit an all-time high of 327.25 in the month of March. Since 2010, the prices 

have been consolidating in the wider range of 110-170. In Feb'2021, prices 

have given a breakout and witnessed positive moves and gave return of over 

119%.  As per the chart pattern, in the month of Apr'2022, it observed a bearish 

engulfing pattern and made a low of 188.05. Currently MACD (moving 

average convergence divergence) histogram prints in the green with an 

upward-sloping trajectory, which points to higher prices for Aluminium. 

Meanwhile, if the price takes support near 180, we may witness a rally again 

towards 260-320 levels. Alternatively, if it breaks and sustains below 180 

levels, then it may move towards 145/120 on a short to medium-term basis. 

On MCX, downside for Aluminium remains cap in the range of 125-120 

where strong support is seen for prices in the past. Buying for this 

counter would be suggested in the range of 150-155 for the wide target of 

245/320.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Steel future on NCDEX has been on the uptrend since 2021 from the low of 
Feb’2021 prices bounced to a fresh high of Apr’2022; 63100 and posted 
returns over 77% from the low to high. A shooting star pattern is observed on 
the monthly chart frame, which signals an upward price momentum reversal to 
bearish momentum. Since April’2022 prices have been trading with the 
formation of lower highs and lower lows. The lower high holds at 57270 remain 
the key for bears as long as prices sustain below the level we may continue to 
witness sell on rise rally. The selling rally may approach the 42000 mark and 
below it may fall towards 35000/28000. On the other hand, if prices 
successfully break and sustain above the level of 57270 then the bearish 
trend will be reversed to bullish, and the lower low 42700 remains the key 
support zone. In the monthly chart, RSI reads above 57 marks, with an upward 
trajectory which further reinforces the bullish trend. As per the Fibonacci 
projection, the price reached the level of 48433 (23.6%) and waited to reach 
the next levels towards 52200/55266/58320 (38.2%,50%& 61.8%) 
respectively.

On NCDEX, buying on dips is advised and the range would be 42500-43000 
for the wider target of 52200-65000. Investors should also take the 
advantages for buying of above 52200 for the target of 65000 levels. Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

On monthly charts, Copper has formed a ‘Head and shoulder’ pattern at the 

end of the year 2021 and completed the wave from 337.55 to 888.35 in 

Mar'2022. As per the Fibonacci retracement, the price has been retraced 50% 

from 888.35 to 602.15 and holds strong support there. Based on the current 

chart pattern, it may take support near 600. MACD histogram prints in green 

with an upward-sloping trajectory which further confirms the rally. An 

additional scenario indicates that if the support (600.00) holds strong, then the 

market might have a chance to rally toward the resistance of 888 near to 

medium term. On the other hand, if it breaks below the 600 level, then it will 

reverse the trend from bullish to bearish and will give an opportunity to fall 

towards the extreme support levels of 490/335, which is the strong support 

zone since Mar 2020. 

Overall, it looks bullish. Buying for this counter would be suggested in 

the range of 450-430 for the target of 850/1150 in the year 2023.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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On MCX, Zinc price started the year with a sharp rally and hit all-time high of 

379.50 in the month of April'2022. Since then, it has taken formation of a 

"shooting star" pattern, which is a strong reversal pattern. After that prices 

reversed the trend from bullish to bearish and made a low of 249.00 in the 

month of Oct'2022. We witnessed a strong upside move from April’2020 to 

April 2022 as it witnessed a “V” shape/pattern.  As per Fibonacci retracement, 

price reached 50% at 249.0 from low of 125.80 to 379.50. For a short-term 

basis, immediate support is seen around 249 levels. If it breaks and sustain 

below this level then prices can see a downside move towards 220-185 levels.  

Major resistance is near 300-340 levels. 

Going ahead in 2023, Zinc may trade with a bullish bias and we 

recommend buying on dips around 255-250 for the target of 300/380 

levels.

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

MCX Lead prices witnessed downtrend plunged after testing the high of 

198.40 in Mar 2022. A "hanging man pattern" is observed in the month of Jul 

2022, as prices reversed after hitting a low of 164.45. Since then prices was on 

uptrend. On a long-term basis, it has been trading on the formation of higher 

highs and higher lows. Higher lows hold near 164.45 remains key for buyers. 

As long as prices sustain above the level, it remains arises opportunity of 

buying on-dips.  Meanwhile, price is holding the support of upwards sloping 

channel and the Monthly EMA of 21 near 176.74 levels. In the meantime, 

divergence between price and the Relative strength index (RSI) kept the 

upside limited in MCX Lead prices. In short term, 160-165 zones is crucial 

support. Only failure to hold could bring fresh selling pressure towards 135-

110 zones. The higher high holds near 198.40 and remains the key for sellers, 

if prices fail to break the level then they will fall back to 160 levels. 

Going ahead in 2023, lead prices on MCX are likely to trade in the thin 

range of 160-200 where both side opportunities arise. Buying near 

support and selling near resistance would be advised.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

NCDEX Kapas has given a negative return of over 20% in 2022 and reversed 

the main trend to bearish. Prices slipped below the EMA 21, which gives an 

early indication of selling. The historical chart pattern suggests that the 

counter is trading in the corrective patterns and taking support near the 

Fibonacci short-term support of 1400. The present chart structure looks weak 

and hints that prices will further witness a fall and approach EMA 50 (1400 

levels) in the near term. If prices successfully breaks and sustains below the 

1400 levels then prices will witness fall to the level of 1260 followed by 890. 

Another scenario indicates that if prices fail to sustain below the 1400 mark 

then we may see a sharp upside move, which takes the rally towards 1710 and 

2070. Technical indicator RSI is also facing south direction which further hints 

weakness in the counter. Momentum also looks on the bearish side.  

Going ahead in 2023, downtrend is likely to remain intact, and sell on rise 

near the resistance 1710 levels would be right strategy and keep the 

target 1400 followed by 890.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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On monthly charts, Guarseed NCDEX has taken the formation of higher highs 

and higher lows. The higher highs and higher lows pattern signal an uptrend.  

The higher low 4517 remains the key for bulls as long as prices sustain above 

the levels, it remains in the buying-on-dips market. The higher high of 7185 is 

the key resistance for the counter, if prices successfully break and sustain 

above the levels then the bullish rally will approach the 8520 levels followed by 

9620. The historical chart patterns show that counter is facing strong 

resistance near 6590 levels and taking support near 4500. Technical indicator 

RSI facing east direction and reads at 57.474, which indicates a bullish move 

with low volatility. Prices also sustain above the key EMA 50, which further 

indicates buying in the counter. 

Ahead in 2023, prices are likely to witness a move in the wider range 

where both side movements can be witnessed. Buying near the support 

of 4500 and selling near the resistance of 8520 would be advised. Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

On monthly charts, Castor seed has taken the formation of a bullish flag. A 

steep vertical rise in price is followed by a period when the price remains 

bounded between 2 fairly close, roughly horizontal lines. This bullish pattern 

confirms the buying once it breaks above the highest high 7724 of the 

formation. Before this formation, we have seen a rising channel pattern on the 

charts. The price has given breakout in Jan’2022 around 6270 after then it 

made a high of 7724. A short-term correction is due as prices were trading 

near the overbought zone. Technical indicator RSI is also facing south 

direction and reads at 61.081, which mean weakness in the counter. Another 

scenario indicates that if prices fail to break above the 7724 and successfully 

break below the 6690 levels then the bullish trend will be reversed to bearish 

and prices will fall back to 5750. At present prices are sustaining well above 

the key EMA 50, which further enforces the bullish trend. 

Going ahead in 2023, prices will continue to witness the bullish move 

where buying near support of 6690 is advised for the targets of 7500 

followed by 8200.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

On monthly charts, Mentha has taken the formation of the symmetrical 

triangle pattern. Based on this pattern, if prices break on higher side then we 

will witness buying in the counter and if break on lower side then will witness 

selling. Based on historical chart patterns, 910 has been strong support for 

Mentha. As long as prices sustain above, we can expect a bullish move. 

Presently prices are sustaining below key EMA 50, 1060. But a bullish inside 

candle is also observed on the monthly chart frame, which is considered a 

strong bullish reversal candle. If prices break and successfully sustain above 

1060 then we can witness a break out on symmetrical triangle pattern, which 

pushes the prices to the higher side and will approach 1200 and 1480 levels 

soon. On the other hand, if it fails to give a breakout above 1060 then it can 

continue to move in a very tight range of 800-1050. Technical indicator RSI is 

facing north direction and reads at 47.411, which confirm the positive move.  It 

witnessed a long consolidation of 2 years in wider range of 970-1170. 

Going ahead in 2023, prices may witness a positive move. Buying above 

1060 is advised for the targets of 1200 followed by 1480.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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On MCX, Zinc price started the year with a sharp rally and hit all-time high of 

379.50 in the month of April'2022. Since then, it has taken formation of a 

"shooting star" pattern, which is a strong reversal pattern. After that prices 

reversed the trend from bullish to bearish and made a low of 249.00 in the 

month of Oct'2022. We witnessed a strong upside move from April’2020 to 

April 2022 as it witnessed a “V” shape/pattern.  As per Fibonacci retracement, 

price reached 50% at 249.0 from low of 125.80 to 379.50. For a short-term 

basis, immediate support is seen around 249 levels. If it breaks and sustain 

below this level then prices can see a downside move towards 220-185 levels.  

Major resistance is near 300-340 levels. 

Going ahead in 2023, Zinc may trade with a bullish bias and we 

recommend buying on dips around 255-250 for the target of 300/380 

levels.

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

MCX Lead prices witnessed downtrend plunged after testing the high of 

198.40 in Mar 2022. A "hanging man pattern" is observed in the month of Jul 

2022, as prices reversed after hitting a low of 164.45. Since then prices was on 

uptrend. On a long-term basis, it has been trading on the formation of higher 

highs and higher lows. Higher lows hold near 164.45 remains key for buyers. 

As long as prices sustain above the level, it remains arises opportunity of 

buying on-dips.  Meanwhile, price is holding the support of upwards sloping 

channel and the Monthly EMA of 21 near 176.74 levels. In the meantime, 

divergence between price and the Relative strength index (RSI) kept the 

upside limited in MCX Lead prices. In short term, 160-165 zones is crucial 

support. Only failure to hold could bring fresh selling pressure towards 135-

110 zones. The higher high holds near 198.40 and remains the key for sellers, 

if prices fail to break the level then they will fall back to 160 levels. 

Going ahead in 2023, lead prices on MCX are likely to trade in the thin 

range of 160-200 where both side opportunities arise. Buying near 

support and selling near resistance would be advised.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

NCDEX Kapas has given a negative return of over 20% in 2022 and reversed 

the main trend to bearish. Prices slipped below the EMA 21, which gives an 

early indication of selling. The historical chart pattern suggests that the 

counter is trading in the corrective patterns and taking support near the 

Fibonacci short-term support of 1400. The present chart structure looks weak 

and hints that prices will further witness a fall and approach EMA 50 (1400 

levels) in the near term. If prices successfully breaks and sustains below the 

1400 levels then prices will witness fall to the level of 1260 followed by 890. 

Another scenario indicates that if prices fail to sustain below the 1400 mark 

then we may see a sharp upside move, which takes the rally towards 1710 and 

2070. Technical indicator RSI is also facing south direction which further hints 

weakness in the counter. Momentum also looks on the bearish side.  

Going ahead in 2023, downtrend is likely to remain intact, and sell on rise 

near the resistance 1710 levels would be right strategy and keep the 

target 1400 followed by 890.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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On monthly charts, Guarseed NCDEX has taken the formation of higher highs 

and higher lows. The higher highs and higher lows pattern signal an uptrend.  

The higher low 4517 remains the key for bulls as long as prices sustain above 

the levels, it remains in the buying-on-dips market. The higher high of 7185 is 

the key resistance for the counter, if prices successfully break and sustain 

above the levels then the bullish rally will approach the 8520 levels followed by 

9620. The historical chart patterns show that counter is facing strong 

resistance near 6590 levels and taking support near 4500. Technical indicator 

RSI facing east direction and reads at 57.474, which indicates a bullish move 

with low volatility. Prices also sustain above the key EMA 50, which further 

indicates buying in the counter. 

Ahead in 2023, prices are likely to witness a move in the wider range 

where both side movements can be witnessed. Buying near the support 

of 4500 and selling near the resistance of 8520 would be advised. Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

On monthly charts, Castor seed has taken the formation of a bullish flag. A 

steep vertical rise in price is followed by a period when the price remains 

bounded between 2 fairly close, roughly horizontal lines. This bullish pattern 

confirms the buying once it breaks above the highest high 7724 of the 

formation. Before this formation, we have seen a rising channel pattern on the 

charts. The price has given breakout in Jan’2022 around 6270 after then it 

made a high of 7724. A short-term correction is due as prices were trading 

near the overbought zone. Technical indicator RSI is also facing south 

direction and reads at 61.081, which mean weakness in the counter. Another 

scenario indicates that if prices fail to break above the 7724 and successfully 

break below the 6690 levels then the bullish trend will be reversed to bearish 

and prices will fall back to 5750. At present prices are sustaining well above 

the key EMA 50, which further enforces the bullish trend. 

Going ahead in 2023, prices will continue to witness the bullish move 

where buying near support of 6690 is advised for the targets of 7500 

followed by 8200.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

On monthly charts, Mentha has taken the formation of the symmetrical 

triangle pattern. Based on this pattern, if prices break on higher side then we 

will witness buying in the counter and if break on lower side then will witness 

selling. Based on historical chart patterns, 910 has been strong support for 

Mentha. As long as prices sustain above, we can expect a bullish move. 

Presently prices are sustaining below key EMA 50, 1060. But a bullish inside 

candle is also observed on the monthly chart frame, which is considered a 

strong bullish reversal candle. If prices break and successfully sustain above 

1060 then we can witness a break out on symmetrical triangle pattern, which 

pushes the prices to the higher side and will approach 1200 and 1480 levels 

soon. On the other hand, if it fails to give a breakout above 1060 then it can 

continue to move in a very tight range of 800-1050. Technical indicator RSI is 

facing north direction and reads at 47.411, which confirm the positive move.  It 

witnessed a long consolidation of 2 years in wider range of 970-1170. 

Going ahead in 2023, prices may witness a positive move. Buying above 

1060 is advised for the targets of 1200 followed by 1480.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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NCDEX Jeera has taken the formation of a bullish megaphone. The bullish 

pattern is confirmed when, usually on the third upswing, prices break above 

the prior high but fail to fall below this level again. The chart structure will look 

almost complete once it touches the 30900 levels. From there, we will witness 

some correction towards its support of 28900. If prices successfully breach 

28900 levels and sustain below it then the bullish trend will reverse to bearish. 

Prices may witness a fall towards 24400 Fibonacci support followed by 19000. 

In 2022, prices surged to their all-time high and witnessed a return of over 79% 

from open to close. Another scenario indicates that if prices fail to sustain 

below the 28900 levels then the bullish trend remains intact and we will 

witness a rally towards 33700 followed by 42000. Technical Indicator RSI is 

facing north and reads at 81.635 which shows that it is trading in an 

overbought zone. It means we will witness some correction although the trend 

remains bullish.

Going ahead in 2023, prices may continue to witness huge volatility 

buying near 24400 is advised only if it confirms the trend, and target 

33700 followed by 42000.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

NCDEX Turmeric has taken the formation of the rising wedge. Based on this 

formation, it is forecasted that prices may move with a bearish bias. The rising 

wedge is generally a bearish signal as it indicates a possible reversal during 

an uptrend. Prices are presently facing resistance near 10800 levels and 

taking support near the 6640 levels. In the month of Nov’2022, prices broke 

below EMA 50 but failed to sustain below the level. Based on our analysis, it is 

expected that prices will witness a rise to 9390 levels which is a 61.8% 

Fibonacci retracement. From there we will again witness selling and once 

prices successfully break below the 6500 level the pattern confirms the 

bearish trend. Another scenario indicates that if prices failed to witness selling 

from 9390 levels then the buying rally stretched till 11200. Technical indicator 

RSI reads at 56.274, facing north which indicates bullish movement in the 

near term. Based on the historical chart pattern, the main trend looks bearish. 

Ahead in 2023, prices may continue to witness huge volatility, and 

selling on rising is advised near the resistance of 10800 and target 6500 

followed by 5200.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Coriander NCDEX chart has taken the formation of a double top pattern. A 

double top is an extremely bearish technical reversal pattern that forms after 

an asset reaches a high price two consecutive times with a moderate decline 

between the two highs. Presently prices slipped below the EMA 50 which is 

also a bearish signal. Prices witnessed a continuous fall after testing 13298 

levels. Based on the current pattern, prices will be retraced back to 9430 

levels before continuing the main trend. The present structure looks weak and 

it projects fall towards 7230 followed by 5590. Another scenario indicates, if 

prices fails to witness a fall from 9430 then the rally will be stretched to 11450 

levels. Technical indicator RSI is facing southward direction and reads at 

43.735, which further hint at the weakness in the counter. Momentum is also 

indicating bearish bias. 

Ahead in 2023, prices may continue to witness sharp volatility where it 

will face resistance near 11450 and could possibly take support near 

5590 levels. Although a minor support is held near 7230 levels.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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NCDEX Jeera has taken the formation of a bullish megaphone. The bullish 

pattern is confirmed when, usually on the third upswing, prices break above 

the prior high but fail to fall below this level again. The chart structure will look 

almost complete once it touches the 30900 levels. From there, we will witness 

some correction towards its support of 28900. If prices successfully breach 

28900 levels and sustain below it then the bullish trend will reverse to bearish. 

Prices may witness a fall towards 24400 Fibonacci support followed by 19000. 

In 2022, prices surged to their all-time high and witnessed a return of over 79% 

from open to close. Another scenario indicates that if prices fail to sustain 

below the 28900 levels then the bullish trend remains intact and we will 

witness a rally towards 33700 followed by 42000. Technical Indicator RSI is 

facing north and reads at 81.635 which shows that it is trading in an 

overbought zone. It means we will witness some correction although the trend 

remains bullish.

Going ahead in 2023, prices may continue to witness huge volatility 

buying near 24400 is advised only if it confirms the trend, and target 

33700 followed by 42000.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

NCDEX Turmeric has taken the formation of the rising wedge. Based on this 

formation, it is forecasted that prices may move with a bearish bias. The rising 

wedge is generally a bearish signal as it indicates a possible reversal during 

an uptrend. Prices are presently facing resistance near 10800 levels and 

taking support near the 6640 levels. In the month of Nov’2022, prices broke 

below EMA 50 but failed to sustain below the level. Based on our analysis, it is 

expected that prices will witness a rise to 9390 levels which is a 61.8% 

Fibonacci retracement. From there we will again witness selling and once 

prices successfully break below the 6500 level the pattern confirms the 

bearish trend. Another scenario indicates that if prices failed to witness selling 

from 9390 levels then the buying rally stretched till 11200. Technical indicator 

RSI reads at 56.274, facing north which indicates bullish movement in the 

near term. Based on the historical chart pattern, the main trend looks bearish. 

Ahead in 2023, prices may continue to witness huge volatility, and 

selling on rising is advised near the resistance of 10800 and target 6500 

followed by 5200.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research

Coriander NCDEX chart has taken the formation of a double top pattern. A 

double top is an extremely bearish technical reversal pattern that forms after 

an asset reaches a high price two consecutive times with a moderate decline 

between the two highs. Presently prices slipped below the EMA 50 which is 

also a bearish signal. Prices witnessed a continuous fall after testing 13298 

levels. Based on the current pattern, prices will be retraced back to 9430 

levels before continuing the main trend. The present structure looks weak and 

it projects fall towards 7230 followed by 5590. Another scenario indicates, if 

prices fails to witness a fall from 9430 then the rally will be stretched to 11450 

levels. Technical indicator RSI is facing southward direction and reads at 

43.735, which further hint at the weakness in the counter. Momentum is also 

indicating bearish bias. 

Ahead in 2023, prices may continue to witness sharp volatility where it 

will face resistance near 11450 and could possibly take support near 

5590 levels. Although a minor support is held near 7230 levels.
Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	Research
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